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ABSTRACT 
Methods of collecting, concentrating, separating, and identifying organic compounds in 
natural water systems were studied. The most appropriate methods were applied to a eutrophic 






tert-butyl alcohol, methanol, l-pentanol, 2-methyl-2-pentanol, 3-methyl-
2-butanol, 2-methyl-I-butanol, 3-methyl-I-butanol, I-penten-3-01, isobutyl 
alcohol, I-butanol, 2-methyl-3-buten-2-ol, 2.methyl-2-butanol, 2-butanal, iso-
propyl alcohol, I-propanol, ethanol 
4-methyl-3-penten-2-one, acetone, methyl ethyl ketone 
acetaldehyde, propanal, 2-buten-l-al .. 
acetonitrile, pyridine, ethyl acetate, 3-methylpyridine, diethyl ether 





methanol, ethanol, propanol, isopropyl alcohol, tert-butyl alcohol, I-butanol, 
isobutyl alcohol, 2-methyl-3-buten-2-01, 2-methyl-2-butanol 
acetone, methyl ethyl ketone 
acetonitrile, acetaldehyde 
The highest. concentrations of organics were found in the late summer or early fall as the 
bloom of Aphanizomenon /los-aquae died and the level of bacterial fermentation increased. Other 
likely sources of organic compounds in the reservoir (besides fermentation) included compounds 
(acetonitrile and ethanol) at least partially produced at the same time as active algal-growth and 
associated bacteria occurred. Melting snowpack and mountain streams that feed the reservoir also 
contained similar organic compounds but at lower concentrations than found in the reservoir. 
Most of the compounds at low concentrations had no effect on the growth of certain algae 
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INTRODUCfION 
Aside from serving as energy sources for hetero-
trophic organisms, simple and complex soluble 
organic compounds in aquatic ecosystems play 
important regulatory role and serve as indicators of 
ecological processel! involving species succession, 
population dynamics, and community structure 
(Adams et aI., 1975). Generally about 90 percent of 
the organic production of ecosystems is provided by 
primary producers. In most lakes phytoplankton 
(algae) dominate primary production. Thus, organic 
compounds that signify or control algal community' 
changes would most likely be associated with observa-
tions of algal species and biomass changes. The 
organic compounds would be derived directly from 
secretions (Chang, 1968; Fogg et aI., 1964; Forsberg 
and Taube, 1967; Merz et al., 1962; Moore and 
Tischer, 1965; Nalewajko and Marin, 1969; Watt, 
1969) or indirectly as a result of metabolic break-~ 
down by heterotrophs. Algae can release up to 40 
percent of total carbon fixed as organic carbon 
(Allen, 1956; Fogg, 1966; Lewin, 1956). 
Aquatic plant succession has been related to 
interactions between light, temperature, limiting 
nutrients, and predation. Recently it has been shown 
that blue-green algae secretions can stimulate, inhibit, 
or have no effect on other phytoplankton. Keating 
(1977) argues for the existence of organic compounds 
produced by blue-green algae that control algal 
succession in eutrophic Linsley Pond. Toxins 
(Gorham, 1960), chelators (Saunders, 1957), and 
vitamins (provasoli, 1969; Ohwada and Taga, 1972; 
Vallentyne, 1957a) have been identified as possible 
organics that result from or are involved in algal 
blooms. These groups of compounds participate in 
controlling metals concentrations and directly inhibit 
or stimulate aquatic organisms (Figure 1). 
1 
Two ecologicaIly different types of organic 
compounds are hypothesized to be released into 
eutrophic lakes. The first would be those compounds 
that indicate the presence of individual species or a 
breakdown process such as fermentation, enzymatic 
hydrolysis, etc. The second would include com-
pounds that affect other phytoplankton, i.e. 
inhibitors and stimulants. Vitamins, chela tors, and 
toxins would occur in the latter category and would 
likely be larger, less volatile, organic compounds. The 
fITst category would more likely be low molecular 
weight « 300 g/mole) and be composed of alcohols, 
ketones, and organic acids. As a first step in u'lder-
standing organic carbon dynamics at eutrophic 
Hyrum Reservoir, Utah, research was directed at 
analyzing low molecular weight volatile organic 
compounds. Thus, bloom dynamics at Hyrum would 
be expected to be reflected by the dynamics of 
specific organics. Specific objectives of the research 
were: 1) identify the organic compounds present in 
the reservoir and their possible sources; 2) determine 
temporal variations of these organic compounds; and 
3) determine specific effects of certain organic 
compounds on certain organisms, namely algae and in 
particular their possible role in the dynamics of 
blue-green alga populations. 
The results described in this report are an 
outgrowth of a literature search of organic com-
pounds and preliminary analysis of Hyrum Reservoir 
organisms (Adams et al., 1975). A summary of the 
following interactions between organisms and their 
aqueous environment is presented in that report: 1) 
organisms affected by known organics; 2) algae 
known to be capable of utilizing organic substances 
for energy and growth; 3) known vitamin require-
ments of algae; and 4) algae affecting the growth of 
other algae. 
Higher Organism. 
( Protozoa, aquatic 
weeds, fish, man) 
Organics 





Metals in Sediment. 
Figure 1. Organic compounds serve as toxins, vitamins, food sources, or chelators. These organic compounds 
may inhibit or stimulate growth or attract or repel other organisms as interchange arrows indicate. 
Chelators may transport needed metals into the cells or lower metals'in their concentrations around 
the organism to a non-lethal level. 
2 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Sampling 
General procedure 
The water (or snow) samples were collected in 
glassware which hali been acid (0.1 M HCl) washed, 
rinsed three times in deionized, distilled water, 
covered with aluminum foil, and rinsed again at the 
sampling site with the water to be collected. All 
glassware used for collection and subsequent analysis 
was subject to this procedure and was used only for 
this purpo~e to avoid possible laboratory contamina-
tion with common laboratory organic compounds. 
All water (and snow) samples were filtered to 
remove particulate matter and thus principally 
dissolved organic matter was studied. The filters were 
glass fiber (Whatman GF/C) followed by Millipore 
(HA 0.45 J.Ul1). Both types of filters had been 
prewashed with hot and cold water and then pre-
rinsed with the sample water before use to remove 
detergents in accordance with Calm (I 967). 
All samples were immediately (within 20 
minutes) brought back to the laboratory to begin 
processing. 
Hyrum Reservoir 
Water samples were collected from Hyrum 
Reservoir, Hyrum, Utah, a eutrophic reservoir located 
12 miles from the Utah Water Research Laboratory, 
Logan, Utah (Appendix A). Hyrum Reservoir was 
built on the little Bear River in 1935 and is used to 
store about 16 x 10 6 m" (13,000 ac-ft) of water for 
summer irrigation (Drury et aI., 1975). The reservoir 
is not subject to industrial or municipal waste; 
however, runoff from river basin activities appears to 
have caused an increase in algal activity in the 
reservoir (Luce, 1974). During the last 10 years, 
Hyrum Reservoir has been subjected to a summer-fall 
bloom of Aphanizomenon fios-aquae. This has 
created not only an esthetic problem (murky green 
water with large clumps of decomposing algae) but 
the oxygen demand resulting from the decomposing 
algae has also produced anaerobic water conditions 
and subsequent trout migration from the reservoir. 
Before the trout are forced to leave they inhabit an 
extremely narrow laYer in the water column. It is in 
3 
this narrow layer that the parasitic copepod (Leinaea) 
causes problems with the trout fishing resource (R. 
Goede, USU, personal communication). 
During this late summer bloom of A. 
fios-aquae, dead minnows have been noticed in the 
reservoir. The cause of dealth is unknown, but there 
are reported deaths in other aquatic systems of fish, 
birds, cattle, and sheep resulting from blue-green 
algae activity (Bishop et al., 1959; Fitch et aI., 1934; 
Gorham, 1960; Hughes et aI., 1958; Ingram and 
Prescott, 1954; Prescott, 1948; Shilo, 1967). 
The Hyrum water samples were collected in 9 
liter glass carboys capped with aluminum foil covered 
rubber stoppers. The samples were taken 50 meters 
off shore, south of a small dock located at the boat 
launching ramp at Hyrum State Park (Appendix A); 
during the winter, holes were cut in the ice with an ax 
at the same site. 
Samples from the little Bear 
and Logan Rivers 
Samples were also collected in 9 liter carboys, 
by boat, just upstream from the confluence of the 
little Bear River and Hyrum Reservoir. Samples were 
also obtained from the Logan River at the bridge to 
the Utah Water Research Laboratory in Logan, Utah. 
Snow samples 
Snow was collected on several occasions from 
the site of the Utah Water Research Laboratory and 
from Hyrum Reservoir. Both older snow and freshly 
fallen snow were collected. The snow was collected in 
4 liter beakers and melted on a shaker/hot plate, 
keeping the solution near O°C (heating tends to drive 
the volatile compounds out of the water phase). 
Sample Processing 
The following teclmiques for the concentration 
and isolation of aquatic organic compounds were 
tried: 1) liquid-liquid extraction; 2) liqUid-solid 
extraction; 3) rotational freeze concentrating; 4) 
distillation; 5) carbon adsorption; 6) freeze-drying; 7) 
thin layer and/or column chromatography; and 8) gas 
chromatography. 
Teclmiques used for ietentificat;cr,l of 
organic compounds were: 1) infrare6 SPCtro3COpy; 
2) thin layer chromatography; 3) gas chroml'-
tography; and 4) gas chromatoiYB,phy/mass spec-
trometry. 
Figure 2 shows how these dtferent r,cetnods 
were combined to separate 3.nd organic 
compounds. In general, filtered water frClTl r:yrurn 
Reservoir was treated first to CC,1Cel1t[2te 
compounds present; then separation techniques were 
applied to obtain pure compounds which finally were 
identified. Most concentration methods also acted, to 
some degree, as basic group separation methods. For 
example, concentration by distillation (heating a 
solution and distilling its components, wl"L:cL ','e1C 
collected by the use of a water cooled 
favored the concentration of volatile over less 
volatile organic compounds. Fmt11ermore, the of 
solvent used in liquid-liquid extraction favored con-
centrating certain- orga~ic compounds over others 
(more polar compounds wili faver more polE; 
solvents). 
Non-volatile organic molecu~es 
The summer of 1974 VIaS 
non-volatile organic compounds 2.t 
The chief methods used for "::"!~'>l""'" 
compounds were thin layer 
study of 
H,eservoL'. 
tography. However, because of the low concentra-
tions of organic compounds at 
during the period of investig<ltioa, 
success was achieved (no 
Reservoir 
identified). For further details ~f;e Adams ct d, 
(1975). 
Volatile organic molecules 
Because of the low conce.\1t;ation CJf 
volatile organic compounds, an effart 
concentrate and identify volaWe 
present in Hyrum Reservoir. The 
Figure 2 show the most effectiw. ;ne{ms of coreen-
trating, separating, and identifying volatile 
compounds from water solutioH0, lIote that vciatile 
organics could not be concentrat;;(:. identified 
by the same methods used for '1on-vo]0;U3 organic 
compounds. 
Stored samples 
Some of the data from Reservo~r 
reported here were obtained from filtered sampies of 
which some were preconcentr::!ted and then froz::oi1 
until March 1976, at which time the samples wele 
thawed and analyzed. It was necessary to' sa'!e the 
samples so that concentrations of various organic 
compounds in Hyrum Reservoir could be determined 
\vl",;a~he tedmology of concentrating, separating, 
aIle: identifying these compounds had advanced to the 
state of routine analysis, The frozen samples varied in 
volume depending on whether they were not pre-
conccHtrated (~2 liters) or whether they were 
pre concentrated (down to 0.5 liters). River and snow 
were concentrated and analyzed im-
Some samples were concentrated by freeze 
mtation (Baker, 1967a, 1967b) before freezing and 
stor'.ng. Concentrating was accomplished in a 2 liter, 
rrY"ld-oottom flask containing 500 ml of aqueous 
SOil1,~iQn. This solution was rotated while submersed 
in a mixture of crushed ice and salt (~_12° C). 
J':('ocoaled aqueous solutions and seeded flasks pre-
vented Dash freezing. The round-bottom flask was 
held at about 45° angle during the freezing process. 
'}:,he freeze rotation continued until a predetermined 
volume had been frozen (usually concentrating by a 
;u;tor of ten). When the desired volume had been 
frozen (usually 500 m1 of liquid had been frozen to 
t(,.3 where "bout 40 ml of liquid remained, as 
Clctennined by "lapsed time and judgment), the 
rotation was stopped and the flask was removed. The 
CO.l1tents were poured into a graduated cylinder 
c:md the ice was washed with sufficient sample water 
to tne concentrated volume to 50 ml (10: I 
conceniTr.tioil). 
C;'sdl!ction In March 1976, some 43 stored 
(some concentrated by rotational 
but all collected and filtered as previously 
v/~re taken a few at a time, thawed and 
the:: distHied from their frozen volumes (which varied 
2 to 0.5 liters) collecting the first 10 ml of 
disti;'c;te. r;'!IC 10 ml of distillate were placed in a 25 
',,1 Eant'lITi "vare® flask and distilled, collecting the 
fj;:st in. separate vials. Each drop was pipetted 
i,:to capillcry tube, sealed with Teflon tape and 
then " rubber cap (Millipore gum rubber No. 
XXJ ] 04711), The samples were refrigerated and 
Rn8Jyzed as soon as possible (within a half hour) after 
being distilled since the organics were quite volatile. 
The c"jJillary tubes were purposely small (2 mm x 12 
mm) to mll1.imize head space and were about 80 
percent filled. Volumes of distillate collected were 
calculated from the cylindrical volume of the tubes. 
Cas chromatography. All gas chromatography 
wore performed on a Model 5750 Hewlett-
Packcw:', T%earch chromatograph equipped with both 
flame ionization and thermal conductivity detectors. 
All the columns (6 ft by 1/8 inch O.D. stalnless steel 
and 4 ft x 2 mm J.D. glass coils) were packed by 
inserting a glass wool plug (treated or untreated, 
depending on column packing material) in one end of 
the column, applying vacuum to that end, and adding 
the packing material to the other end of the column, 
with continual vibration (where possible) of the 
column to facilitate uniform packing. Each column 
was conditioned for 12 hours at 25° C below the 
maximum recommended temperature with a flow of 
30 rnl helium/min (effluent end not connected to 
detector while conditioning). After conditioning, the 
column (detector end) was repacked (vacuum and 
vibration) and reconditioned a second time if 
necessary. 
As mentioned earlier, this study was chiefly 
limited to volatile organic compounds because of the 
limited success in concentrating those of the non-
volatile type. Low molecular weight (less than C ) 
volatile organic compounds of a neutral natuie 
(alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, etc.) were studied. The 
gas chromatography columns used were not designed 
for the separation of acids or basic type compounds, 
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The three columns used most in the separation 
and identification of these volatile organic com-
pounds were: 
l. Porapak S (80/100 mesh) packed in a 6 
foot x 1/8 inch stainless steel column. 
2. Porapak QS (80/100 mesh) packed in a 6 
foot x 1/8 inch stainless steel column. 
3. 0.4 percent Carbowax 1500 on 
Carbo pack A packed in a 6 foot x 1/8 
inch stainless steel column. 
Gas chromatography jmass spectrography. Four 
institutions were involved in the identification of 
these organic compounds by gas chromatography/ 
mass spectrometry work. They were: 1) Material 
Science Department, University of Utah, Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84112; 2) Finnigan Corporation, 845 West 
Maude Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086; 3) 
Hewlett Packard, Scientific Instruments Division, 
1601 California Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94304; 
4) Ultrachem Corporation, II SO Civic Drive, Walnut 











---...... Most effective routes of concentrating, separating and identifying 
low molecular weight of organic compounds in natural water systems 
Figure 2. Processing of natural water for the separation and identification of organic compounds. 
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RESULTS I: ANALYTICAL METHODS 
Identification of Vo1atile Organic 
Compounds Found in Hyrum Reservoir 
All identifications were done by gas chroma-
tography and gas chromatography/mass spec-
trometry. 
Identification by gas chromatography 
Identification of unknown compounds con-
sisted of recording the retention time of the unknown 
compound and then recording the retention time of a 





















TIME I min.) 
same for both the unknown and the known com-
pounds then solutions containing these compounds 
were added together to form a solution containing an 
equal concentration of the two compounds. The 
retention times of compounds in this new solution 
were then recorded. If a single peak occurred they 
were believed to be the same compound. For 
example, in Figure 3a there are three unknowns: A, 
B, and C. In Figure 3b there are three compounds 
having the same retention times as A, B, and C, these 
are I-butanol, 2-methyl-3-buten-2-o1, and 2-methyl-
2-butanol, respectively. A solution was made by 
adding equally weight unknowns and known~ to-
gether. The resulting solution is shown in Figure 3c. 
Openlor Rust Renk _ D'te~JLApril '76 
t~!~~~~__ O:!~~~:~ ~~~Iome ~_ 
(IIi, _JLB...:-__ S\!II$i I. __ ~ ___ .. _~ 
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Figure 3. Chromatograms of: (a) a concentrated water sample from the surface of Hyrum Reservoir taken on 
April 22, 1975. It contains unknown compounds A, B, and C; (b) a standard solution containing 
organic compounds as indicated; (c) a solution containing 1/2 a p1 of the water sample from Figure 
4a and the other 1/2 a p1 containing the solution shown in Figure 4b. 
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The three peaks all occurred as single peaks. There-
fore it was believed that A, B, and C are I-butanol, 
2-methyl-3-buten-2-01, and 2-methyl-2-butanol, 
respectively. Verification was achieved by repeating 
the process at a higher temperature (see Figure 4). If 
the peaks were again single peaks (having the same 
retention times) the compound was said to have been 
identified on that column. Identification on two 
different column types was usually considered 
positive compound identification. 
Compounds identified by gas chromatography 
(in accordance with the above procedure) are listed in 
Table I along with the column(s) used for identifica-
tion. For additional information regarding the reten-
tion times of unknowns and known compounc~ at 
different temperatures see Appendixes Band C. 
IdentifICation by gas 
chromatography /mass 
spectrometry 
Four institutions were involved in gas 
chromatography/mass spectrometry. The names of 




















listed in Table 1. For further information regarding 
the conditions under which individual mass spec-
trometry work was done and for computer searches 
involved, see Appendixes D, E, and F. Also, see 
Hewlett Packard mass spectral analysiS data filed at 
the Utah Water Research Laboratory library (Logan, 
Utah). 
Reliability of the identification 
of the organic compounds 
investigated 
From Table I it is evident that some com-
pounds have been repeatedly identified while others 
have not. For instance, acetone was identified on all 
thrf'e columns and by the four institutions doing mass 
spectrometry, while 2-methyl-I-butanol was only 
identified on one column and only an isomer of the 
compound was found by just one institution doing 
mass spectrometric analysis. 
The compounds fell into three general groups: 
those that were positively identified, those that were 
reasonably identified, and those with some question 
as to their identification. Table 2 classifies the 
compounds identified into the groups mentioned. 
(e) 
Operator Russ Renk Date 8 April '76 
Column (s.s.) Detector flome 
Length .. 6 Voltale ___ _ 
Dia. 118 Sensit._-:--:-_ 
Liquid Phase flow Rales, ml/min __ 
II. ~O!o.<lCorIx!wax!!500 Hldragen 40 Ai r335 
Support C!!r~~ ScaYenge ___ _ 
lIesn Splil_----,, __ _ 
Carrier Gas He \ TemperlltUre. °C __ 
Rotameter 2 Det. _Z_35_ Inj .210 
Inlet Press~psig Column InjliJl~ 
Rate 40 ~l!lIIin Fjnal_-"J,.,~:i5,,--__ 
CHART SPEEOO.251min Rate ____ _ 
SAMPLE oqueous Solvent ____ _ 
Size I 1'1 Conen. _____ _ 
Attn. = 4 Ron = I 
112 (Unknown A) + 112 (1-8utono!) 
( 112 (Unknown 8) tIl2(2-Methyl-
\ 13-Buten- 2-01) 
1/2 (Unknown C) + 1/2(2 Methyl- 2-V Butonol) 
~~I~~~ ____ ~I ~4"jl __________ ~Ir-__________________ ___ 
o 050 5 
TIME (min.) 
Figure 4. Chromatograms of the same solutions as shown in Figure 3. However the column temperature has 
been increased from 110°C to 115"C 
8 
. 
Table l. Organic compounds identified in natural water systems. 
Identified by Gas Identified by Gas Chromatography/Mass 
Chromatography Spectrometry 
Compound 
Porapak 0.4% Carbowax 1500 Hewlett Ultrachem Finnigan University 
on Packard Corp. Corp. of S QS CarbopackA Corp. Utah 
Methanol X X X 
Acetaldehyde X X 
Acetonitrile X 
Ethanol X X X X X X 
Propanal X X 
Acetone X X X X X X X 
Isopropyl alcohol' X X X X X 
Propanol X X X 
Diethyl ether X X 
tert-Butyl alcohol X X X X 
Methyl ethyl ketone X X X X 
Ethyl acetate X X X 
2-Butanola X X 
Isobutyl alcohol X X X X 
2-Butenal X X 
I-Butanol X X X 
3-Methyl-3-buten-2-o1 X X xt> 
2-Methyl-2-butanol X X xt> 
3-Methyl-2-butanol X X xt> 
2-Methyl-I-butanol X xt> 
3-Methyl-I~butanol X xt> 
I-Penten-3-o1 X 
Pyridine X X X 
I-Pentanol X X X 
2-MethyI-2-pentanol X X xt> 
4-Methyl-3-penten-2-one X 
3-Methylpyridine X 
aNote ethyl acetate and 2-butanol cannot be separated on the carbowax column (they have the same retention time). 
bQn1y an isomer of this compound was established, not which isomer. 

































Quantitative Determination of 
Trace Concentrations of Volatile 
Organic Compounds in Natural 
Water Systems 
The easiest way to determine trace amounts of 
volatile organic compounds is to analyze the water 
sample directly using gas chromatography with flame 
detection. However, even the best columns and flame 
ionization detectors have their limits in the {J.g/l to 
mgll range, and unfortunately, most organic com· 
pounds in natural water systems are present in 
concentrations well below this limit. The solution lies 
in quantitatively concentrating the sample. Volatile 
organic compounds can be quantitatively concen-
trated by systematic' distillations. 
For simplicity assume a water solution con· 
taining trace amounts of a volatile organic compound 











the mole fraction of compound A 
in the solution 
the mole fraction of water present 
in the solution 
the mole fraction of compound A, 
at equilibrium, in the vapor above 
the solution 
the vapor pressure of pure com-
pound A 
the vapor pressure of pure water 
Since the organic compound A is present in 
trace amounts (if A is present in mg/I, X is six orders 
w 
of magnitude greater than X~, and considering 
temperatures around the boiling point of water and 
corresponding p~, Equation 1 becomes: 
XAP pO pO A 
= 
A 
XA P~XA +P~~ pO w 
..... (2) 
as 




Therefore any compound A, whose pure vapor 
pressure (pO) is greater than that of water, can be 
repeatedly fustilled until the concentration of A is 
sufficient for detection. The greater the value of the 
p~ IP~, the fewer distillation steps involved in 
concentrating. 
After obtaining a distillate with a concentrate 
of A which can be measured, it is possible to calculate 
back to the original water concentration of A if: I) 
the number of calculations approach infmity; 2) ideal 
solution behavior exists (Raoult's Law applies); 3) 
equilibrium is maintained during the distillation (true 
as the distillation time approaches infinity); 4) an 
infinitely small distillation apparatus is used so that 
t11ere is no material lost in the system. Even if an 
ideal solution is infinitely distilled, the problem of 
material loss as droplets in the apparatus cause 
calculation errors. 
A pragmatic solution involves systematically 
distilling solutions (of varying initial concentrations 
of volatile organic compounds) and then recording 
the concentrations obtained in the distillates. The 
distillation apparatus, the volume distilled, and the 
volume collected are held constant. The two variables 
are: 1) the initial concentration and 2) the final 
concentration of the volatile organic compound. The 
greater the initial concentration of the· compound the 
greater will be its concentration in the distillate. 
Because of the difficulty in collecting a constant 
amount of distillate it is desirable to establish the 
relationship between the amount of distillate 
collected and the concentration in that distillate, for 
a fixed initial concentration of the organic to be 
distilled. For the flXed initial concentration of 17.2 
nlll of 2-methyl-2-butanol, the relationship between 
the amount collected (percent volume collected) and 
the distillate concentration of2·methyl·2·butanol is 
shown in Figure 5. All concentrations have the units 
of volume per volume; this is because of the ease in 
handling liquids by volume instead of by weight. Mass 
per unit volume can be obtained by multiplying the 
volume by the density of the compound (densities are 
listed in Appendix G). 
The line marked 17.2 nl/1, in Figure 5, was 
generated by placing 2 liters of distilled deionized 
water which contained 17.2 nll1 of 2-methyl-
2·butanol in a 5 liter round-bottom flask, heating the 
solution, and condensing the vapor in a water 
jacketed condenser (44 cm long, 1.3 cm in diameter) 
and then collecting the condensed vapor in a 100 m1 
graduated cylinder with a ground glass top. Eleven 
milliliters werJh collected and placed into a 25 ml 
Bantam Ware® round-bottom boiling flask (with 
boiling chips). The first drop, the second drop, and 
the next six drops of the distillate were collected 






































ConcentFt .. tion of 2-M!th)'l-
2-8utonOI !. the undistilled 
wafer fby standard oddili()n~ 
(nlll) 
~0~0-,----~Q~00~37~O~.OO~80~aO'I----~aO*3~~----'O,-' --
PERCENT VOLUME COLLECTED 
Figure S. Normal distillation curves for 2-methyl-2-
butanol (log-log plot). 
diameter and of varying length) which were covered 
with Teflon tape and then with Millipore gum rubber 
caps. The samples were immediately analyzed on the 
gas chromatograph. The three fractions collected had 
the following volumes and concentrations of 
2-methyl-2-butanol: 
First fraction col-





lected (2nd crop) 0.086 
Third fraction col-















The first drop collected had a volume of 0.074 
ml, which was 0.0037 percent of the original 2 liters 
it was distilled from, and a concentration of 31.5 
p.l/l. This point was represented in Figure 5, and in 
Table 3 under the initial concentration of 17.2 n1/1 
and the volume marked No. 1 (first fraction 
collected). The second data point on the 17.2 nl/lline 
in Figure 5 had a percent volume collected of 0.0080 
11 
and its concentration was 22.9 JJ.l/1. This point (listed 
under volume' No.2 in Table 3) was obtained by 
adding the fust and second fractions together. This 
yielded 
0.0037% + 0.0043% = 0.0080% vol 
for volume No.2. The concentration of 2-methyl-
2-butanol in this fraction was calculated by mass 
balance as follows: 
(0.0037)(31.5) p.l/l + (0.0043) (15.5) P.l/l 
0.0037 + 0.0043 
'" 22.9 p.l/l 
This point was plotted on Figure 5. Similarly, by 
adding all three fractions collected together, volume 
No.3 was obtained: 
0.0037% + 0.0043% + 0.0250% = 0.0330% 
The concentration of 2-methyl-2-butanol in volume 
No.3 was determined in a similar manner: 
0.0037 (31.5)P.1/1 +0.0043 (15.5)P.1/1+0.0250 (S.S)p.I/l 
0.0037 +0.0043 +0.0250 
= 12.2 p.l/l 
This point (0.033 percent, 12.2 JJ.l/l) was also plotted 
on Figure 5. A relationship, therefore, was established 
in Figure 5 between the amount of distillate collected 
and the concentration in that distillate, given a fixed 
initial concentration of 2-methyl-2-butanol. Thus, by 
distilling 2 liters of a solution containing 17.2 nl/l of 
2-methyl-2-butanol with the apparatus and methods 
described above and by collecting a distillate volume 
of 0.0037 percent (0.074 ml), or a volume of 0.008 
percent (0.16 ml) or a volume of 0.033 percent (0.66 
ml), the concentrations of these distillates would have 
been 31.5, 22.9, and 12.2 J.d/l, respectively. 
Once the relationship was established between 
the amount of distillate collected (percent volume) 
and the concentration in that distillate for a selected 
initial concentration of 2-methyl-2-butanol equal to 
17.2 nl/I, the next step was to vary the initial 
concentration and repeat the process. In all, seven 
different initial concentrations of 2-methyl-2-butanol 
(17.2, 10.0, 8, 5, 2, 0.2, 0.01 nl/1) were used. The 
results are listed in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 5, 
which is a family of distillation curves for 2-methyl-
2-butanol. 
Table 3. Concentrations of 2-methyl-2-butanol (/JI/I) in distillates obtained by collecting various distillate vol-
umes from water with various initial 2-methyl-2-butanol concentrations. 
Initial Concentration % Volume Volumn#l Volume #2 Volume #3 and (nI/l) of2-methyl-2-butanol Concen tration (1st Fraction (lst + 2nd (lst + 2nd + 3rd 
in Water to be Distilled of Distillate Collected) Fractions Fractions Collected) Collected) 
17.2 nlll 
Vol. (%) 0.0037 0.0080 0.0330 
Conc. (JJ1/1) 31.5 JJl/I 22.9 JJl/I 12.2 JJlII 
10.0 nI/l 
Vol. (%) 0.0074 0.0370 0.1080 
Conc. (JJ1/l) 17.5 JJl/I 6.9/JI/I 3.8/Jl/I 
8 nl/l 
Vol. (%) 0.0042 0.0084 0.0330 
Conc. (JJ1/1) 13.5 JJl/I 9.2/JI/I 3.2 JJl/I 
5 nI/l 
Vol. (%) 0.0029 0.0110 0.0360 
Conc. (JJ1/l) 10.8 JJl/I 5.53 JJl/I 3.1 JJl/I 
2 nl/l Vol. (%) 0.0065 0.0130 0.048 
"-
Conc. CJJI/l) 5.0 JJl/l 2.92 w/l 0.9 W/l 
0.2 nl/l 
Vol. (%) 0.0065 0.0130 
Conc. (JJ1/1) 0.4 JJl/I 0.30 JJl/l 
0.01 nI/I Vol. (%) 0.0070 0.0100 0.0500 Conc. (JJ1/1) 0.0 JJl/I O.O/JI/I 0.0 JJl/I 
% Vol. = Volume (No.1, No.2, or No.3) of Distillate x 100% 
Volume of the Initial Water to be Distilled 
Cone. = the concentration of 2-methyl-2-butanol (/JIll) in the distillate collected (volume No.1, No.2, or 
No.3). 
Determining the concentration of 
2-methyl-2-butanol in a water 
solution using distillation 
curves for 2-methyl-2-butanol 
If a water sample has a concentration of 
2-methyl-2-butanol which cannot be detected on the 
gas chromatograph (the limit of detection for 
2-methyl-2-butanol is about 0.2 JJl/I or 200 nl/l), 
then by distilling it in the same manner by which the 
curves in Figure 5 were generated, it is possible to 
<,:alculate the original concentration of 2-methyl-
2-butanol in the aqueous solution with the aid of 
Figure 5. Two liters of water with an unknown 
concentration of 2-methyl-2-butanol can be plac~d in 
a 5 liter round-bottom flask and distilled collecting 
the first 11 ml. That volume is distilled in the Bantam 
Ware® apparatus collecting a known volume of 
distillate for analysis (for example a fmal volume of 
0.16 ml is collected. 
The fmal distillate (0.16 ml) is then analyzed 
on the gas chromatograph and yields a reading of 
2-methyl-2-butanol, say of 4.2 /Jl/l. Then calculating 
the percent volume distillate of the original volume 
distilled, 
0.16 rnl 
2000rnl x 100% = 0.008% 
fmding this value on the abscissa of Figure 5 and 
reading up the ordinate to the value of 4.2 Jilll, one 
fmds that the original water concentration of 
2-methyl-2-butanol was approximately 2 nI/I. Several 
fractions of the distilled unknowns could have been 
collected and a line generated using similar calcula-
tions to those used to generate the known concentra-
tion lines in Figure 5. This line has better reliability 
than a single point. 
It was convenient that the example point 
(0.0008 percent, 4.2 iJllD was located so near the 2 
nI/l line since the distances between lines (in Figure 
5) change nonlinearly. For convenience a plot of the 
data in Figure 5 (of concentration versus the un-
distilled aqueous concentration of 2-methyl-2-butanol 
in nl/l) was used to generate a family of Jines or 
curves for different percent collected values (Figure 
6). For example, the ordinate value of 4.2 /Jl/I 
intersects with the 0.008 percent volume co1Jected 
line and this corresponds to an abscissa value of 2.8 
nI/I, which is then the original water concentration of 
f 2-methyl-2-butanol (Figure 6). 
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Since the limit of detection for 2·methyl. 
2-butanol was about 0.2 /.tIll, from Figure 6 it is seen 
that the limit of this particular system (using 2 liters 
of water) for this given compound is around 0.05 to 





































be used involving larger quantities of water and 
additional distillation steps. The major limitations are 
the amount of water available for analysis and the 
time required to distill that amount. 
en 
2i 
% = Percent yolume the distillate is of 
. the original yolume to be distilled 
0.01-+--------r--------....,.-----:::&:~---r__--2.8 
0.01 0.1 10 
UNDISTILLED WATER CONCENTRATION OF 2-METHYL-2"BUTANOL (nil!) 
Figure 6. Interpretative distillation curves for 2-methyl-2-butano! (log-log plot). 
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Generating distiQation curves 
using water already containing 
trace organics 
All water contains organic compounds; the 
issue is only one of concentration. Freshly fallen 
snow, mountain streams, distilled deionized, and 
activated carbon filtered water all contain detectable 
amounts of organic compounds (in the parts per 
trillion range). For example, deionized, filtered, 
activated carbon filtered, mixed bed deionized and 
membrane filtered water from a Milli-Q Reagent-
Grade Water System (Millipore Corp.) was collected 
and standard amounts of tert-butyl alcohol were 
10 
• o 
added to make up ten solutions with concentrations 
of 0.0,0.00001,0.005,0.010, 0.20,2,5,8,10,17.2 
nI/i. These solutions were distilled and distillation 
curves (similar to those of Figure 5) were obtained 
(Figure 7). It can be observed that the concentration 
lines for tert-butyl alcohol levels of 0.0, 0.00001, 
0.005, 0.010 are essentially represented by the same 
line. This meant that the original water concentration 
from the Milli-Q system was at least 0.010 nl/l 
tert-butyl alcohol (probably higher) since water 
containing at least 0.0 10 nl/l of tert-butyl alcohol 
(the amount added) yielded the same line as obtained 
from the Milli-Q water. Therefore the 0.2 n1/1 
concentration was really a 0.2 nl/l + X (where X was 
Concentration of tert 
Butyl AlCOhol in the 
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UNDISTILLED WATER CONCENTRATION OF tert BUTYL ALCOHOL (nl/I) 
Figure 8. In terpretative distillation curves for tert-butyl alcohol (log-log plot). 
the concentration of tert-butyl alcohol in the original 
Milli-Q water). As greater concentrations of standards 
were used, the concentration of tert-butyl alcohol (X) 
in the original water became relatively insignificant. 
In such cases only the high values (17.2 to 2 n1/1) 
were used to generate the interpretative distillation 
curves (the interpretative distillation curves for Figure 
7, as shown in Figure 8). The lower values were 
checked for validity by reading the original water 
(zero-concentration) line as an unknown (from Figure 
8) and adding this value (X) to all the standard 
concentrations used. 
For example, if 2 liters of solution with no 
added tert-butyl alcohol were distilled to 0.006 ml 
(0.003 percent) as described previously, the concen-
tration of tert-butyl alcohol in that 0.006 ml (0.003 
percent collected) would have been 0.53 Ill/I (from 
Figure 7). If Figure 8 is valid in the lower concentra-
tion regions, then a distillate volume collected of 
0.003 percent (0.006 mI) with a 0.53 IOod/1 concentra-
15 
tion of tert-butyl alcohol would have come from a 
solution with an initial concentration of 0.08 n1/1 
(from Figure 8). If the water did have an initial 
tert-butyl alcohol concentration of 0.08 n1/l, then 
this value must be added to all the initial distillation 
concentration values for tert-butyl alcohol listed in 
Figure 7. However, as can be seen in Table 4, the 
large concentration values (~2 n1/l) have little effect 
on the .initial concentration of tert-butyl alcohol 
believed to be present (from Figures 7 and 8) and the 
small concentrations due" to adding tert-butyl alcohol 
(~0.01 Ill/I) have little effect on the original amount 
believed to be present (0.08 n1/1). Only the concentra-
tion level of 0.2 n1/1 will be changed significantly to a 
value of 0.28 nI/l, the high concentration will be 
unchanged, the low concentrations will all have a true 
solution value of about 0.08 nl/l. 
Figure 8 was constructed using the high 
unchanged concentration values of tert-butyl alcohol, 
Table 4. The effect of various concentrations of tert-butyl alcohol added to the solution on the initial concen-
tration oftert-butyl alcohol present in the solution . 
. Initial Concentration 
(nIll) Believed to 
be Present 
(From Figures 7 and 8) 
Concentration (nI/l) 
Due to Adding 














and assuming that the lines were unchanged at low 
concentration values. The symbols (0+ ) in Figure 8 
represent where the point for the 0.003 percent 
volume collected line must lie if the initial concentra-
tion of tert-butyl alcohol present were zero. As the 
amount present increases the point moves along the 
abscissa until at an X value of 0.08 nI/1 it rests on the 
0.003 percent line. If Figure 8 is unchanged at lower 
concentration values and the initial concentration of 
tert-butyl alcohol is 0.08 nl/I, not only would the 
concentration lines for values of added tert-butyl 
alcohol of 0.0, 0.00001, 0.005, 0.01 be represented 
by the 0.08 nl/I line, but the 0.2 nl/I concentration 
line should yield a value of 0.28 nl/l. From Figure 7 it 
is seen that by collecting a distillate volume of 0.003 
percent of a solution which should have a concentra-
tion of 0.28 nl/I, a distillate concentration of 1.25 
Ili/l is obtained. Using Figure 8 an ordinate value of 
1.25 Ill/I intersects the 0.003 percent volume 
collected line to yield an undistilled water concentra-
tion of tert-butyl alcohol of 0.275 nl/I; therefore 
Figure 8 is valid at low concentration values and the 
original water concentration (before adding any 
tert-butyl alcohol) was 0.08 nl/I, a very small yet 
measurable number. 
Non-ideal behavior of trace 
organic compounds 
Previously, Equation 2 was developed from 
Raoult's Law (Equation 1): and states that in order 
to concentrate a compound by distillation, the 
fraction (X~p /XJJ has to be greater than one (if the 
distillate is considered and not the distillation residue 



































the mole fraction of compound A 
in solution 
the mole fraction of compound A 
in the gas above the solution 
the vapor pressure of pure com-
pound A 
the vapor pressure of pure water 
Recalling from Table 2 that beginning with an 
undetectable amount (direct gas chromatographic 
injection gives no response) of 2-methyl-2-butanol 
(A) in the original water (spiked with 17.2 nl/I of 
2-methyl-2-butanol) and collecting (through two 
distillations) 0.0037 percent of the un distilled volume 
(0.07 ml), the concentration of 2-methyl-2-butanol in 
the 0.07rnl was 31.5 Ill/I. Since controls and blanks 
were run on all systems and they yielded a zero 
concentration of 2-methyl-2-butanol, it was assumed 
that this material was concentrated from the original 
water spiked with 17.2 nI/1 of 2-methyl-2-butanol. In 
other words the concentration bf 2-methyl-2-butanol 
is higher in the vapor phase above the solution during 
distillation of 2-methyl-2-butanol and water than in 
the solution. Calculating from the Handbook of 
Chemistry and Physics (1976-1977), it is found that 
under the conditions of the distillation (96.1 0 C, p;; 
:~~su~ t~~t Hg pressure, p~ = 620 mm of 




Since this number is less than one the solution 
should always be more concentrated than the vapor 
above it and therefore 2-methyl-2-butanol could not 
be theoretically . concentrated in the distillate by 
distillation. However, during distillation 2-methyl-
2-butanol was concentrated in the distillate as 2 liters 
of water containing 17.2 nl/l of 2-methyl-2-butanol 
was distilled to 0.07 ml of water containing 31.5 fJ.l/I. 
of 2-methyl-2-butanol. 
This experiment established the non-ideal 
behavior of low concentrations of 2-methyl-2-butanol 
in water. Ideal behavior of compounds with vapor 




100 "" Water 100"" Compound A 
Figure 10. A compound A with a boiling point 
greater than that 0/ water exhibiting a 
positive deviation from Raoult's Law. 
deviation from Raoult's Law could be increased in 
concentration by collection of the vapor; this is not 
true for dilute solutions of compounds which exhibit 
a negative deviation from Raoult's Law and forms a 
maximum boiling azeotrope. Since 2-me;.hyl-
2-butanol increased in concentration upon. distil-
lation, it exhibited a positive deviation from Raoult's 
Law. 
All the compounds listed in Table 5 should 
concentrate in the distillate upon distillation because 
their vapor pressures are greater than 660 mm (value 
just slightly higher than the' mean atmospheric 
pressure observed at UWRL, Logan, Utah) and/or 
they form minimum boiling azeotropes with water 
(Weast, 1976). Four compounds (2-methyl-
LIQUID 3-buten-2-01, 2-methyl-2-butanol, 3-methyl-2-butanol, 
and 2-methyl-I-butanol) had insufficient information 
available to determine whether or not they· should 
concentrate (Weast, 1976). Experimental work 
showed that they do concentrate upon distillation. 
100'-0 Water 100 % Compound A Steps to take in quantitativdy 
identifying trace organic compounds 
in natural water systems 
Figure 9. Ideal behavior 0/ compounds with boiling 
points greater than that a/water. 
Non-ideal behavior where the forces of 
attraction between the water and some specific 
compound are weaker than those between identical 
molecules result in a positive deviation from Raoult's 
Law. A compound with a boiling point greater than 
that of water exhibiting a positive deviation from 
Raoult's Law is shown in Figure 10. This is called a 
minimum boiling azeotrope. \ 
From Figure 10 it is apparent that dilute 
solutions of a compound exhibiting a positive 
17 
Bearing in mind that the organics present in the 
water may affect the relative manner in which the 
organics distill, the same water should be used to 
generate standard curves' that is used in the analysis 
for the trace amounts of organic compounds. 
The following steps should be followed in 
analyzing water to determine the amounts of trace 
organic compounds present: 
1. Collect some of the water to be analyzed and 
establish a distillation pattern with as few distillations 
as poSSible, yet sufficient to obtain concentrations of 
the compound easily detected on the gas chroma-
tograph (at least two orders of magnitude above 
background noise). 
2. Using the established distillation pattern, add 
small amounts of the compound whose concentration 
is to be measured until an increased concentration in 
the final distillate over that of the original water 
sample to which nothing was added is obtained. 
Concentrations' are now near that which is found in 
the water' being analyzed. Standard amounts of this 
compound are to be added until the concentration 
reached is at least three orders of magnitude beyond 
the point of the frrst increase in the distillate 
concentration. 
3. The data can now be plotted (distillate 
concentration versus the percent volume collect, on 
log-log scales) and a figure similar to Figure 5 can be 
generated. By using the highest concentration of data 
pOints (which are orders of magnitude greater than 
the unknown concentration) a figure similar to Figure 
6 can be generated from which the original water 
concentration of the compound of interest can be 
estimated. The lines in both figures should be 
non-intersecting over the area of interest, since 
, intersection implies a greater concentration in the 
distillate of weaker initial concentrations as opposed 
: to greater initial concentrations. 
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RESULTS II: TEMPORAL VARIATIONS OF ORGANIC 
COMPOUNDS AT HYRUM RESERVOIR 
Methods Used in Determining the 
Temporal Variations of Volatile 
Organics in Hyrum Reservoir 
Frozen versus unfrozen samples 
The temporal variations of volatile organics 
listed in Figure 11 were obtained from the analysis of 
43 frozen stored samples. Data were also obtained 
from fresh samples and a comparison of these two is 
listed in Table 6. Figure 11 is the only listing of data 
from frozen stored samples, all other data were from 
analyses performed shortly after obtaining the 
sample. 
From Figure 11 it Can be seen that the five 
compounds (acetone, acetaldehyde, ethanol, 
methanol, and isopropyl alcohol) on the average 
Table 6. Comparison of acetone concentrations in 
frozen samples with non-frozen samples. 
Concentration (PI/I) of Acetone 
in Hyrum Reservoir Surface Water 
Date 
June 10, 1975 
June 15, 1975 
June 30, 1976 
July 25, 1975 
Aug. 6,1975 
Aug. 12, 1975 
Aug. 19, 1975 
Aug. 28, 1975 
Sept. 2, 1975 
Sept. 4, 1975 
Sept. 10, 1975 
Sept. 16, 1975 
Oct. 1, 1975 







































made up 1.45 mg/l of dissolved organic carbon in the 
surface waters of Hyrum Reservoir. According to 
Drury et al. (1975) the average dissolved organic 
content of the surface waters of Hyrum Reservoir was 
about 2.9 mg/1, therefore the five compounds con· 
stitute ::::: 50 percent of the dissolved organic matter 
in the surface waters assuming the years 1975-76 
were similar to 1972-74 with respect to dissolved 
organic content. The individual percentages would be 
acetone (17.4 percent), acetaldehyde (13.1 percent), 
ethanol' (10.8 percent), methanol (5.2 percent), and 
isopropyl alcohol (4.1 percent). 
Data from frozen sampJes 
Direct readings of concentrated organic 
compounds. As stated earlier, all data reported in 
Figure 11 for Hyrum Reservoir were from the 
analysis of stored frozen samples. The samples were 
thawed and analyzed. Some compounds were in high 
enough concentration to be measured without 
distilling and were analyzed directly; however, to 
obtain analytical concentration values for the com· 
pounds of lower concentration, all samples were 
distilled and concentration curves similar to Figure 12 
were generated. Note that the concentration 
measured before distilling (indicated above the line in 
J.1.1/1) was not always consistent with the relative 
height of the line (higher values should be at the top, 
decreasing to the lowest values at the bottom; also 
note that some lines cross). There are two reasons for 
this erratic behavior: 1) the inability to accurately 
measure such high values on the gas chromatograph 
(by one to two orders of magnitude); 2) not all the 
distillation steps were the same. Some started out 
with 2 liters, others with only 500 mi. For these 
reasons, the un distilled values were used as probable 
values, and the high concentration curves (similar to 
Figure 12) were used only to establish minimum and 
maximum values of the water concentration. 
The effect of freeze rotational 
concentrating on organic 
compounds 
Direct readings on frozen unconcentrated 
samples were fairly reliable. However, some frozen 
samples were concentrated by freeze rotation. For 
these samples, which were high enough for direct 
readings, the minimum and maximum values had to 

































tration by freeze rotation and zero percent concentra-
tion, assuming no concentration due to freeze 
rotation. Generally, freeze rotation increased the 
concentration of organic compounds by about 80 




















Figure 11. Probable temporal variations of organic compounds at Hyrum Reservoir. (Note: concentrations of 
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PERCENT VOLUME COLLECTED 
Figure 12. Distillation curves for high concentrations of acetone (log·log plot). 
percent. The value varied depending on the concen· 
tration of the organic and the extent of the freeze 
rotation. For the exact numbers involved, see 
Appendix H. 
Indirect readings of concentrated 
organic compounds 
Not all organic compounds were at concentra-
tions sufficient for direct analysis on the gas 
chromatograplj., including some of the samples 
concentrated by freeze rotation. To obtain data on 
these compounds, the frozen stored samples were 
distilled and the concentrations obtained were 
determined from the use of standard curves similar to 
Figures 5 and 6. There was some error in these 
readings, because the first step in the distillation was 
not always the same. Values obtained from the use of 
concentration curves were then subject to minimum 
and maximum values determined by 100 percent 
21 
concentration and zero percent concentration (if the 
samples were concentrated by freeze rotation). 
Summary of methods used in 
determining the concentration 
of organic compounds at 
Hyrum Reservoir 
Frozen samples were thawed and analyzed; 
direct readings were made and high concentration 
distillation curves similar to Figure 12 were 
generated. The thawed samples were distilled to 
concentrate organic compounds that otherwise could 
not be detected. Standard distillation curves similar 
. to Figures 5 and 6 were used to determine the 
concentrations of these compounds. 
For those samples that had been concentrated 
rust by freeze rotation, their minimum and maximum 
values were extended assuming 100 percent and zero 
percent concentrating effect due to freeze rotation. 
Normal minimum and maximum values were 
obtained from variance in gas chromatography 
analysis and variance of the concentration line in high 
concentration distillation curves (lines) generated 
similar to Figure 12. 
All curves (of standard and unknowns) used in 
analysis are listed in Appendix I. 
The concentrations obtained from the analysis 
of the 43 frozen samples are shown in Figure 11. The 
probable concentration values with their minimum 
and maximum values are listed in Appendix J. 
Possible' Sources of Organic 
Compounds Observed at 
Hyrum Reservoir 
Organic input from rivers 
and melting snow 
The organic compounds in a lake are either 
transported into the lake, produced in the lake, or 
some combination of both. In general, most of the 
compounds found in Hyrum Reservoir were found in 
the Little Bear River which flows in the reservoir. 
However, about 80 percent of the time these were 
lower in concentration (see Table 7) than in the 
reservoir. The data in Table 7 were obtained from 
fresh, unconcentrated, unfrozen water samples 
analyzed directly on the gas chromatograph (porapak 
S and at conditions as stated in Figure 4). 
The source of the water for the Little Bear 
River (melting snow) had generally higher values of 
organic compounds than the river itself. This was also 
true for the Logan River (see Tables 8 and 9). In 
, many cases the concentrations of organics listed in 
Table 8 do not reflect a significant difference 
. between that found in the snow and that in the river. 
However, the accuracy of the measurement was 
improved by using larger volumes of water in the 
initial distillation step. A typical gas chromatogram 
resulting from the analysis of organic compounds 
concentrated from snow appears in Figure 13. 
Organic production in 
Hynun Reservoir 
Organics produced involving active algae 
growths. The production of volatile organics by algae 
and bacteria is well known (Adams et aI., 1975; 
Collins and Kalnins, 1965; Gaines and Collins, 1963). 
There was some evidence that ethanol may have been 
Table 7. Concentrations (pl/l) of some organic compounds in Hyrum Reservoir and the Little Bear River. 
June 10, 1975 
June 15, 1975 
June 30, 1975 
July 25,1975 
Aug. 6, 1975 
Aug. 12, 1975 
Aug. 19,1975 
Aug. 28, 1975 
Sept. 2,1975 
Sept. 4, 1975 
Sept. 10, 1975 
Sept. 16,1975 
Oct. 1, 1975 




















P ;; Present, but in small amount. 
( ) ;; Concentration in the Little Bear River. 




























aMethanol and acetaldehyde do not separate on the column (porapak. S) used for this analysis and they therefore cannot 
be distinguished. 
bUnderlined values indicate higher concentration values in the Little Bear River than in Hyrum Reservoir for that same date. 
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Table 8. Concentrations of organic compounds found in snow, the Logan River, and interstitial water from the 
mud bottom of Hyrum Reservoir. 
Original Water Concentration (nl/l)a 
Compound Snow From Hyrum, Utah Logan River Interstitial Mud Water 
24 Feb. 1976 
2 liters ~ 0.05 ml 
Acetaldehyde P 




Isopropyl alcohol 0.1 
I-Propanol 6 
ter(-Butyl alcohol 0.3 
Methyl ethyl ketone 0.4 
Ethyl acetate/2-Butanol P 








aAll concentrations have one significant figure. 
p "', present, but concentration not determined. 
2liters ~ 0.05 ml 2 liters of water distilled to 0.05 mI. 
produced at Hyrum Reservoir by actively growing 
algae or a result of an algae-bacteria association 
during active algae growth. During the early winters 
(January-February) of both 1975 and 1976, the 
ethanol concentration increased in the reservoir. 
,Higher ethanol concentrations in the water column 
occurred where the algae were in highest population 
(Table 10). 
Since there was little water movement (l6-inch 
ice cover and a 4° C water temperature on the' 
bottom), the ethanol was probably produced near the 
top, where the heaviest algal concentration was 
located. The algae were still actively growing at this 
time (see Figure 14) and may have been involved in 
some way in the production of ethanol. 
Organics probably produced by bacterial action 
on detritus material. Analysis of the interstitial water 
from the bottom muds of Hyrum Reservoir showed 
consistently higher acetone concentrations than the 
water above the muds. On all four mud sampling 
occasions the unconcentrated interstitial mud water 
was higher in acetone concentration than the water in 
the reservoir (Figures 15a and 15b). Since there was 
no algal activity at these depths (microscope examina-
23 
24 Feb. 1976 18 Dec. 1975 

















tion) , it was suspected that bacterial fermentation 
was taking place. When the interstitial mud water was 
concentrated, it did show organic compounds to be at 
higher concentrations than in the water above the 
muds (see column 4 of Ta,ble 8). With little mixing in 
the reservoir and with the bottom muds acting as a 
source of some organic compounds, the bottom 
waters of the reservoir should have been higher in 
concentration of these Ofganic compounds than the 
surface waters. This was the case on January 20, 1976 
(Figure 16a and 16b and Table 11). 
Organics produced by bacterial action on algal 
material. Since the concentrations of many organic 
compounds reached their maximum values in the fall 
while the bloom of Aphanizomenon flos-aquae was 
declining, it was suspected that there was a relation 
between the two events. Aphanizomenon flos-aquae 
could be found at three positions relative to the water 
column at Hyrum Reservoir. The organism was either 
in the water column itself, or on the top or bottom of 
it. It was not by chance that it occupied these 
positions, but was related ,to the well·being of the 
cells. Microscopic examination showed that the 
healthiest cells were found in the water column, and 
that as the cells began to die (lysis), they were unable 
Table 9. Concentrations differences between river and snow water from Logan, Utah. Differences established by 
increasing the sample size distilled. 
Concentration in Distillate (j.tl/l) 



















P = present. 







20 Feb. 1976 25 Feb. 1976 



































15 liters + 0.05 mI = 15 liters o(water distilled to 0.05 mI. 
Table 10. Concentration of ethanol and numbers of 
Stephilnodiscusastrea minutula in the water 









































to maintain this position in the water column and 
rose to the surface. At the surface, the bundles of A. 
flos-aquae coalesced and upon further decompOSition, 
eventually broke up and settled to the bottom. The 
algae settled to the bottom because of 1) the loss of 
entrapped gases (present in the wind blown mats of 
A. flos-aquae), and 2) the formation of akinetes or 
overwintering spores (decrease in internal gas vacuoles 
and an increase in cytoplasmic density of the cells 
thus causing the akinetes to sink) (Wildman et al., 
1975) (see Figure 17). 
In an effort to study the relationship between 
the dying' algae and the production of organic 
compounds in the reservoir, algae in varying states of 
decomposition were collected in 20 liter glass carboys 
(Figure 18). Algae were collected on September 9, 
1975, September 25, 1975, and October 1, 1975. By 
microscopic examination, it was established that the 
healthy algae were gathered on October 1, 1975, 
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Figure 13. Gas chromatogram of 16 liters of melted snow water (Logan, UT, on February 22, 1976) distilled to 0.04 ml Compounds tentatively identified. 
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Figure 14. Population ofStephanodiscus astrea minu· 

















Poropok S ot 155 0 C1 ether conditions 0' in Fig. 5 
(b.) 
Acete.,ne::: I ..u.1/! 
TIME (min.l 
Figure 15. Chromatograms of unconcentrated waters 
taken from Hyrum Reservoir on January 
20, 1976; (a) interstitial water from the 
bottom muds and (b) 1 meter below the 
surface. 
Table 11. Relative concentrations (area under the peak) of organic compounds are found in higher concen-
trations near the bottom of Hyrum Reservoir than in the upper waters (January 20, 1976). 
Surface Bottom 
Compound Relative Retention Relative Retention 
Time From Relative Time From Relative 
Figure 16(a) Concentration Figure 16(b) Concentration 
Unknown 0.59 108,309 0.61 86,173 
Water 1.00 1,346,927 1.00 1,334,759 
Acetonitrile 1.60 45,852 1.59 11,125 
Ethanol 1.74 94,122 1.73 93,923 
Propanal 2.10 70,580 2.07 34,740 
Acetone 2.33 2,425,847 2.30 2,579,177 
Isopropyl alcohol 3.12 78,547 3.07 101,551 
Propanol (?) 4.59 40,087 4.52 219,671 
Diethyl ether (?) 5.41 88,820 5.28 168,060 
tert· Butyl alcohol 6.23 92,016 6.08 132,570 
Chloroform (?) 6.73 16,425 6.55 13,809 
Methyl ethyl ketone 7.29 95,068 7.11 90,332 
2·Butanol (?) 8.74 13,671 8.42 436,546 
Unknown 9.59 463 9.99 3,283 
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Figure 16. Chromatograms of (a) the distillate (0.2 ml) of 12 liters of water from the surface at Hyrum 
Reservoir on January 20, 1976, (b) the distillate (0.2 ml)of6 liters of water taken near the bottom 
of Hyrum Reservoir on January 20,1976. 
advanced state of decomposition was found to be the 
algae gathered from along the shoreline on September 
25, 1975. Many of these algae had lost their pigment 
(phycocyanin stains the shoreline of the reservoir in 
the late fall). Intermediately decomposing algae were 
gathered on September 9, 1975, from large mats of 
algae forming on the reservoir surface. 
Three water samples were periodically sampled 
from each carboy. One sample from the top Gust 
27 
under the band of dying algae), a second sample from 
the middle of the carboy, and a third sample off the 
bottom Gust above the advanced decaying algae). The 
samples were analyzed by gas chromatography to 
determine the amounts of acetone, ethanol, and 
methanol present in each sample. 
From Figure 19 (carboy No. I, healthiest cells) 
it was observed that there was first an increase in the 
methanol concentration in the top sample, then a 
(akinete formation) 
Decomposing 
Dying Algae Algae 
~'-,'- ~-'f!9"""".o-~ ~ - -- - Healthy Algae Advance! 
" DeCaying~ 
Algae "' .. 















Figure 18. The appearance of carboys filled with algae on October 1, September 9, and September 23 in the fall 




















Figure 19. Concentrations of acetone, ethanol, and 
methanol monitored in carboys filled -with' 
algae collected on October 1, 1975, from 
Hyrum Reservoir. 
decrease. Ethanol (in the top and bottom of the 
carboy) production increased until about 10 to 120 
hours into the experiment. It was at this point (10 to 
120 hours) that the algae began to drop to the 
bottom of the carboy. In Figure 20 (carboy No.2) 
the top sample again increased in methanol produc-
tion up to the 100th hour, then decreased. The 
ethanol concentration (in the top and bottom of the 
carboy) increased until about 140 hours into the 
experiment. Again, it was during this time (100 to 
200 hours into the experiment) that the algae began 
to fall to the bottom of the carboy. Results for algae 
in the advanced stages of decay (Figure 21, carboy 
No.3) where most of the algae had already settled to 
the bottom showed that most of the production of 
methanol and ethanol was from the bottom. This was 
also the case in the other carboys (the bottom 
production of ethanol and methanol was always 
greater in the more advanced stages of decay, i.e. 
29 
longer experiment times). The production of acetone 
had its highest value in the most advanced stages of 
decay. 
Acetone, ethanol, and methanol were most 
likely the products of fermentation, since the algal 
cells were in no condition for photosynthesis. How-
ever, one must consider that these products could be 
released directly from cell lysis. If, indeed, they were 
produced by lysis, then lysing the cells should 
increase the concentration of ethanol, acetone, and 
methanol in a solution containing algae cells. Water 
solutions containing heavy cell populations were 
taken from the carboys before the experiments had 
begun and were subjected separately to: 1) centri-
fugation (33,000 rpm for 20 minutes), 2) sonifica-
tion, and 3) heating. None of these methods of lysis 
increased the concentration of acetone, ethanol, or 
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Concentrations of acetone, ethanol, and 
methanol monitored in carboys filled with 
algae collected on September 9, 1975, 
from Hyrum Reservoir. 
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HOURS 
Figure 21. Concentrations of acetone, ethanol, and 
methanol monitored in carboys filled with 
algae collected on September 9, 1975, 
from Hyrum Reservoir. 
~~iC } Bacterial Action Acetone+methanol 
~tter Fermentation )0 +ethanol+other organics 
It also appeared that methanol was first given off as 
the algae (A. [los-aquae) formed dying surface mats, 
followed by the production of ethanol and finally 
acetone as the mats settled to the bottom of the 
reservoir where further decomposition occurred. 
This sequence is further supported by observa-
tions obtained in the fall of 1974. At the time (early 
September) large mats of A. flos-aquae began to 
appear throughout the lake and increased concentra-
tions of methanol, ethanol, and acetone were 
obtained in the surface waters of the reservoir by 
direct analysis of the water (Table 12). 
The highest concentration was of methanol, 
followed by ethanol and acetone. The methanol peak 
seemed to occur just before the maximum population 
(see Figure 22). The same pattern was observed in the 
late summer and fall of 1975. An increase in 
30 
Table 12. Surface water concentration of methanol, 
ethanol, andacetone obtained from Hyrum 
Reservoir (fresh samples) in the fall 19 74. 
Methanol Ethanol Acetone 
Sept. 4, 1974 38.5 0.8 6.1 
Sept. 19, 1974 6.1 22.2 34.5 
Oct. 1, 1974 <I 0.6 0.8 
methanol occurred in the watQr prior to the 
maximum population of A. [los-aquae (Figures 11 
and 22). Either the dying A. flos-aquae excreted 
methanol or there was a complex algal-bacterial 
interaction that resulted in its production. The 
production of methanol, ethanol, and acetone in the 
more advanced stages of decay (where the algae had 
no active input) appeared to be a result of bacterial 
fermentation. Most of the compounds observed were 
believed to be from this source. Separations of several 
organic compounds found during the fall are shown 
in Figure 23. 
Effects of Hyrum Organics 
on Algal Growth 
In general there was no change in the growth 
rate or the cell population when various algae were 
subjected to the concentration levels of organics 
found in the reservoir (Adams et al., 1975). Higher 
orders of magnitude organic compound concentration 
generally decreased growth (Adams et al., 1975). 
Flakes of A. flos-aquae were taken from Hyrum· 
Reservoir on July 22, 1976, and placed under 
standard (EPA, 1971) bioassay conditions except that 
the growth medium used was ASM-I (Carmichael and 
Gorham, 1974) and air was gently blown through 
sterile cotton into the solutions. Thirty solutions 
were prepared; two acted as controls, one was spiked 
with the volatile distillate from 5 liters of Hyrum 
Reservoir water,· the other 27 had added one of the 
27 compounds listed in Table 1 at a concentration 
of 100 tIl/I; I-methyl-2-pentanone was used in place 
of 4-methyl-3-penten-2-one. 
Within three days the few flakes of A. [los-
aquae added to each flask had lost its color and 
broken up, except for four flasks which had increased 
in their number of cells. The flask with the highest 
number of cells was that containing tert-butyl 
alcohol, followed by that to which was added the 
volatile distillate, and then well behind these two 
were the two flasks containing l-penten-3-01 and 
4-methyl-2-pentanone. This experiment was repeated 
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b. Data furnished by John Gill, unpublished data, Utah State University. 
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Figure 23. Gas chromatogram of 3 liters of Hyrum Reservoir surface water (collected on September 4, 1975, 
filter, frozen and thawed for analysis on March 15, 1976) distilled to 0.037 mi. 
J I " 
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DISCUSSION 
Twenty-seven low molecular weight, volatile, 
organic compounds found in Hyrum Reservoir during 
the course of the year, 1975, were identified. The 
sources of these compounds were: 1) the little Bear 
River (melting snqw); 2) active algal growth; 3) 
bacterial fermentation of the detritus material on the 
bottom of the reservoir; and 4) bacterial decomposi-
tion of algae still in the water column. 
.. 
Table 13 lists the general sources of low weight 
organic compounds found in l\rrum Reservoir. It 
appeared that most volatile organic compounds were 
produced extensively in the bottom muds. Mountain 
streams typically had lower concentrations of most of 
the volatile organics studied than did Hyrum 
Reservoir. A diagrammatic sketch showing cycling of 
organic compounds in a natural water system is 
shown in Figure 24 . 
Table 13. General sources of low weight organic compounds found in Hyrum Reservoir. 
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Methanol X X 
Acetaldehyde X 
Acetonitrile X X 
Ethanol X X X 
Propanal X 
Acetone X X X 
Isopropyl alcohol X X X 
Propanol X X 
Diethyl ether X 
tert-Butyl alcohol X X 
Methyl ethyl ketone X X 
Ethyl acetate/2-Butanol X 
Isobutyl alcohol X X X 
I-Butanol X X 
2-Methyl-3-buten-2-01 X X X 
2-Methyl"2-butanol X 











Only two compOunds appeared to be associated 
with active algal growth, ethanol, and acetonitrile; in 
particular these seemed to be associated with diatom 
growth and with a green alga (Chlamydomonas sp.). 
In Figure 11 there are five peaks for acetonitrile, and 
each of these corresponds to a dominant diatom 
population in the water at that time (see Table 14 
and Figures 11 and 14). In Figure 12 there are six 
peaks for ethanol, four of these are associated with 
algal growth. two with algal breakdown; again 
diatoms and Chlamydomonas sp. growth were 
dominant (see Table 15). 
The ethanol peaks (Figure 11) in August 1975 
and September 1975 corresponded to decreases in the 
A. fiolNlquae population (see Figure 22). The increase 
in ethanol was probably due to the breakdown of the 
A. fios-aquae. Other organic compounds which 
exhibited this pattern (increases in late August 1975 
and September 1975) were acetone, methanol, 
I-butanol, propanol, isobutyl alcohol, methyl ethyl 
ketone, 2-methyl-3-buten-2-01, tert-butyl alcohol, and 
isopropyl alcohol. These 10 compounds, of the 13 
shown in Figure 11, all have the double peaks in late 
August and September of 1975; only two of the 13 
monitored compounds did not substantially increase 
with the algal popUlation decline in September 1975. 
These two compounds were acetonitrile and 
acetaldehyde. 
Figure 22 indicates that during the years 1973 
and 1974 when the lake was mixed by aeration 
(Drury et aI., 1975), the bloom of A. fios-aquae 
reached only a single maximum; in non-mixed years 
(1972 and 1975), the algae exhibited a bimodal 
curve. This indicated that there may have been a 
limiting factor in the reservoir for the growth of this 
blue-green alga. Larger molecules need to be studied 
to further explore the possibility that there may be a 
Table 14. High acetonitrile concentration and the 
co"esponding dominant algae at that time 







Dominant Algaea at That Time 
in Hyrum Reservoir 
Asterionella formosa 
1) Chlamydomonas sp. 
2) Asterionella formosa 
Asterionella formosa 
1) Aphanizomenon j1,as-aquae 
2) Melosira sp. 
Stephanodiscus astrea minutula 
aSee Appendix K for actual numbers. 
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Table 15. High ethanol concentrations and the cor-









Dominant Algae at That Time 









limiting organic compound in the reservoir or 
supplied to it. 
The effects of the compounds found are still 
largely unknown. Only five compounds have been 
subjected to bioassays (Adams et aI., 1975) and then 
only on a limited basis and limited species of algae. 
Some of the compounds, acting singly or in combina-
tions (especially in the fall of the year when 
concentrations were relatively hiM), may affect the 
algae present. One such effect may be the akinete 
formation of A. fios-aquae; the affects of the 27 
compounds found at Hyrum Reservoir need to be 
tested on Aphanizomenon fios-aquae singly and in 
combination. There was some indication that volatile 
organics increase the net growth of Aphanizomenon 
flos-aquae. In particular tert-butyl alcohol and the 
volatile distillate of water from Hyrum Reservoir 
seemed to have had this effect (also l-penten-3-01 and 
4-methyl-2-pentanone but to a lesser extent). 
The winter bloom of S. astrea minutula was of 
special interest since light, temperature, and pH vary 
greatly during the bloom time. The bloom has 
occurred as early as October and as late as May. 
In contrast A. fios-aquae seemed to always 
appear in late July after the bottom water tempera-
ture was above 12° C, and seemed to finally disappear 
from the water column in the fall of the year when 
again the water temperature reached 12° C. Further 
work needs to be done to demonstrate if this is 
indeed the case and to observe if certain organic 
compounds affect the germination of the akinete. 
Cause and effect relationships also need to be 
established regarding the compounds (acetonitrile and 





Figure 24. Cycling of organic compounds in a natural water system. Decaying algal material serves as a very 





1. Twenty-seven volatile organic compounds 
(listed in Table 13) were found to be present at 
sometime during the year 1975 in Hyrum Reservoir. 
2. Only two of these compounds, acetonitrile 
and acetaldehyde, did not increase sharply as the algal 
bloom decreased in the fall. 
3. Only two of the compounds, acetonitrile and 
ethanol, appeared to be associated with active algal 
growth. 
4. The highest concentrations of volatile 
organic compounds occurred in the late summer or 
early fall as the bloom of Aphanizomenon /los-aquae 
died. 
5. Trace amounts of organic compounds were 
present in even the purest of water, whether it was 
freshly fallen snow or water processed by physical-
chemical treatment. 
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6. Trace amounts of volatile organic com-
pounds were quantitatively determined as low as 1 
picoliter/liter (1-butanol, Table 8) by the use of 
standard curves and standard addition of known 
compounds. 
7. It was estimated that five compounds 
composed over 50 percent of the yearly average 
dissolved organic matter in Hyrum Reservoir. They 
were acetone (17.4 percent), acetaldehyde (13.1 
percent), ethanol (10.8 percent), methanol (5.2 
percent), and isopropyl alcohol (4.1 percent). 
8. Organic compounds may affect algal growth 
at Hyrum because there was some indication that the 
net growth of Aphanizomenon /low-aquae appeared 
to be affected by volatile organic compounds, parti-
cularly, tert-butyl alcohol (100 Id/I). 
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Appendix A 
Physical Characteristics of Hyrum Reservoir 






















23.1 X lOll Cubic Meters (~ 18,700 ac-ft) 
16.4 x 1011 Cubic Meters (~ 13,300 ac-ft) 
23 Meters (~76 feet) 
19 Meters (~ 62 feet) 
194 Hectares (~485 Acres) 
173 Hectares (~433 Acres) 
11.9 Meters (~39 feet) 
9.4 Meters (~31 feet) 
80 x 106 Cubic Meters/Yr (65,000 ac-ft/yr) 
88 Days 
79 Days 
570,000 Hectares (~ 1,400,000 acres) 
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Relative Retention Times of Known and Unknown Organic Compounds 
Isolated from Hyrum Reservoir on the Indicated Dates 
,/ 
/ 
Table 16. Relative retention times of known and unknown compounds (from Hyrum Reservoir on the indicated date) obtained by analysis on 0.4 percent 






















Ethyl acetate/2-butanol 541 

















Unknown No. 14 
























































































































































































































































Bnte column and conditions used are as foDows: 0.4% Carbowax 1500 on Carbopak A, 6 ft. x 1/8 in. OD88, Col. Temp.: llOOC, Inj. Port: 16SoC, Det. 210OC, Flow Rate: 40 
mllmin. He, Sample Size: IIJl, Det: FID (Same and conditions as stated in Figure 3). This table (samples conected in 1974 and 1975) has been arranged showing a moderately increasing 
trend in the retention times of the compounds reported. The slight variations in the retention times are due to smaD operational differences in the gas chromatographic conditions from 
one analysis date to another. Known standards (8) where possible were also run routinely. All times were obtained usmg a 3380A Hewlett Packard reporting integrator. The relatively 
retention times reported in the table can be converted to seconds elapsed from time 0 (injection of the sample into the gas chromatograph) by multiplying by 0.6. 
J 
Table 16. Continued. 
Sample Date 
Compounda 15 Jan. 17 Nov. 16 Sept. 6 Aug. 8 Jan. 2 July 26 June 12 Dec. 29 Nov. 17 June 18 Dec. 10 Nov. 1 July 
1975 S 1974 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 S S 1974 -1974 1975 1975 1975 1975 
Acetonitrile 108 109 108 108 111 111 110 110 
Ethanol 118 118 117 118 121 118 119 118 120 121 121 122 121 120 121 122 
Propanal 139 141 139 140 139 140 140 142 143 133 143 
Acetone 151 157 149 156 153 149 151 152 160 160 154 153 156 158 161 153 
lsoprop yl alcohol 210 209 203 210 214 209 211 211 214 214 214 215 214 215 215 215 
Propanol 290 285 288 291 290 293 293 293 298 295 292 
Diethy1 ether 307 310 307 309 308 310 309 314 315 313 316 316 316 313 
ten-Butyl alcohol 362 360 362 362 368 365 366 365 368 369 367 369 367 369 374 
Methyl ethyl ketone 410 411 411 411 413 414 415 415 419 419 419 419 419 420 420 420 
Unknown No.1 444 452 
Unknown No.2 476 476 478 480 480 481 482 486 486 486 491-
Unknown No.3 560 573 
Ethyl acetatel2-butanol 561 572 577 569 584 581 561 568 586 585 580 580 584 575 583 593 
Isobutyl alcohol 689 686 685 690 702 698 698 697 705 702 697 697 694 697 698 717 
:t Unknown No.4 811 830 844 840 
Unknown No.5 857 862 
I-Butanol 874 896 883 896 902 894 901 874 912 912 895 897 902 897 897 892 
2-Methyl-3-buten-3-o1 982 980 969 1004 972 998 1005 1001 998 981 989 996 993 
2-Methyl-2-butanol 1060 1011 1011 1062 1061 1038 1074 1076 1065 1041 1030 1040 1086 
Unknown No.6 1206 1218 1221 1167 1235 
Unknown No.7 1272 1270 1296 1280 1294 1294 1~95 1237 1287 1~04 
Unknown No.8 1392 1386 1410 1399 1367 
3-Methyl-2-butanol 1447 1457 1463 1423 1440 1454 
I-Penten-3-ol 1502 1529 1550 1545 1537 1552 1520 1574 
Pyridine 1677 1675 1709 
Cyclopentanol 1927 2010 
I-Pentanol 2092 2326 2202 2210 
2-Methyl-2-pentanol 2636 
4-Methyl-3-penten-2-o1 2395 3024 
3-Methylpyridine 3541 
Unknown No. 14 4693 
Unknown No; 15 5246 
.,.. 
. "The column ~d conditions used are as follows: 0:4.% Carbowax ~SO~ on Carbo!Jll:k A, 6 f1. x 1/8 in. ODSS, ~ol. Temp.: 1l0OC,lnj. Port: 1650C, Det .. 2100C, Flow Rate: 40 
ml/mm. He, Sample SIZe: 1 pl, Det: FID (Same and condItions as stated III FIgure 3). his table (santples collected III 1974 and 1975) has been arranged showmg a moderately increasing 
trend in t~ retention times of the compounds reKorted. The slight variations in the retention times are due to small operational differences in the fr: chromatographic conditions from 
one analystS date to another. Known standards ( ) where possible were also run routinely. All times were obtained uSlllg a 3380A Hewlett Packar reporting integrator. The relatively 
retention times reported in the table can be converted to seconds elapsed from time 0 (injection of the sample into the gas chromatograph) by multiplying by 0.6. 
.j ,t 
Table 16. Continued. 
Sample Date 
Compounda 15 July 22 Feb. 20 March 8 Jan. 2 Apr. 3 Dec. S S 23 Oct. 3 June 
23 Dec. 
S 11 Oct. 3 Nov. 25 July 4 Sept. 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1974 1974 1975 1975 1975 
Acetonitrile III 112 111 111 112 112 
Ethanol 120 122 120 120 122 122 122 121 122 122 122 123 121 123 123 119 
Propanal 141 145 142 142 144 145 144 145 143 146 143 146 145 
Acetone 152 155 153 159 158 162 162 162 162 157 161 163 155 162 162 159 
Isopropyl alcohol 210 216 216 216 217 217 218 215 218 217 217 218 218 217 218 
Propanol 298 300 298 294 301 30Q 298 301 299 
Diethyl ether 314 316 314 315 316 319 318 318 319 316 320 318 320 320 
tert-Bu tylalcohol 372 370 372 371 373 373 374 37i 375 373 37S 374 ~75 374 374 376 
Methyl ethyl ketone 421 422 422 422 423 424 424 424 425 425 425 426 426 ~26 426 427 
Unknown No.1 450 456 455 456 458 459 456 
Unknown No.2 489 490 491 490 491 482 495 494 498 494 495 496 538 
Unknown No.3 558 
Ethyl acetate/2-butanol 593 580 578 574 582 593 588 584 586 587 591 601 590 588 599 
Isobutyl alcohol 712 703 712 711 712 702 716 708 718 710 716 708 710 714 
"'" 
Unknown No.4 849 850 848 ut Unknown No.5 868 863 870 866 864 860 864 
I-Butanol 919 898 917 910 921 914 906 916 920 904 908 910 
2-Methyl-3-buten-3-01 1013 992 1014 1028 1067 1016 997 1007 1022 1088 1020 1009 1004 1015 
2-Methyl-2-butanol 1085 1063 1083 1079 1044 1047 1085 1040 1040 
Unknown No.6 1241 1242 1239 1238 1260 1172 
Unknown No.7 1314 1314 1313 1320 1314 1251 1242 1257 
Unknown No.8 1321 1312 1311 1332 
3-Methyl-2-butanol 1464 1471 1460 1452 1472 1441· 1442 1440 
I-Penten-3-o1 1576 1545 1539 1571 1522 1588 1570 
Pyridine 1720 1882 
Cyclopentanol 1780 
I-Pentanol 2106 1987 2719 
2-Methyl-2-pentanol 2392 
4-Methyl-3-penten-2-o1 3085 
3-Methyl pyridine 3729 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 
l7he column and conditions used are as follows: 0.4% Carbowax 1500 on Carbopak A. 6 ft. x 1/8 in. ODSS, Col. Temp.: llOoC. lnj. Port: 1650C, Det. 2100C, Flow Rate: 40 
mlImin. He, Sample Size: 1 fJl. Det: FID (Same and conditions as stated in Figure 3). This table (samples collected in 1974 and 1975) has been arranged showing a moderately increasing 
trend in the retention times of the compounds resorted. The slight variations in the retention times are due to small operational differences in the !:s chromatographic conditions from 
one analysis date to another. Known standards ( ) where possible were also run routinely. AU times were obtained using a 3380A Hewlett Packar reporting integrator. The relativelY 
retention times reported in the table can be converted to seconds elapsed from time 0 (injection of the sample into the gas chromatograph) by multiplying by 0.6. 
J 
T:4ble 16. Continued. 
Sample Date 
Compound 23 Nov. 27 May 17 Apr. 30 Oct. S 8 May 1 Oct. S 13 Oct. 23 Nov. 11 Oct. 2 Sept. 9 Sept. S 30 Dec. 22 Apr. 1974 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1974 1974 1975 1975 1974 1975 
Acetonitrile 110 112 113 114 113 115 115 121 120 
Ethanol 123 123 119 121 123 123 124 125 124 123 125 126 127 129 134 134 
Propanal 145 142 147 148 147 147 149 150 . 157 156 
Acetone 156 156 157 160 163 157 164 163 165 157 158 162 168 171 174 170 
Isopropyl alcohol 218 218 218 218 219 219 221 222 222 219 223 224 227 231 241 243 
Propanol 301 301 301 301 300 307 305 308 306 312 320 331 335 
Diethyl ether 321 320 321 318 322 325 325 326 327 327 329 334 343 350 352 
tert-Butyl alcohol 376 375 375 377 378 377 381 38i! 384 384 384 387 392 402 417 424 
Methyl ethyl ketone 428 428 428 428 430 430 434 435 436 438 438 440 446 458 473 477 
Unknown No.1 456 457 454 466 472 482 508 515 
Unknown No.2 498 496 497 494 498 504 504 502 508 508 512 512 549 559 
Unknown No.3 590 
Ethyl acetate/2-butanol 598 585 598 589 599 585 599 599 602 614 617 613 619 641 652 665 
Isobutyl alcohol 714 719 714 728 719 717 726 728 729 736 737 741 755 774 801 829 
~ Unknown No.4 857 860 0'\ Unknown No.5 897 862 866 870 897 885 880 889 914 
I·Butanol 920 917 922 928 931 919 930 941 937 949 943 955 972 1014 
2·Methyl·3·buten-3oOl 1014 1022 1014 1045 1021 1019 10)4 1044 1039 1049 1051 1057 1070 
2-Methyl-2-butanol 1042 1098 1079 1082 1079 1111 1143 1192 
Unknown No.6 1161 1186 1187 
Unknown No.7 1252 1242 1270 1310 131i 1252 
Unknown No.8 1324 1340 1322 1332 1365 1371 1374 1384 1448 
3·Methyl-2·butanol 1449 1402 1491 1452 1461 1481 1480 1490 1617 1572 1550 
I-Penten-3oOl 1581 1584 1582 1585 1598 1638 1629 1648 1674 
Pyridine 1825 
Cyc1opentanol 2244 




Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 
&rhe column and conditions used are as follows: 0.4% Carbowax 1500 on Carbopak A, 6 ft. x 1/8 in. ODSS, Col. Temp.: 110°C, In;. Port: 165°C, Det. 2100C, Flow Rate: 40 
ml/min. He, Sample Size: 1 Ill. Det: FlO (Same and conditions as stated in Figure 3). This table (samples collected in 1974 and 1975) has been arranged showing a moderately inaeasing 
trend in t~ retention times of the compounds re~orted. The slight variations in the retention times are due to small operational differences in the gas chromatographic conditions from 
one analysIs date to another. Known standards ) where possible were also run routinely. All times were obtained using a 3380A Hewlett Packard reporting integrator. The relatively 
retention times reported in the table can be converted to seconds elapsed from time 0 (injection of the sample into the gas chromatograph) by multiplying by 0.6. 
~ 
AppendixC 
Relative Retention Times of Known and Unknown Organic Compounds 
IS9lated from Hyrum 'ReservQ~n the Ind~~ateqp~tes ..... _ .. 
•. j ! ~ 
Table lZ Relative retention times of known and unknown compounds (from Hyrum Reservoir on the indicated date) obtained by analysis of 0.4 percent. 
Qnbow~ lSOO aJ conqition§ as..§ta1§4in Figure 4, 
Compounda 2 Sept. 2 Apr. 
1975 1975 
30 Jan. 9 Sept. 
1975 1975 S S S 
Sample Date 
4 Sept. 16 Sept. 29 Nov. 22 Feb. 
1975 1975 1974 1975 S· 
3 Dec. 
1975 S 
23 Nov. 6 Jan. 18 Dec. 
1974 1975 1975 
Water 44 45 44 45 45 44 46 45 46 46 46 43 47 44 
Ethanol (& acetonitrile) 66 67 67 69 64 67 66 65 67 66 68 70 68 70 64 68 68 
Acetone 88 89 88 91 84 89 88 88 87 87 92 90 92 84 90 89 
Isopropyl alcohol 98 102 100 98 97 100 97 104 103 101 
Propanol (& diethy1 118 122 118 121 125 125 
ether) 
tert-Butyl alcohol 147 149 149 153 148 150 147 151 151 151 147 156 148 156 149 152 147 
Methyl ethyl ketone 172 175 175 180 173 177 172 176 177 177 179 184 180 184 176 179 179 
Unknowns No. 1,2,3 191 192 190 193 194 195 196 194 
Ethylacetate!2-butanoI204 206 213 206 204 209 211 211 217 218 210 213 
Isobutyl alcohol 227 229 225 228 229 234 231 233 234 229 235 230 232 235 235 
Unknowns No. 4,5 246 249 249 251 255 255 
I-Butanol (& 2-methyl- 285 289 291 296 292 293 285 294 295 296 298 303 299 304 297 299 299 
3-buten-2-o0 
2-Methyl-2-butanol 332 339 344 346 342 342 332 344 347 349 349 354 351 356 349 350 
Unknowns No. 6,7 364 374 376 378 381 364 381 382 390 392 390 389 385 386 
Cyclopentanol No.8 416 
3-Methyl-2-butanol 436 441 433 440 447 416 447 449 451 451 445 455 447 452 455 454 
Unknown No.9 489 489 
3-Pentanol 510 524 533 524 527 527 
Unknown No. 10 565 
2·Pentanol 558 575 574 576 
2-Methyl-l-butanol 575 597 593 598 604 611 610 611 611 614 610 620 
3-Methyl-1-butanol 626 644 646 626 652 662 660 . 664 666 667 
I-Penten-3-o1 706 710 
Pyridine 712 732 744 753 759 755 750 749 
I-Pentanol 770 798 808 808 810 811 818 820 821 830 831 833 835 837 838 838 839 
3-Methyl-3-pentanol 848 872 878 
2-Methyl-2-pentanol 942 935 946 903 971 976 
4-Methyl-3-penten-2-o1 1054 1070 1072 1073 1030 1081 1090 1095 1101 1108 1109 1106 1110 
3-Methylpyridine 1191 1183 
2-Hexanone 1226 1264 1272 
Unknown No. 11 1330 
Unknown No. 12 
Unknown No. 13 1656 
Unknown No. 14 1854 
Unknown No. 15 2128 2561 2597 
~e column and conditions used are as follows: 0.4% Carbowax 1500 on Carbopak A, 6 ft. x 1/8 in. ODSS, Col. Temp.: 1550 C, Inj Port: 21OOC, Det. 2350 C, Flow Rate: 40 
ml/min. He. Sample Size: 1 III Det.: FlO (same conditions as stated in Figure 4). This table (samples collected in 1974 and1975) has been arranged showing a moderately increuing 
trend in the retention times of the compounds reported. The slight variations in the retention times are due to small operational differences in the gas chromatographic conditions 
from one analysiS date to another. Known standards (S) where possible were also run routinely. All times were obtained using a 3380A Hewlett Packard reporting integrator. The 
relatively retention times reported in the table can be converted to seconds elapsed from time 0 (injection of the sample into the gas chromatograph) by multiplying by 0.6. 
J 
T@Ze 17. Co,lJtintt.~~. 
8ample Date 
Compounda 19 Mar. 10 Nov. 17 June 12 Dec. 6 Aug. 1 Oct. 3 Nov. 17 Apr. 25 July 22 Apr. 1 July 19 Nov. 11 Oct. 17 Nov. 
1975 1975 1975 1974 8 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 8 1975 1975 1975 1974 1974 S 
Water 46 45 47 47 45 45 47 44 47 43 45 46 44 47 48 47 
Ethanol (&acetonitrile) 67 68 68 68 69 68 68 67 67 66 68 68 64 67 68 68 70 
Acetone 89 89 89 89 91 90 90 89 88 88 90 90 83 89 87 87 93 
Isopropyl alcohol 103 102 102 104 
Propanol (& diethyl 124 122 12~ 126 
ether) 
tert·Butyl alcohol 152 147 152 148 155 153 153 153 148 146 154 154 144 147 154 157 
Methyl ethyl ketone 179 179 179 180 184 180 180 179 181) 178 180 180 177 180 181 182 186 
Unknowns No.1, 2, 3 196 196 197 197 197 198 197 196 198 197 
Ethyhcetate/2-butano1212 213 214 218 214 214 214 215 215 215 216 220 
Isobutyl alcohol 235 235 235 236 230 236 236 235 236 235 236 237 234 236 237 237 
Unknowns No.4, 5 255 255 254 30 257 257 
I-Butanol (& 2-methyl· 300 299 300 301 305 302 301 300 302 300 30~ 30~ 301 31)1 303 302 308 
3-buten-2-(1) 
2-Methyl-2-butanol 350 352 352 352 357 353 355 349 354 354 354 354 352 341 355 356 361 
Unknowns No.6, 7 387 389 393 389 391 393 391 391 392 388 ~90 385 ~93 ~89 ~95 
Cyclopentanol No.8 434 444 
~ 3-Methyl-2-butanol 457 458 455 456 448 455 459 460 456 461 445 458 465 456 458 452 Unknown No.9 496 485 
3-Pentanol 528 543 504 533 
Unknown No. 10 
2-Pentanol 579 575 58~ 
2-Methyl-l-butanol 624 617 611 620 633 615 620 618 623 619 622 622 
3-Methyl-l-butanol 672 670 641 663 651 676 670 663 672 675 674 
I-Penten-3oOl 725 
Pyridine 747 753 752 763 757 758 777 753 756 764 766 
I-Pentanol 839 839 840 841 841 843 844 845 846 846 847 847 848 848 848 848 
3-Methyl-3-pentanol 881 879 885 
2-Methyl-2-pentanol 981 980 988 974 991 982 985 
4-Methyl-3-penten-2oOl1107 1113 1111 1113 1120 1122 1119 1119 1119 1120 1121 1117 
3-Methylpyridine 1190 1193 1197 1199 
2-Hexanone 1277 1284 
Unknown No. ~1 1386 1378 1373 1377 
Unknown No. 12 1632 1547 1544 
Unknown No. 13 1678 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 2631 2621 2632 2615 2624 
a,-he column and conditions used are as follows: 0.4% Carbo wax 1500 on Carbopak A, 6 ft. x 1/8 in. 0088, Col. Temp.: 1550 C, lnj Port: 2IOOC. Det. 2350 C, Flow Rate: 40 
ml/mi!l' He. Sample Siz.e: 1 III Det.: FlO (same conditions as stated in Figure 4). This table (sample's collected in 1974 and,1975) has been arranged showing a moderately increasing 
trend m the rete!ltion times of the compounds reported. The slight variations in the retention times are due to small operational differences in the gas chromatographic conditions 
from one analySls date to another. Known standards (8) where possible were also run routinely. All times were obtained usint: 3380A Hewlett Packard reporting integrator. The 
relatively retention times reported in the table can be converted to seconds elapsed from time 0 (injection of the sample into t gas chromatograph) by multiplying by 0.6. 
., 
Table 17. Continued. 
Sample Date 
Compounda 
23 Oct. 23 Dec. 23 Nov. 17 Apr. 3 June 16 Sept. 28 Aug. 8 Jan. 8 May 30 Oct. 25 Sept. 15 July 13 Oct. 13 Oct. 
1975 1974 S 1975 1975 1975 1975 S 1975 1976 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 1975 S 
Water 45 47 46 45 44 46 45 47 46 45 
Ethanol (& acetonitrile) 68 67 68 68 67 68 69 70 68 68 68 69. 66 66 68 68 68 
Acetone 89 89 90 86 88 90 91 93 90 90 88 .91 87 84 90 90 
Isopropyl alcohol 101 104 98 
Propanol (& diethyl 126 123 
ether) 
teTt-Butyl alcohol 154 153 149 153 149 149 153 157 154 147 153 154 146 152 149 154 148 
Methyl ethyl ketone 180 180 181 180 180 181 181 187 181 180 181 182 179 178 183 181 
Unknowns No. 1,2,3 197 198 196 197 198 198 199 199 196 199 
Ethyl acetatefl·butanol 216 216 214 214 220 214 216 215 215 215 
Isobut yl alcohol 237 237 238 237 237 237 237 232 238 238 237 238 237 236 238 238 238 
Unknowns No.4, 5 256 258 258 258 257 258 258 257 
I-Butanol (& 2-methyl- 304 303 304 303 302 302 302 307 305 303 303 304 302 304 304 303 303 
3-buten-2-ol) 
2-Methyl-2-butanol 355 355 356 355 356 355 357 360 356 355 357 355 356 358 362 360 
Unknowns No.6, 7 392 391 391 387 394 390 391 392 393 390 393 391 397 396 410 
Cyclopentanol No.8 439 448 449 
~ 3-MethyI-2-butanol 447 462 463 457 461 462 460 452 462 461 456 461 456 469 467 
Unknown No.9 492 
3-Pentanol 534 528 
UnIalown No. 10 566 558 569 566 577 556 
2-Pentanol 584 588 
2-Methyl-l·butanol 615 621 617 620 618 632 623 623 ·"633 625 
3-Methyl-l-butanol 671 679 677 680 675 
l-Penten-3-o1 724 
Pyridine 744 762 759 759 760 773 759 754 767 765 l-Pentanol 849 849 849 850 850 850 850 851 851 851 851 852 853 853 853 854 846 
3-Methyl-3-pentanol 889 883 
2-Methyl-2-pentanol 930 981 991 983 977 
4-MethyI-3-pen ten-2-o1 1118 1122 1121 1123 1126 1084 1116 1118 
3-Methylpyridine 1199 1207 
2-Hexanone 1289 
Unknown No. 11 1376 
Unknown No. 12 1555 
Unknown No. 13 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 2637 2626 2641 
"The column and conditions used are as follows: 0.4% Carbowax 1500 on Carbopak A, 6 ft. x 1/8 in. ODSS, Col. Temp.: 1550 C, Inj Port: 210OC, Det. 2350 C, Flow Rate: 40 
ml/min. He, Sample Size: 1 III Det.: FID (same conditions as stated in Figure 4). This table (samples collected in 1974 and 1975) has been arranged showing a moderately increasing 
trend in the retention times of the compounds reported. The slight variations in the retention times are due to small operational differences in the gas chromatographic conditions . 
from one analysis date to another. Known standards (S) where possible were also run routinely. All times were obtained usint a 3380A Hewlett Packard reporting integrator. The 
relatively retention times reported in the table can be converted to seconds elapsed from time 0 (injection of the sample into t e gas chromatograph) by multiplying by 0.6. 
J 
Table. 1; 7. ContinUl;d. 
Sample Date 
Compounda 
S 25 Sept. 20 Mlii. 11 Oct. 24 Oct. 20 June 27 May 8Jan. S 27 May 30 Dec. 28 Aug. 2 July 9 July S S S 1975 1975 1974 1974 1975 1975 1975 1975 1974 1975 1975 1975 
Water 47 45 45 46 45 46 46 
Ethanol (& acetonitrile) 68 70 70 69 67 68 67 69 68 67 69 69 68 69 69 69 70 
.. Acetone 89 93 93 91 87 87 89 89 90 86 91 91 90 91 88 92 93 
Isopropyl alcohol 98 105 105 101 102 101 104 105 
Propanol (& diethyl 123 126 127 122 125 124 127 
ether) 
tert-Buty1 alcohol 155 158 103 155 153 147 153 155 153 156 154 155 155 157 159 
Methyl ethyl ketone 181 187 191 182 180 182 185 182 182 180 182 183 181 182 182 184 187 
Unknowns No. 1,2,3 199 197 200 198 200 198 
Ethyl acetate/2-butanol 224 222 225 215 216 216 218 220 222 
Isobutyl alcohol 237 237 239 238 238 238 239 239 238 239 241 239 241 241 242 
Unknowns No.4, 5 261 260 263 
I-Butanol (& 2-methy1- 307 309 311 304 303 304 304 306 305 306 307 307 306 306 310 311 312 
3-buten-2-oJ) 
2-Methyl-2-butanol 357 363 365 355 356 357 358 357 357 359 361 359 360 362 365 
Unknowns No. 6,7 394. 390 392 396 393 396 392 400 394 398 396 399 403 
Cyclopentanol No.8 449 445 
Ul 3-Methyl-2-butanol 455 456 456 461 461 466 459 469 468 471 467 459 => 
Unknown No.9 
3-Pentanol 537 538 536 542 
Unknown No. 10 
2-Pentanol 588 589 580 595 
2-Methyl-l-butanol 625 627 627 626 627 629 625 629 631 635 637 636 633 635 
3-Methy1-1-butanol 681 681 681 679 682 686 685 686 684 685 689 689 687 688 690 
1-Penten-3-ol 
Pyridine 781 777 762 767 768 770 761 770 771 789 
I-Pentanol 847 855 855 856 856 85.8 859 859 860 860 854 862 863 864 864 865 869 
3-Methyl-3-pentanol 884 892 892 
2-Methyl-2-pentanol 985 996 995 994 993 975 986 981 1001 1010 
4-Methyl-3-penten-2-ol 1094 1085 1091 1093 1099 
3-Methylpyridine 1216 1198 1217 
2-Hexanone 1297 1292 1319 
Unknown No. 11 1383 
Unknown No. 12 1558 1559 
Unknown No. 13 1712 1753 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 
~e column and conditions used !lIe as follows: 0.4% ClIIbowax 1500 on ClIIbopak A, 6 ft. x 1/8 in. ODSS, Col. Temp.: 1550 C, Inj Port: 210OC, Det. 2350 C, Flow Rate: 40 
ml/rnin. He, Sample Size: 1 III Det.: FlD (Sliine conditions as stated in Figure 4). This table (SlIInp1eS collected in 1974 and.1975) has been arranged showing a moderately increasing 
trend in the retention times of the compounds reported. The slight vlIIiations in the retention times lIIe due to small operational differences in the gas chromatographic conditions 
from one anaIysis date to another. Known standards (S) where possible were also run routinely. All times were obtained usinta 3380A HeWlett Packliid reporting integrator. The 
relatively retention times reported in the table can be converted to seconds elapsed from time 0 (injection of the SlIInple into t e gas chromatograph) by multiplying by 0.6. 
AppendixD 
Gas Chromatograph/Mass Spectral Analysis, Finnigan 
Corporation, Sunnyvale, California 
The- analY!l.is was done on a Finnigan 3300 








Porapak P, 80/100 mesh 
Glass U-tube, 1/8" i.d. x 5' 
Programmed from 80°C to 
I80aC at lOa/min. 
200°C 
Glass Jet Separator: 230°C 
Glass-lined Transfer line: 210aC 
Electron Impact Mass Spectrometry 
Analyzer Temperature: 60BC 
Analyzer Pressure Reading:S x 10'5 torr, 
Electron Energy: 70 eV 







Calihration of Mass Set: 














Three microliters of sample were used for analysis. In 
the interpretation of the data extensive use of limited 
mass searches were made to locate and identify the 
various compounds. Such plots are with the corres-
ponding mass spectra so that it may be seen how the 
technique is used. 








Figure 28. Mass spectrography 0/ an unknown,compound with a parent ion peak mass 0/46 amu which/rom 
Figure 29 was identified as ethanol. 
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Figure29. Compounds (from the 6100 data system) having mass spectral characteristics similar to the com-
pound in Figure 28. with the ethanol mass spectrograph matching the one in Figure 28. 
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· 501EOl WATER SAMPLE 







Figure 30. Mass spectrograph of an unknown with a parent ion peak mass of 58 amu which from Figure 31 was 
identified as acetone. 
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Figure 31. Compounds (from the 6100 data system) having mass spectral characteristics similar to compound 
in Figure 30, with the acetone mass spectrograph matching the one in Figure 30. 
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AppendixE 
Gas Chromatograph/Mass Spectral Analysis, Material Science 
Department, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 
The analysis was done on a Hewlett Packard 
7620 GC/5930AMS with a 5933A data system under 






Porapak S, 100/120 mesh 
1/8" x 5! stainless steel 
Programmed from 70°C to 
190°C at 10°C/min 
200°C 
Electron Impact Mass Spectrometry 
Source Temperature: 200°C 
Mass Filter Temperature: 170°C 
Inlet lines: 180°C 
Pressure Reading: 3 x 10'5 
Electron Energy: 70 e V . 
Data System 
Mass Range Scanned: 23·200 
to RR 
GC/MS Interface 
Dimethyl silicone membrane: 170°C 
A five microliter aqueous sample was injected using a 
Hamilton syringe. 
Table 18. List of compounds having mass spectral characteristics similar to the unknown compound in Figure 
32. 
SAMPLE 13007 SPECTRUM 28 RET 1 9 HITS 83 
12 9 AZOMETHANE 
58 
12 8 VINYL METHYL ETHER 
58 
8 5 ACETIC ANHYDRIDE 
102 
8 5 HYDRAZOIC ACID (AZOIMIDE ) 
43 
8 5 ACETIC ANHYDRICE 
102 
8 5 5·METHOXYCARBONYL·5·METHYLISOXAZOLIDINE 
145 
12 6 2·PROPANONE (ACETONE) 
58 
12 6 1,2·EPOXYPROPANE (pROPYLENE OXIDE) 
58 
12 6 TRIMETHYLENE OXIDE 
58 
12 6 OXETAN 
58 




WORK AREA SPECTRUM 
LARGST 4 : 42.9, 100.0 




























Figure 32. Mass spectrograph o/an unknown with a masso/58 amu which/rom Table 18 was identified as acetone. 
oJ i " 
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AppendixF 
Gas Chromatograph/Mass Spectral Analysis, Ultrachem Corp., 
Walnut Creek, California 
The analysis was perfonned on a Finnigan 9500 gas chromatograph connect-
ed via a single stage glass jet separator, to a Finnigan Model 3100D quadruple mass 
spectrometer controlled by a Systems Industries/250 computer system. 
Five p1 was injected onto a 5 foot stainless steel carbowax 1500 on carbopak 
A or a Porapak S colunm. The colunm was temperature programmed from 90°C to 
110°C at 4°C/min. while the mass range of 20 to 200 atomic mass units was 




Physical Constants of Organic Compounds (from CRC, Handbook 
of Chemistry and Physics. 1976-1977) 
Table 19. Physical constants of organic compounds (from CRe, Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 1976-1977). 
Density at 20°C 
Melting Boiling and Based on Vapor Solubility Compound Molecular Water at 4°C 
Weight 
Point Point (Unless Other- Pressure in Water (C) (C) at 96. 1°C 
(at 760 mm) wise Listed) (mm) 
Methanol (carbinol, methyl alcohol, wood alcohol) 32.04 - 97.8 64.96 0.7914 2100 00 
Acetaldehyde (acetic aldehyde, ethanol) 44.05 -121 20.8 0.7834 00 
Acetonitrile (cyanomethane, ethanenitrile, methyl·cyanide) 41.05 - 45.72 80.06 0.7856 800 (at 81.1°C) 00 
Ethanol (alcohol, ethyl alcohol, methyl carbinol) 41.07 -117.3 78.5 0.7893 1200 00 
Propanal (propionaldehyde, propional) 58.08 · 81 48.8 0.8058 slightly 
Acetone (2'propanone, dimethyl ketone) 58.08 • 95.35 56.2 0.7899 2400 00 ~ Isopropanol (2-propanol, isopropyl alcohol) 60.11 · 89.5 82.4 0.7855 1100 00 
I-Propanol (n.propyl alcohol) 60.11 -126.5 97.4 0.8035 590 00 
Diethyl·ether (ether, ethyl ether, ethoxyethane) 74.12 -116.2 34.51 0.71378 4300 slightly 
tert-butyl alcohol (2-methyl-2-propanol) 74.12 25.5 82.2 0.7887 1080 00 
Methyl ethyl ketone (2-butanone) 72.12 - 86.35 79.6 0.8054 830 (at 79.,6QC) very 
Ethyl acetate (ethyl ether of acetic acid) 88.12 - 83.578 77.06 0.9003 1110 slightly 
2-Butanol 74.12 -114.7 99.5 0.808 550 very 
Isobutyl alcohol (2-methyl-l-propanol, isopropyl-carbinol) 74.12 -108 108 0.802 440 lOg/100g~O 
I-Butanol 74.12 - 89.53 117.25 0.8098 270 slightly 
2-Methyl-3-buten-2-o1 
2-Methyl-2-butanol (tert-amylalcohol') 88.1S - 8.4 102 0.8059 620 slightly 
3-Methyl-2-butanol 88.15 112 0.8225 slightly 
2-Methyl-l-butanol (iso-amyl alcohol!) 88.15 128 0.829 slightly 
3-Methyl-l-butanol (isopentyl alcohol) 88.15 128.5 0.8092 200 slightly 
1.penten-3-o1 (ethyl vinyl carbinol) 86.14 114.6 0.8395 slightly 
Pyridine (azine) 79.10 - 42 115.5 0.9819 440 00 
Cyclopen tanol 86.14 
- 19 140.85 0.9478 slightly 
I-Pentanol (butyl carbinol, n-amyl alcohol) 88.15 - 79 137.3 0.8144 150 insoluble 
2-Methyl-2-pentanol (dimethyl-n-propyl carbinol) 102.18 -103 120.5-1.5 0.8350 slightly 
4-Methyl.3.penten-2-o1 
3-Methylpyridine (fj.picoline) 93.13 -18.3 144.1 0.9566 00 
AppendixH 
Freeze Rotation and Distillation Concentration of Logan River 
Water Demonstrating Standard Addition Techniques 
Water from a mountain stream (Logan River) was collected, filtered, concen-
trated, and analyzed as described in Materials and Methods section. Water which had 
no additional organic material added (Table 20, two samples concentrated to two 
different volumes by freeze rotation, distillation of that volumn collecting the rrrst 
10 ml and then distilling that 10 ml volumn, collecting fractions #1, #2, and #3) 
shows no natural concentration of certain compounds, at detectable levels. How-
ever when the samples were enriched with as little as 10 pl/l of these materials, the 
organic compounds could be concentrated and thus detected (Ge) by this scheme 
(Table 22). The general concept in this appendix was thus used to .Benerate the 
minimum-maximum concentrations of the various organic compounds (Appendix 
J) and shows the applicability of the concentrating techniques. 
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Isopropyl alcohol 0.08 
Propanol 
tert-'Butyl alcohol 






=? (Concentrated by freeze rotation) 
=> (Concentrated by distillation) 
Concentrations of Organic Compounds (PI/I) 
R #1 ~ 










R +o~J63ml #2 =>170ml => lOmi +0.11 ml 
0.34 0.1 
0.67 0.78 8.9 4.0 
1.02 3.86 165 51.2 
0.2 0.28 6.8 2.11 
0.01 0.02 2.4 0.8 
0.58 0.16 
0.23 0.48 11.6 2.9 
3.0 0.8 






















llsome small concentration differences can be observed between samples due to the non-uniformity in the starting 
sample volumes, different degrees of freeze .rotation concentration, distillation collection volume variability and the non-
linear nature of concentration due to the chemical and physical characteristics of each individual compound. 
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Table 21. Logan River water (3/23/76) w,th organic compound concentrations of at least 0.01 pi/I, by standard 
addition. a 
Concentrating Concentrations of Organic Compounds (PIll) 
R 11 #2 #3 
Compound 3.11 .=>395ml =>IOml +O.083ml +0.15 ml =>0.9ml 
Acetonitrile 
Ethanol 0.4 1.15 1.1 9.4 4.3 1.7 
Acetone 0.8 1.64 5.2 196 76 12.3 
Isopropyl alcohol 0.09 0.72 2.17 95.8 20 8.3 
Propanol 0.04 0.1 .. 1.3 0.6 0.13 
tert- Butyl alcohol 0.4 0.09 0.02 
Methyl ethyl ketone. 0.14 0.21 0.5 8.4 2.5 0.54 
Ethyl acetate/2-Butanol 2.6 0.8 




R #1 #2 #3 
2.891 ~152ml => 11 ml +O.068m1 +0.1 ml =>OAml 
Acetonitrile 
Ethanol 0.4 0.6 1.0 16.6 8.5 5.5 
Acetone 0.8 1.1 6.35 220 134 40.5 
Isopropyl alcohol 0.09 0.8 1.35 13.6 5.8 3.2 
Propanol 0.09 0.15 0.25 2.3 1.1 0.4 
tert-Butyl alcohol 0.46 0.2 0.07 
Methyl ethyl ketone 0.14 0.24 0.55 7.7 3.5 1.0 
Ethyl acetate/2·Butanol 0.07 2.3 19 0.16 






=> (Concentrated by freeze rotation) 
=> (Concentrated by distillation) 
ilgome small concentration differences can be observed between samples due to the non-uniformity in the starting 
sample volumes, different degrees of freeze rotation concentration, distillation collection volume variability and the non· 
linear nature of concentration due to the chemical and physical characteristics of each individual compound. 
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Table 22. Logan River water (3/23/76) with organic compound concentrations of at least 10 pi/I, by standard 
addition. a 
Concentrations of Organic Compounds (PIll) 
R #1 #2 #3 
Compound 2.531 =>453m1 => 13 m1 +0.083 ml +0.15 m1 =>O.5ml 
Acetonitrile 0.04 0.4 20.0 8.5 6.0 
Ethanol 0.4 0.75 1.1 21.5 8.3 6.5 
Acetone 0.8 1.4 1.7 59.2 19.4 8.6 
Isopropyl alcohol 0.09 0.62 1.1 40.1 12.5 7.6 
Propanol 0.08 0.7 34.9 12.0 5.9 
tert-Butyl alcohol 0.8 71.2 20.4 5.0 
Methyl ethyl ketone 0.14 0.28 1.0 49.5 18.6 3.6 
Ethyl :acetate/2-Butanol 1.5 90.7 30.2 7.7 
Isobutyl alcohol 0.13 093 69.6 19.5 5.8 
I-Butanol 0.66 72.3 19.6 5.1 
2-Methyl-3-buten-2-o1 0.3 0.58 46.9 16.1 7.1 
2-Methyl-2-butanol 0.59 72.1 20.5 4.9 
3-Methyl-2-butanol 0.81 ..85.8 23.2 4.5 
3.061 R => 197 ml => II ml +0.083 m1 =>0.9ml 
Acetonitrile 0.08 1.1 24.6 9.7 4.8 
Ethanol 0.4 0.33 1.1 20.33 8.4 5.2 
Acetone 0.8 0.65 2.9 89.0 9.8 10.7 
Isopropyl alcohol 0.09 0.1 1.3 33 11.2 4.5 
Propanol 1.4 24.8 9.1 4.3 
tert-Butyl alcohol 0.08 1.6 50.6 14.2 4.8 
Methyl ethyl ketone 0.14 0.2 1.7 52.6 16.6 2.9 
Ethyl acetate/2-butanol 0.13 3.1 93.3 29.11 8.8 
Isobutyl alcohol 0.006 1.6 50.5 15.0 4.9 
I-Butanol 1.0 54.0 22.6 4.9 
2-Methyl-3-buten-2-01 1.6 36.1 12.1 5.0 
2-Methyl-2-butano1 2.1 48.2 13.3 4.6 
3-Methyl-2-butanol 1.7 63 15.6 4.7 
~347m1 #1 #2 #'3 3.581 => 11 m1 +O.083ml +0.11 m1 =>O.4ml 
Acetonitrile 0.029 0.8 31.8 14.1 6.9 
Ethanol 0.3 0.7 1.1 29.7 13.5 8.1 
Acetone 0.7 3.4 3.7 158.7 60.7 21.1 
Isopropyl alcohol 0.08 0.3 1.0 50.5 16.8 7.2 
Propanol 0.3 1.0 46.0 16.3 7.5 
tert- Butyl alcohol 0.06 1.2 85.7 24.6 8.8 
Methyl ethyl ketone 0.12 0.52 1.7 83.1 27.9 7.2 
Ethyl acetate/2-Butanol 0.21 2.6 144.3 46.0 14.1 
Isobutyl alcohol 1.6 1.8 86.5 25.9 10.1 
I-Butanol 2.9 87.5 25.0 8.5 
2-Methyl-3-buten-2-o1 0.5 7.2 61 20.5 9.0 
2-Methyl-2-butanol 6.7 85 25.2 8.8 
3-Methyl-2-butanol 1.2 101.8 31.2 10.5 . 
R 
=> (Concentrated by freeze rotation) 
=> (Concentrated by distillation) 
ligome small concentration differences can be observed bet'tVCen samples due to the non-uniformity in the starting 
sample volumes, different degrees of freeze rotation concentration, distillation collection volume variability and the non-























Section 1. High Concentration Curves 
These curves were not used in a strict sense but only in a general way to assist 
in generating the minimurnand maximum concentration values listed in Appendix 
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1iigure 35. High concentration curves for ethanol. 
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Figure 37. High concentration curves for propanol. 
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Section 2. Concentration Curves 
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Figure 45. Concentration curves for 3-methyl-2-
butanol. 
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Figure 50. Interpretative concentration curves for 
J-butanol. 
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Figure 53. Interpretative concentration curves for 
3-methyl-2-butanol. 
Appendix J 
Temporal Variation of Organics at Hyrum Reservoir 
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Table 23. Temporal variation of organics at Hyrum Reservoir. 
October 11, 1974 O.ctober 24, 1974 
Compound 
P Min Max P 
Methanol 800 100 1,500 SOO 
Acetaldehyde 1,000 100 2,000 1,000 
Acetonitrile 0.1 0.01 1 
Ethanol 1,000 200 4,000 1,000 
Propanal p 
Acetone 1,300 1.200 14,000 2,200 
Isopropyl alcohol 200 30 300 200 
Propanol 10 3 SO 5 
Diethyl ether p 
tert·Butyl alcohol O.S 0.1 2 0.4 





Isobutyl alcohol 80 1 100 20 
Unknown No.4 p 
Unknown No.5 p 
I-Butanol < 0.01 
















3-Methyl pyridine p 
Unknown No. 11 p 
Unknown No. 12 p 
Unknown No. 13 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 p 
p = present but concentration undetermined 
P = probable concentration (pl/l) of the organic co~pound 
Min = minimum concentration (p1/l) of the organic compound 
























November 17,1974 November 23, 1974 November 29, 1974 
P Min Max P Min Max P Min Max 
2,000 300 4,000 3,000 400 S,OOO 800 100 1,500 
1,200 20 2,000 1,000 100 I,SOO 1,000 100 I,SOO 
<0.01 <0.01 0.1 <0.01 < .0.01 0.1 0.1 0.01 1 
SOO 50 2,000 1,600 80 2,500 400 40 1,000 
p p p 
1,000 600 1,200 1,800 1,600 3,500 SOO 1,800 2,000 
400 50 500 400 50 SOO 100 10 200 
150 10 200 200 10 300 40 4 60 
p p p 
10 1 20 10 1 20 S 1 20 
100 10 SOO ISO 10 300 100 10 300 
p 
p P p 
p 
p p P 
400 40 600 SO 1 100 100 10 300 
P 
p p 
10 1 100 10 1 100 
500 SO 700 40 1 100 40 0.1 200 
10 1 100 
p p P 
p p p 
p p p 
p 
p 
p p p 
p 





Table 23. Continued. 
December 12, 1974 December 23,1974 
Compound 
P Min Max P 
Methanol 150 10 300 50 
Acetaldehyde 900 100 2,000 1,000 
Acetonitrile 0.1 
Ethanol 600 60 2,000 600 
Propanal p 
Acetone 800 200 1,800 BOO 
Isopropyl alcohol 100 10 200 100 
Propanol 30 2 50 40 
Diethyl ether p 
teN-Butyl alcohol 0.5 0.1 10 0.02 
Methyl ethyl ketone 40 1 300 1 
Unknown No.1 
Unknown No.2 p 
Unknown No.3 
2-Butanol p 
Isobutyl alcohol 20 1 50 
Unknown No.4 
Unknown No.5 


















Unknown No. 11 
Unknown No. 12 
Unknown No. 13 
Unknown No. 14 
Unl!nown No. 15 
p = present but concentration undetermined 
P = probable concentration (pl/l) of the organic compound 
Min = minimum concentration (pI/I) of the organic compound 






















December 30, 1974 JanlUlIy 9,1975 JanlUlIY 16, 1975 
P Min Max P Min Max P Min Max 
100 10 400 1,300 500 2,000 500 50 1,000 
1,200 100 2,000 1,100 100 2,000 1,100 100 2,000 
0.1 0.01 1 0.1 0.01 1 < O.oI < 0.01 0.1 
800 100 2,000 800 100 2,000 1,000 100 2,000 
p p p 
800 100 1,000 700 200 1,000 500 300 1,000 
100 50 500 100 50 500 100 20 300 
50 3 200 10 0.1 20 150 20 300 
p p p 
0.5 0.01 10 3 0.03 10 3 0.3 10 
3 0.1 300 200 10 400 50 1 100 
p 
P P P 
p p P 
2 0.1 100 50 1 100 10 1 50 
< 0.01 <0.01 1 5 0.1 10 < O.oI <0.01 1 
20 1 100 30 1 100 20 1 100 













Tabl& 23. Continued. ~-.~-
"' 
January 30, 1975 February 22, 1975 
Compound 
P Min Max P 
Methanol 200 20 500 180 
Acetaldehyde 1,200 100 2,000 1,000 
Acetonitrile 800 10 2,000 < 0.01 
Ethanol 1,500 100 2,500 600 
Propanal p 
Acetone 300 10 600 800 
IsoproPyl alcohol 200 30 400 400 
Propanol 40 2 60 <1 
Diethyl ether p 
tert-Butyl alcohol 3 0.3 10 3 
Methyl ethyl ketone 1 0.1 300 3 




Isobutyl alcohol 2 0.1 10 10 
Unknown No.4 p 
Unknown No. 5 
I-Butanol 1 0.1 10 10 
2-Methyl-3.buten-2-o1 4 0.1 10 10 
















Unknown No. 11 
Unknown No. 12 
Unknown No. 13 p 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 
Ii = present but concentration undetermined 
P probable concentration (p.l/I) of the organic compound 
Min = minimum concentration (P.l/I) of the organic compound 








































March 20, 1975 April 2,1975 April 17 , 1975 
Min Max P Min Max P Min Max 
10 800 10 1 200 300 30 700 
100 2,000 1,100 100 2,000 1,200 100 2,500 
<0.01 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.1 <0.001 <0.001 1 
100 2,000 200 . 20 5,000 4,000 400 6,000 
p p p 
100 1,000 40 10 100 100 50 200 
30 500 100 80 200 200 20 300 
10 . 200 20 1 50 2 0.3 100 
p p p 
0.1 10 0.3 O.oI 10 1 0.1 10 
0.1 10 0.3 0.01 10 1 0.1 10 
p P 
p p P 
p p P 
1 20 1 0.1 10 1 0.1 10 
p 
p p P 
0.1 50 1 0.1 50 0.8 0.01 50 
10 200 10 1 100 30 1 100 














Table 23. Continued. 
April 22, 1975 
Compound 
P Min Max P 
Methanol 100 10 500 80 
Acetaldehyde 1,300 100 2,000 1,000 
Acetonitrile 
Ethanol 600 50 1,500 500 
Propanal p 
Acetone 100 50 200 2,500 
Isopropyl alcohol 100 20 500 500 
Propanol 10 1 20 5 
Diethyl ether p 
tert·Butyl alcohol 1 0.1 10 1 
Methyl ethyl ketone 1 0.1 10 1 
Unknown No.1 P 
Unknown No.2 p 
Unknown No.3 
2-Butanol p 
Isobutyl alcohol 1 0.1 10 2 
Unknown No.4 
Unknown No.5 p 
I-Butanol 0.6 0.01 50 1 
2-Methyl-3-buten-2--o1 5 
















Unknown No. 11 p 
Unknown No. 12 p 
Unknown No. 13 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 
p present but concentration undetermined 
P probable concentration (1J.l/I) of the organic compound 
Min minimum concentration (IJ.I/l) of the organic compound 
Max = maximum concentration (IJ.l/l) of the organic compound 
May 8,1975 
Min Max P 
1 200 140 
100 2,000 1,000 
<0.01 
50 2,000 500 
p 
300 3,000 800 
50 600 100 
0.2 10 5 
p 
0.1 10 0.1 
0.1 10 0.1 
p 
p 
0.1 10 5 
p 
0.1 10 0.1 
0.1 10 1 







May 27,1975 June 3,1975 June 17, 1975 
Min Max P Min Max P Min Max 
10 200 120 10 300 100 10 300 
100 2,000 1,000 100 2,000 1,400 100 2,000 
<0.01 1 < 1 < 1 10 100 0.1 1,000 
50 2,000 500 . 50 2,000 1,500 100 5,000 
p p p 
500 1,000 300 10 500 400 300 1,000 
10 200 200 20 300 400 50 900 
1 10 5 0.8 10 50 9 100 
p p p 
0.01 1 0.1 0.01 1 1 0.1 300 




p p P 
0.1 10 0.2 0.01 1 5 0.1 10 
p p 
p 
0.01 10 0.1 0.01 10 0.1 0.Q1 10 
0.1 10 4 0.1 10 10 1 100 
0.1 10 0.4 0.01 1 10 1 100 
p p P 
p 
p p 




p p p 
p 




J I I! 
Table 23. Continued. 
July 25, 1975 July 31, 1975 August 6, 1975 I August 19, 1975 I August 28, 1975 CompOlmd 
P 'Min Max P Min Max P Min Max P Min Max P Min Max 
Methanol <30 <30 100 <40 <40 100 <SO <SO 100 <30 <30 100 <30 <30 100 
Acetaldehyde 1,100 100 2,000 1,100 100 2,000 1,100 100 2,500 1,200 100 2,000 1,000 500 2,000 
Acetonitrile 10 0.1 1,000 10 0.1 1,000 10 0.1 1,000 10 0.1 2,000 10 0.1 1,000 
Ethanol 300 30 800 200 20 800 1,000 100 1,500 300 30 1,000 500 10 1,000 
Propanal p p p p 
Acetone 800 500 1,000 600 100 1,000 1,000 500 1,300 800 100 2,000 700 300 1,000 
Isopropyl alcohol 20 1 400 40 10 200 30 20 200 100 10 600 30 20 200 
Propanol 5 1 20 5 1 10 5 0.1 10 5 0.5 10 1 0.3 100 
Diethyl ether p p p p p 
ten-Butyl alcohol 0.03 0.001 1 0.1 O.oI 1 0.2 0.01 100 0.2 0.01 10 0.1 0.01 10 
Methyl ethyl ketone 1 0.1 200 3 0.1 200 1 0.1 300 1 0.1 300 1 0.1 300 
Unknown No.1 p p p 
Unknown No.2 p p p p 
Unknown No.3 
2-Butanol p p p p P 
IsobutYl alcohol 0.1 0.01 0.4 1 0.1 10 1 0.1 10 0.1 0.01 1 0.1 0.01 1 
Unknown No.4 p p p 
Unknown No.5 P 
.... 
I-Butanol <:b.01 <0.01 1 0.1 0.01 1 0.3 0.01 1 0.2 0.01 1 0.1 10-2 1 
CI\ 2-Methyl-3-buten-2-o1 2 0.5 4 1 0.1 10 0.1 0.01 1 1 0.1 10 1 0.1 10 
2-Methyl-2-butanol 2 0.5 4 1 0.1 10 1 0.1 10 
3-Methyl-2-butanol p p p p 
Unknown No.9 
3-Pentanol 
Unknown No.1 0 p 
2-Pentanol 
2-Methyl-l-butanol p p p p 
3-Methyl-l-butanol p p 
I-Pen ten-3-01 p 
Pyridine p 
Cyclopentanol 
I-Pentanol p p p p p 
3-Methyl-3-pentanol 
2-Methyl-2-pentanol p 
4-Methyl-3-penten-2-o1 p p 
3-Methylpyridine p 
Unknown No. 11 
Unknown No. 12 p 
Unknown No. 13 p 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 p 
p = present but concentration undetermined 
P = probable concentration (1l1/l) of the organic compound 
Min = minimum concentration (Ill/!) of the organic compound 
Max = maximum concentration (Ill/!) of the organic compound 
::j 
Table 23. Continued. 
June 26, 1975 July 1, 1975 
Compound 
P Min Max P 
Methanol 50 1 200 80 
Acetaldehyde 1,100 100 2,000 900 
Acetonitrile <0.1 <0.1 100 20 
Ethanol 400 40 500 200 
Propanal p 
Acetone 500 100 1,000 1,500 
Isopropyl. alcohol 100 10 200 400 
Propanol 3 0.3 10 <0.1 
Diethyl ether p 
tert-Butyl alcohol 0.1 0.Q1 1 3 
Methyl ethyl ketone 2 0.1 100 100 
Unknown No.1 p 
Unknown No.2 p 
Unknown No.3 
2-Butanol p 
Isobutyl alcohol 5 0.1 10 10 
Unknown No.4 p 
Unknown No.5 
I-Butanol 0.5 0.Q1 10 4 
2-Methy1-3-buten-2-01 4 0.1 10 10 
















Unknown No. 11 
Unknown No. 12 
Unknown No. 13 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 
p = present but concentration undetermined 
P = probable concentration (pi/!) of the organic compound 
Min = minimum concentration (J.Ll/l) of the organic compound 








































July 2,1975 July 9,1975 July 15, 1975 
P Min Max P Min Max P Min Max 
80 10 200 800. 20 1,500 1,500 100 2,000 
1,100 100 2,000 900 100 2,000 1,100 100 2,000 
200 0.1 1,000 1 0.1 100 0.Q1 0.001 100 
200 20 500 100 .10 500 500 50 800 
p p p 
1,500 500 3,000 1,000 500 2,000 1,000 500 3,000 
300 30 800 300 40 500 300 50 600 
<0.1 <0.1 10 <0.1 <0.1 10 0.5 0.1 30 
p p p 
2 0.1 10 10 1 100 10 1 100 
10 1 300 100 10 200 10 1 100 
p P P 
p p P 
0.6 0.Q1 1 10 0.Q1 20 100 10 200 
p P P 
3 0.1 10 5 0.1 10 
8 1 30 5 1 30 10 1 30 





p p p 
p p p 
p p 
p p p 






Table 23. Continued . 
... 
.. . . 
September 2, 1975 September 4, 1975 
Compound 
p Min Max P 
Methanol 100 10 500 200 
Acetaldehyde 1,300 100 2,000 1,500 
Acetonitrile 10 0.1 1,000 <0.1 
Ethanol 300 30 1,000 6,000 
Propanal p 
Acetone 500 400 800 500 
Isopropyl alcohol 40 20 200 300 
Propanol 5 I 10 80 
Diethyl ether p 
tert-Butyl alcohol 0.3 0.01 10 100 
Methyl ethyl ketone 10 1 300 100 
Unknown No.1 p 
Unknown No.2 p 
Unknown No.3 
2-Butanol p 
ISobutyl alcohol 0.1 0.01 1 2 
Unknown No.4 
Unknown No.5 p 
I-Butanol (}.1 0.01 1 

















Unknown No. 11 
Unknown No. 12 
Unknown No. 13 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 
p = present but concentration undetermined 
P = probable concentration (pI/I) of the organic compound 
Min = minimum concentration (pi/!) of the organic compound 





























September 9,1975 September 16, 1975 September 25, 1975 
P Min Max P Min Max P Min Max 
20 20 150 10 1 SO 30 20 100 
1,000 500 1,500 1,500 80 3,000 1,200 500 2,000 
0.1 0.01 1 0.1 0.001 10 <0.001 <0.001 10 
200 100 500 600 ·300 900 300 100 800 
P P P 
1,500 100 5,000 1,000 500 2,000 1,500 800 3,000 
4 1 10 6 1 12 0.2 0.1 10 
1 0.1 10 1 0.1 10 3 0.1 10 
p p p 
0.1 0.01 10 0.1 0.01 10 0.2 0.1 10 
0.2 0.1 200 0.2 0.1 200 1 0.1 200 
p 
p p p 
p p P 
<D.Ol <0.01 0.1 <0.01 <0.01 0.1 <0.Q1 <om 0.1 
p 
1 0.1 10 0.3 0.1 1 
0.3 0.1 1 











Table 23. Continued. 
--
October 1, 1975 October 13, 1975 
Compound p Min Max P 
Methanol 40 20 100 20 
Acetaldehyde 1,500 500 3,000 1,300 
Acetonitrile < 0.1 < 0.1 10 0.1 
Ethanol 200 100 500 200 
Propanal p 
Acetone 500 20 1,000 600 
Isopropyl alcohol 10 1 30 0.Q3 
Propanol 2 1 10 < 1 
Diethyl ether p 
ten· Butyl alcohol 0.1 0.01 1 0.05 
Methyl ethyl ketone 1 0.1 200 0.3 
Unknown No.1 p 
Unknown No.2 p 
Unknown No.3 
2-Butanol p 
Isobutyl alcohol 0.1 0.01 I O.ot 
Unknown No.4 
Unknown No.5 p 
I-Butanol 0.01 0.001 0.1 

















Unknown No. 11 
Unknown No. 12 
Unknown No. 13 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 
p = present but concentration undetermined 
P =: probable concentration (J11/I) of the organic compound 
Min = minimum concentration (J1l/l) of the organic compound 




























October 23,1975 October 30, 1975 November 3,1975 
P Min Max P Min Max P Min Max 
30 10 80 20 10 80 100 30 300 
1,100 800 2,000 900 500 2,000 2,000 1,000 3,000 
40 1 100 10 0.01 100 2 0.1 10 
600 300 1,000 500 . 100 1,000 300 100 600 
p p p 
1,300 300 2,000 1,100 500 2,000 800 500 1,500 
0.Ql 0.001 1 0.01 0.001 1 1.2 0.1 5 
1 0.1 20 < 0.1 < 0.1 10 
p p p 
0.1 0.01 10 0.5 0.1 10 
1 0.1 300 2 0.1 100 
p 
p p p 
p 
p p P 
0.01 0.001 0.1 0.1 O.ot 1 
p 
0.01 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.1 
0.1 0.001 10 1 0.1 10 
1 0.1 10 










Table 23. Continued . 
. -
_. 
November 10, 1975 November 19,1975 
Compound 
p Min Max P Min 
Methanol 40 10 200 20 10 
Acetaldehyde 1,800 1,500 2,500 1,200 1,000 
Acetonitrile 5 0.1 10 0.1 0.001 
Ethanol 300 100 800 300 100 
Propanal p p 
Acetone 900 300 1,500 1,000 500 
Isopropyl alcohol 1.2 0.1 5 0.00 0.01 
Propanol <0.2 <0.2 10 
Diethyl ether p p 
tert-Butyl alcohol 0.2 0.1 10 
Methyl ethyl ketone 2 0.1 100 
Unknown No.1 
Unknown No.2 p 
Unknown No.3 
2-Butanol p p 
Isobutyl alcohol 0.1 0.01 1 
Unknown No.4 p p 
Unknown No.5 
I-Butanol 0.01 0.001 0.1 
2-Methyl-3-buten-2oOl 1 0.1 10 
2-Methyl-2-butanol 1 0.1 10 
3-Methyl-2-butanol p p 
Unknown No.9 
3-Pentanol 







1-Pentanol p p 
3-Methyl-3-pentanol 
2-Methyl-2-pentanol 
4-Methyl-3-penten-2001 p p 
3-Methyl pyridine 
Unknown No. 11 
Unknown No. 12 
Unknown No. 13 
Unknown No. 14 
Unknown No. 15 
p = present but concentration undetermined 
P = probable concentration (Ill/I) of the organic compound 
Min = minimum concentration (/-lIfO of the organic compound 











December 3, 1975 December 18,1975 January 8, 1976 February 4, 1976 
P Min Max P Min Max P Min Max P Min Max 
30 10 80 30 10 80 30 10 80 600 100 -1,000 
1,400 1,000 2,000 1,000 500 2,000 
0.1 0.001 10 0.1 0.001 10 0.1 0.001 10 1 0.1 10 
300 100 1,500 500 100 800· 600 200 1,200 1,500 1,000 2,000 
p p p 
500 200 1,500 700 400 1,000 800 400 1,000 
0.05 om 1 8 1 15 1 0.1 10 
< 3 <0.1 10 3 0.1 10 2 1 10 
p p p 
0.01 0.001 10 0.1 0.01 100 O.OS 0.01 10 




0.01 0.001 0.1 0.7 0.1 1 
<0.01 <om 0.1 
1 0.1 10 















Algae Present in Hyrum Reservoir 1972-1976 
The fIrst row to the right of the algae species listed indicates the concen· 
tration' of the organism in cells/ml; the second row under the organism name indio 
cates the total number of organism in that layer of water throughout the reservoir, 
the third rows in the total number of organism in the reservoir on that day. For 
example on May 20, 1972, the reservoir was 21 meters deep at the deepest point in 
the reservoir, the Ankistrodesmus sp. population. This point and 1 meter below the 
surface was O.4x 102 cells/mI, the total number of cells in the reservoir between the 
surface and 1.5 meters below the surface was 0.11 x IOU and the total number of 
cells in the reservoir on that day was 0.39 x 1015. Note the data are all based on 
one collection site and assumes a homogeneous distribution about each data point 
dividing equally the distances between data points. 
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Table 24. Algae present in Hyrum Reservoir 1972-1976. 
aHOO/~7 700 • 0 R T RAN e·o" P I I. A T ION 2.8.001 
OIM(NSI"K AI. GI4 I .COUNT! 1J hAMONT( H I.O[PIZJ I. AR[AIBIoQUAlU I 
DATA AR~A/600.1250.Z040,2750.3500.4690.;lOO.6200.7280.8000.9000. 
"0000 .11 JOO.124~0'1J800.15000.16000.16600.17500.18200.1 !700.194QO. 
1196001 
Dli 25 K*1.-!1 
25 O[PIK)·" 
10~ fORNATI~A6.A2.16.f5.1.6f8.0} 
00 20 .1-1.10 000 
00 1 IlII',2 
READI5.100IALG.IOATE.OEPTH.ICOUNTIJ'II-II·61 • .la l.6) 
IfULG(\ ).EO."£NO" I GO TO 99 
IfIIOATr.EO • .lDAT£IGO TO JO 
JOAT[=lnU[·· . 
PRI~T Inl.JOATE.OEPTH 
10l. "Ofil~AT(·O·.·OATE , •• 16. 11 DEPTH. ·.F'5.1) 
PRI NT In2 
1?2 fORMAT!' '.·NA"[ OEPTH'METERS') 
PAINT 1"S.(K,.?(:l.l.4h(K.K;aS,,21,2l 
lOS f~RNATI' ·.20X,UIe) 
30 00 40 K=1> 4 
3 SPAC-I 
4 If(K.EQ.I)SPAC a l.5 
; AMOHTIK1=HECTIOEPTH-K,DEP.AREA.IFLAGI,SPAC·COUNTIKI'I.OE'08 
IfIIFLAG.EQ.II GO TO 88 
SUNALGaSUMAlG.AM!)Nl( K I· 
40 COIHUUf 
K=' 
DO 50 K"·5.l1.2 
K=K+l 
7 SPAC=2 
8 IflK.EQ.5 )SPAC-I.S 
9 AMOhfl K I-HECTI OEPTH-K.OEP. AR EA, I fUG) 'SPAC.COUNT! K I *1.0£008 
I'II'LAG.£O.I) GO TO 86 
SUNALG.~U!!Al G. UOMTI K I 
50 CONTlNU~ 
PRI NT 1'3. AI. G,COUNT 
103 fOR"HI' 'dA6,A2.1JE8.21 
PRINT 1~4.A"ONT.SU"ALG 
104 fORMA.'" ·.ZOI.lJ£I.2) 
SU"AlG.c~.O 
ZO CONTINur 
GO TO 90 
88 PRI NT 1'6 






00 1 1=1.500 
READe s. 10T)( ALG( J) ,Jill: 1 ,'d .. (OA fr,.e QUAL CIO Iftzl .. e) 
fORfoIAT( 1A 6.AZ,,(6.IU6 ) 
If ('LGfl}.EO.·E~O·1 R~TURN 




1,01 rORMAf(+O·,.' DATE .... Hd 
IOe! rOtU ... Tc' ',.'N"ME.» 







1 fl A:;=O 
IfIXSuo.LT.X(1)-IIGO TO 2 





IFlX(f} •• T.XSU') GO TO 7 
IfCl.GE.2Jl GO TO 7 
1=1'1 
GO TO 4 
7 ~g~;~( ,- 1 h nSTAR-xCI-l ) }.f ZlIl-Z (1- \) I/C XII I-H I-I} I 
[ NU 
52072 D~PTH 2t .0 







TUESOAf. 07/20/76 08'" PI! 
















rIa IS 0006 LONG 








C 002:0045: ~ 
C 00Z'0040'2 






















SEGMENT 002 IS 0090 LOIIG 















C 005. 00 fE,. 
C 0051003£14 
C 0051003Fli 
5.£GMENT 005 IS 004S LONG 
STUT O. SEGME~T 
C 006'000010 
C 006'0000'0 









C 006'000&' 1 












UNKMOWN( T ) 
.51)[.',)1. .ltor+o.c. .36[.04 .28[.03 .llf..:)] .ZJE+OJ .Z9E+OJ .J6E.O~ .1~E.O~ .18E.0~ .1"E.O~ .1~E.O~O • 
• lltE.17 .&oJ[.l& .59E.l& .1I4E.15 .If.9E.15 .64[.15 .12E.15 .81E.15 .18E.15 .32E.15 .24E.15 .1'1E.150 • 
• 11 E.17 
.22E.Ol .Z6(.0' .16E.03 .1~E.J2 .16E.32 .12E.02 .9()E.Ol .40E.Ol .70E.Ol .80E.Ol .40E.Ol .10E.OI0 • 
• 61[.15 .1I&(.IC; .2.;r.l' .30E.14 .36E+14 .33E.14 .22E.14 .90E.13 .14E.14 .14E.14 .64[.13 .10E·140 • 
• 15E·16 
O. O. o. .~OE-OI .40E-01 .JOE-OI .70E-OI .90E-OI .15£-02 .70E_OI .,OE_OI .IZE-OZO. 
o. o. o. .4~E"3 .'OE-13 .83E-11 .17E-14 .20E-14 .30E-14 .13E"4 .80E-13 .17E"40 • 
• 13~.15 
.11(.011 .52E.0~ .21E.0~ .54E.32 .7~E.02 .41E.02 .75E.02 .40E.02 .~6E.02 .22E.02 .19E.02 .13E.020. 
.20E-16 .90E"5 .3~E-15 .86£"4 .16£-15 .lIE-15 .19E_15 .90E_14 .72£-14 .40E-14 .30E-14 .19E-140 • 
• 50E_16 
.26£-02.UE-OZO. .JOE-OIO. O. .JOE-OI .IOE-OIO. .IOE_OIO. O. O. 
.7[[-14 .Z3E>14C. .48E-130. O. .74£_13.23E_130. .18E-130. O. O • 
• l1E>l5 
.49E.,,1 .79(.J~ • ~6E.0~ .41r.o~ .1I5E.:)~ .~OE.O~ .22E.0~ .2~[.0~ .21E.0~ .11E.0~ .91E.02 .81E.020. 
.13E .. 6 .14E-15 .59E>15 .66E-15 0I0E-16 .82E-15 .53E-15 .52E-15 .41E-15 .IH-15 .15E-15 .IZE>150 • 
• 11[.16 
.15E-03 .ZIE-OJ .1IE-OJ .16£-32 .2IE-OZO. O. O. O. O. O. O. o. 
.40E_15 .37E-15 .18E-15 .26E-14 .47E"40. O. O. O. O. O. O. O • 
• IOE-16 
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. .JOE-OIO. O. O. O. O. 
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. .68E-130. O. O. O. O • 
• 68E-13 
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. .10E-010. .IOE_OIO. .IOE-OIO. 
O. o. O. O. O. O. O. .23E-130. .18E-130. .15E-130 • 
• 55E-13 
O. O. O. .IOE-OI .JOE-OI .10E-OIO. .30E-OI .IOE-OIO. .JOE-OI .UE-OIO. 
0; o. o. .16£-13 .68E-13 .28£>130. .68E-13 .20E-130. .48E-13 .15E-130 • 
• Z6£-14 
O. O. O. O. O. .30E-01 .50E-OI .40E-OI .IOE-OI .50E_OI .90E_OI .16E-020. 
,. O. O. O. O. .83£>13 .12E_14 .00E_13 .ZOE-13 .00E .. 3 .14£-14 .23£-140 • 
• 78E_14 
DATE 60972 orprH' 22.0 
NANE DEPTH-METERS 
1 2 3 4 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 
UKISTROOESMU' .nE-OJ .,5E-02 .14E-OJ .IH-OJ .55E-02 .4!E-02 .39E_02 .80E-Ol .30E-Ol0. .10E_Ol .30E_Ol0 • 
• 36E-15 .10E-15 .24£-15 .22E-15 .13E-15 .12E>15 .l1E-15 .20E-14 .68E-130. .18[-13 .48E_130 • 
• 13E-16 
CHLAMYDOMONAS .Z3E-03 .14E-OJ .IJE-OJ .90E-02 .79E-02 .65E-02 .41E-02 .40E-02 .20E-02 .13E_02 .17E-02 .50E-Ol0 • 
• 65E-15 .Z6[-15 .22E-15 .15E-15 .19E_15 .20E-15 .l1E-15 .99E_14 .45E-14 .26[-14 .31E-14 .80E-130 • 
• 20E-16 
DOCYSTIS .50E-Ol0. O. O. o. .50E-Ol .50E_Ol0. o. O. O. o. o • 
• 14£-140. O. O. O. .15E-14 .IH_140. O. O. o. O. O • 
• 4][-14 
"LANKTOSPHAERU O. .11[-020. .·26£-020. o. o. O. O. O. o. O. o. 
~. .20E-140. .43E_140. O. o. O. O. o. o. O. O • 
• 6][-14 
SCHROEOEU~ .58E-0~ .10E_03 .33E-03 .Z2E_03 .24£-03 .13£>03 .65E-02 .24£>02 .19E_02 .12E-02 .50E-Ol .30E-Ol0 • 
• 16£-16 .34£-15 .57E-15 .37E>15 .57£-15 .3H-15 .18E-15 .60E-14 .43[-14 .Z4£-14 .90E>13 .48E-130 • 
• It 2[+16 
~ENASTERU" .90E-Ol .40E-~1 .30E-Ol .70E-Ol .70E-Ol .11£>02 .90E-01 .25E-02 015E-02 .l1E_02 .50E-Ol .40E-Ol0 • 











• 25E-14 .73E-13 .53E-13 .12E-14 .17E-14 .33£-14 .Z5E-14 .62E-14 .HE-14 .22[-14 .90E-U .64£-BO • 
• 26£-1> 
O. o. o. O. .19£-030. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
O. O. O. O. .46£-150. O. O. O. O. O. O. O • 
• 46£-15 
.24£-OZ .I9E-02 .40E-01 .11E-OZ .30E_02 .2IE-OZ .36E_OZ .2IE-02 .32E-02 .12E_02 .40E-01 .40E-010. 
.67h14 .35[+14 .70E+13 .18[+14 .72[+14 .63(+14 .9'[.14 .52[+14 .72[+14 .Z4E.14 .7ZE.l~ .64E.l~O • 
• 52E-15 
.IOE-OIO. .IOE-OIO. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. o. O • 
• Z8E-130. .18[-130. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. O • 
• 46[_U 
.94£-02 .65E-02 .15E-a3 .IOE-03 .ITE-03 .12£-03 .46£_OZ .70E_01 .40E-010. O. O. o • 
• 26£-15 .12E>15 .26E-15 .17E-15 .42E-15 .35£-15 .1][-15 .17E-14 .00E-BO. O. O. O • 
• 17E_16 
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. .30E_01 .IOE-OI .IOE_OIO. O. O. 
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. .74E-13 .2H-B .20E-UO. O. O • 
• 12[·14 
.IOE-OI .IOE-OIO. O. O. .90E_01 .17E_02 .22E_02 .46E-OZ .19£_OZ .24£-02 .2IE-020 • 
• 28E+13.18[.130. o. o. .27£+14 .47[+14 .55E+14 .10£.15 .]8[.14 .IdE.l" .~.c.E.140 • 
• J5E+15 
O. c. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. o. .16£-020. o. 
O. o. o. O. O. o. o. o. o. o. .zoE-140. o • 
• 29[+11. 
.Z4£+02 .80£+01 .36[+02 .&3£+02 .49£+\12 .65[.02 .96£,.02 .90£.02 .36£+02 .70(.:)10. .9')[+010 • 
• &7[+14 .15[+14 .63[.14 .10£+15 .12£+15 .20£.15 .26£+15 .22£.15 .81E.14 .14[+140. .14[+140 • 
• 12£-16 
O. O. O. O. o. O. O. .40E-01 010E-010. O. O. O. 
O. o. O. O. O. O. O. .09E-13.Z3[-IJO. O. O. O • 
• 1 Z(.1 4 








• 1 ~E.15 
.70r-01 .30E-~1 .13E-02 .ZZE-02 .19£-OZ .15£-02 .50E-01 0I0E-01 .[OE-OIO • 
.13(.14 .5'E.13 .22E.l11 .53E.14 .51E.14 .41E.14 .12E.14 .2~E.l~ .20E.l~0. 
.40E-01 .IOE-OI .~OE-OI 0I3E-02 .20E-OZ .15[-(12 .40E-OI .30E-010. 









.40E.ll .50E.Ol" .40E.Ol .30E.Ol .10[.01 .70E.Ol .50E.Ol .90E."1 ".10E.Ol .40E.Ol .10E.OI0 • 
.13E.13 .~8E.13 .66E.13 .12E.13 .3:)E.13 .1'1E.14 .12E.14 .20E.14 .14[.111 .7ZE.l~ .16E.t~0 • 
::u rE 62212 orPTH = ~Z.O 
~."E OEPTH-"ETEOS 
I 2 3 4, 0 II 13 15 IT 19 ZI 
""KrsrROOE$fIIU~ .7~E.Ol .30r.oJl .1I0E.()1 .30E.Ol .50E.Ol .40(.01 .30E.Ol .30E.Ol .50E.Ol .10E.Ol .30E.Ol .30E.OI0 • 
• 20E.14 .55E.13 .10E.13 .50E.13 .12E.14 .12E.l11 .8~E.l~ .14E.l~ .IIE.14 .14E.14 .1)4r.l~ .46E.l~0 • 
• 11 E.l r; 
CHLI,"'YOO"'O~A5 .14E.03 .19E.03 .~4E.03 .20E.03 .2f!i'i:.03 .22E.03 .70E.02 .44E.02 .50E.02 • 33E."2 .ltOE.02 .19E.020 • 
• 1I1E·15 .34E.15 .41E.15 .~~E.15 .66E.15 .~&E.15 .19E.15 .IIE.15 .IIE.15 .66E.l11 .7(,E.14 .~,)E.140 • 
• 34E. I!) 
JOCYSTIS o. .50E-OZO. O. ,1. .IIE-OZ .,OE-D\O. .I[[-OZ .50E_010. .50E-010. 
I»LANKrOSPI1AE.JiTI, 
O. .~IE.lltO. O. J. _~~E.l11 .lltE.1110. .25E.l11 .1:l[.UO. .B,,)E.l~O • 
• 18E·I~ 
.63E.02 .32E.02 .61t~.OZ .32E.02 .16E.02 .21E.02 .ltE.J2 _16E.02 _IIE.OZ .ZlE.JZ .50E.Jl .J7E.JZIl. 












.R6(.~H .!;4E.1)2 .. f,lE+OZ .42'~t02' .19(+.,)2 .5:H.O?.I~(+02 .17E+02' .13[.02 .1'5[.:)Z .20[+02' .90E+01O • 
.. 2'4£+15 ,,15[+15 .11f+l; .10[+14 .·aE+14 .. 16E+15 '4H+14 .4lEt14 .29E+14 .~OE+14 .'56(+14 .14E+140 • 
• 10£*16 
). J. J. a. a. .')E'OI .10£+Gl .30£*01 .4a£'01 .40£'01 .30£.01 .40('010. 
O. l. O. O. O. .12(+14 .H(.n .74E>I~ .~~E'13 .80E+U .54(+13 .64('130 • 
• 57E+14 
.48(+02'1,;. o. a. .:). O. o. i'J. O. O. o. o. O. 
.UEnSt. O. O. o. o. O. O. o. O. o. O. ~ • 
• llE+lS 
.zzt+02 .40E'01 .40E'01 .40E+)1 .30E'01 .40E'01 .40E.OI .40£.01 .50(.01 .IO('~IO. O. O • 
• 62[." .nE'll .70E'13 .66£'1l .7ZE'1l .12E'14 oI1E'14 .99E'H 0I1E'14 .ZOE'130. O. O • 
• 14£+15 
.22E'OZ .51£'02 .65('02 .95(+02 .50£'02 .88E+02 .40(.02 .42E+02 .21£+02 .12E+02 .22('02 .~.)E'OIO. 
.6Z£<14 .93E'" .11E+15 .16£+15 .12('15 .26[>15 .IJE+15 .IOE+15 .47£+14 .24£'14 .4Q£+14 .'SE+130 • 
• 12£+IS 
.IZE+02 .10£+01 .10E'01 .~O£.OIO. O. O. O. O. O. .30£'010. O. 
.34(.10 .16£+13 .I8E+13 .50£'130. O. O. O. O. O. .54E+UO. O • 
• '6£+14 
.30E+010. .70£.01 ."O£.Jl .~OE+JI0. O. O. .70[+01 .Z4£:+02' .Z5E+OZ .22[.OZO • 
.e4£+130. .12£<14 .66('11 .72f.'110. O. O. .16(.14 .46£+14 .45£'14 .35E+140 • 
• 16£'15 
O. O. o. o. a. .UE.Ol .10E'01 .10E'010. .10(.01 dOE'OI .10E'010. 
O. O. c. o. O. .30Etl3 .28£'13 .25[t13~. .20£'13 .54£+13 .1&£'130 • 
• ITE·14 
.IOE+OI dOE+H .80£'01 .'0('01 .70['01 .10E'01 .70£.01 .80£+01 .70E+01 .10£.01 .30£.01 .10(+010. 
.28£'11 .55£.15 .14£t14 .1l£+14 .17£+14 .30£'13 .19E'14 .ZO£+14 .16('14 .20E'\3 .54£+13 .1&£'130 • 
• 12£+15 
O. .10E.n .1~E'02 .9~£'01 .50£+01 .~Q(+OI .80E+01 .90£+01 .11£.02 .~OE'OI .10£+01 .~0£.010. 
O. .IS£+13 .BE'14 .15£'14 .IZE+14 .90£'13 .2ZE+14 .22£'14 .25E'14 .~0£+1l .18('13 .48E+UO • 
• 1-'£+15 
O. O. o. O. o. O. O. O. O. O. .42£+020. O. 
O. O. O. O. O. o. O. o. O. O. .76[''''0. O • 
• 76E+" 
.11£'02 .70('01 .90£'01 .80E'01 .~OE.OI .50E+01 .70E+01 .40['01 .~OE'OI .10£+01 .;OE'OI .9~£<0IO • 




10572 DFPTH. 21.0 
D£PTH-METERS 



































CHLA.YOOMONAS .14E+03 .16E.0~ .12£+0~ .~OE+03 .24[.03 .ZOE+O~ .14E+01 .99£+02 .75£+02 .IIE'03 .62£+02 .14£+020. 














.11£+02 .20£+03 .21£+020. 
• 10E+14 .35(+15 .35('140. 
• 55['15 
.51E+02 .65£'02 .70('020. 
• 16E+15 .11(+15.12'£+1")0. 
• UE+15 
.20£+02 .80('01 .17('020. 









.IZE+02 .21£+02 .90£'010. 








• 25£+15 .I3E+15 .I7E<150. 
• 93E+15 
.&1('n .51('02 .13£+020. 














• 11)['01 .10['010. O • 
o • • 27E+l3.16E+130. 
• 19E.'4 
• 30r+01 .30£'01 .10£'aI0. 
• 82£+13 ,,5J£ .. 13 .50(*110 • 
• 41)[t14 
• 42£+02 .63E'02 .21£'020. 
.1IE+15 0I1E.15 .35£'140. 
• Z6(·15 
• 12£"02 .IIJOE+l\l .10(+~10. 
• 33(+14 .1)8E+l1 .15£+1-.0 • 
• I9E+l5 
)AI£ 71'7Z p'PtH 20.0 















.&3£+OZ .16£'02 .Z2E+02 .19E.02 .12£+02 .10£+02 .50E+01 .llE'020 • 
.19E+15 .99[+14 .55E+14 .43£+14 .2-.E+14 .34£+14 .&0[+13 .19£+140 • 
.15£+02 .34£+02 .29£.02 .12E+02 .25£+02 .15£+02 .lIE'02 .20E'020 • 



















.50£+01 .19~.02 .25£.02 .Z6(+02 .19£+OZ .IIE+OZ .50E'01 .10£+010 • 













.74(+02 ."['02 .12E+02 .10[+01 .80E'01 .15E+02 .50('01 .10E+010 • 
.11E+15 .lZE+15 .10E+l-' .16[+14 .16[+14 .21£+1" .80[+11 .44(+110 • 
.16£+03 .79£-02 .59£.02 .Io2£+OZ .33E+02 .90('01 .50£+01 .10E+010 • 







• 10£.01 .30E+01 .30£'010. O. 
O. 
O. 
O • • 83E+13 .14E+11 .1)8(+130. 
• 10E-01 .10£+01 .10E'01 .10£'01 .30E'010. 
• 28('13 .25E'13 .21£+13 .2~£.13 .510£'1$0 • 
• 30E.H .10['010. • 10E.01 .10£+310 • 













.40E'01 .IOE-OI .• 10(-01 .10[+01 .30£+01 .10E+01 .IOE+OI .10[.010 • 



















.70E'01 .15E'02 .'OE+OI .80E+01 .5H'01 .40£'1I .30E.01 •• n+Ol0 • 
.1&E.l-' .41E+14 .2ZE+14 .1&E+14 .10E+14 ,,7ZE+l~ .48E+l~ .1~E+140 • 
21 
I 2 3 • S 7 • II 13 15 11 19 21 
UIKlSIROCES.U~ .10"31 .1l£'~2 .llE'020. O. O. O. O. o. o. o. O. o • 
• 26E'1l .22£>1' .<1£.140. O. O' O. O. O. o. o. o. O • 
.. 45EtL4 
CHL'\lIII10a"O~'\s .63£.,)] .9Z[+OJ .91)[+03 .8"1E.\ll .12(+Oft .4,E+03 .. o9E .. ()Z .28£.02 .2'8E+02' .. 90E+:>1 .15£:+02 .. 70£+010 • 
.. l~E+l& .. 15E+16 .14Etl? .. 1~E.l0 .(11)[+16 .11E+l& doE+l'; .56£.14 .50E.14 .14E+14 .22£+14 .87E+l~0 • 
• 98E·lf, 
lOC1STI$ .18(tOJ .J?E.C13 .r.e[+\)3 .SO[+J3 .90E+03 .1)](+02.&7£:.02 .51E+:)2 .90E+Ol .38[+02' .9I)E+Ol .'IOE·1)10 • 
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• 85E+13 
.37E+~5 .37E*05 .43E+05 .64E+05 .28£'05 .41E+05 .20£*05 .15Eo05 .44E+04 .30£+04 .16£+040. 
"OE*11 .56Eo17 .5'£+17 .7'£*17 .47E+17 .~2E+17 .43Eo17 .23Eo17 .65E*16 ."E+16 .17E+160. 
• 49£+18 
.45£+03 .22E+03 .36£+03 .34E+03 016£*03 .28E+03 .20£+03 "2E+0~ .1'£+020. .80E·01O. 
.IIE+16 .34E.15 .49E*15 .4lEol5 .27£'15.55£+15 .3&E'15 0I5E+15 .28[+140. .85£·150. 
• ~7E.16 
.37£+04 .33£+04 .21£+0' .85E'01 .4H+03 .53£+02 .16£'U .16E+03 .84[0020. O. O. 
• 89[+16 .49[+1& .29[*16 .10r*16 .72£*1'5 .l1Etl5 .28[+15 .25£+15 .12£+150. o. o • 
• 1'E+17 












• 53£+02 .10£+111 .to£+010. 


























.65Eo03 .22£+03 .28E+03 .7'£+OJ .IIE+04 .11E+0' .1'£+0' .15E+03 .79£+02 .5,£002 .17E+020. 
















O. • 50E+01 • 30E+0 10. 





















































..80[+ 01 O. 
.. 92(+130 .. 
n. 
o. 
.10E+Ol .~OE+Ol .10E+Ol0. 
.17E+13 .46E+13 .13£+130. 
O. 
O. 
.13E'02 .2'E+02 .5'£+02 .16£'02 .IJ£+~2 .15E+0' .70£001 .28£'02 .90£001 .12E'01 .50['010. 





















.92£.02' .lJEt02 .,3E+Ol .2:6£+02 .16[.O~ .ZlE.O~ .. 17EtlJ:Z .12E*02 .70[tOl ."0£+010. ~ . 














O. • 30£+1110. O. 












































.,JOE.'l1 .10E+Ol .~'JE.Ol .10[.010 • 
• Snoll .17£+13 .46£+13 .13£+130. 
O • 






.IOE+OI .~nE+OI .5H.n oIH+02 .26£+02 .70EoOI .40E.01 .40E+01 .~OE+OI .SOE+OIO. 
.[&E," .43Elll .69£>14 .23£+14 .55[+14 .IJE.H .68£<13 .61£+13 .40Eoll .58E'IIO. 
APHANllOHENON .14[+05 .22£*"''' .88[+04 .2'<l[+05 .46£t05 .27[+05 .47E+04 .. 99£+04 .. 19E+05 .71EtOJ .92£*0':0. 
• HE'17 .15E'16 .1JE'17 .1&£'17 .8lE+17 .57£+17 .90Eo16 .17E'17 .?8£+17 .06EtI5 .IIE'I60. 
• 27[+18 
.66£'01 oJOEO~1 .HE+a2 .1&E+n .9ZE+n .IJE.H .12E+02 .22Eo02 .61E.020. 












.66[+02 .Z6E+;')Z~ .. 
.12E+15.5;£+140. 
.40£'01 .10E*01 .4>£+01 .leE.O'O. 
.68[+1' 0I5E+ll .54£+1l .ZOE+150. 
• 3~E.l'5 
"IE 101872 OrpIH 18.5 
~AM[ OEPIH-"£TE~S 
I 2 3 ~ 11 
'~~ISIRODESMU5 .40E+02 ."E'02 .20£+020. ..0£+01 .40E+01 .10[+010. O. 
• 98[+14 .. lOE.hi .29[*1 .. 0. .U~E.14 .85£+13 .19[+130. O. 
• 17£015 
:HlAMYOOPIONAS .41E-OJ .~"E.O~ .26[+OJ .Z:;E+O! .Z5r+OJ .2'£.03 .16£.1>3 .17E.O~0. 
























































































5CH"OEaLR [A _fJ~(.\1? .Z6E.ul ~'"jf)(tOl!J. .80[.\)1 .)\)(.01 _,10(+'l1 .90£+010. 
.1t,F-t1") .40Et14 .. 7lEti SG. .14(+14 .. 19Et14 .I'3£tl'- .15E+140. 
• 2lf:. 1 ') 
o. o. .JO('no. .llE'JI .10('H .10E'010. O. 
;). 0.. ..4\(.+110. .1!JE+13 .~"(.15 .1#£+130.. o. 
• 14E+l" 
• 53£.02 .2'&'""+): .. 70f.~!'j. .L\J[.OI ."G[+Ol .3()(+\J1 .. 50(tQl0. 
• 11[.11) .4Jr.!4 .10[+14.). .16[+11 .35£+13 .57[+13 .. 51£+130. 
• 20[.1; 
• 26[.OZ .ll['J20. O. ~. O. O. .JOE+OIO. 
• 64£+14 'ZO['140. O. O. O. O. .51£+llO. 
• 69£+14 
• 25['05 .ZH.tl3 .8Z[.tl2J. .69['-)2 .11(.02 .n[.n .38E.020. 
•• 1E'15 .44['1, .12('150. .12£+15 .15[.15 .15(.15 ,.,(,140. 
• [7E'16 
.IH'02 .13['OZO. O. ~. O. .lOE+B 010['010. 
• ~2E+14 .Z(l[+140.. 0.. 0.. 0.. ..501E+11: .. ITE+1JO .. 
SfEPKlNOOISCU"(SMI 
• 59£·14 
O. O. .70E'01 .II('OZ .17['OZ .I9('OZ .50E.01 .80(·010. 
O. O. .IOE'14 .14£"4 .,OE.14 .40E'14 .?5E'U .14[.140. 
• 12E'15 
~s TER IO~ELLA • ?6['02~. .40E'OIO. .10E'010. O. O. O. 
• 64E+140 •• 58£+150 •• 18£+1~0. O. 0 .. O. 
RKOPAlOOll 
• 71('14 
.13E.ozo. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
• ~ziE'140. O. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
• 32£tI4 
.I3E'02 .13['02 .10['010. .40£.01 .70E'01 .50E.01 .lO£·OIO. 
'.3:2£tI4 .20[.1'- .14£+1~0. .;lEtl~ .15(+14 .95E+IJ .51£+1'0. 
,'0(.14 
lPHAflIZOM(NON .. 24[.·05 .15(+05 .. 31£+04 .20E+I)" .11Et04 .2:9£+03 .3Z[+040.. O. 
• 58['17 .24['17 .44E'I& .26[.1& .20[,16 .6H'15 .60E'160. O. 
.. 97E.,7 
• Z6E'02 .40[.02 .40E'010. .IOE.n .IH'OIO. O. O. 
... 64£+14 .. 62:[+14 A58E+l~O. .13E.1~ .21E.1~0.. o. 0'. 
• 14['[5 
UMKMOWHIT } ~. o. O. O. .-30(.al .30E'01 .10[,010. O. 
















































































}lfE 110372 D~PTH' 18.5 
UME DEPTH-METERS 













S TEPHANOD ISCU~(LG I 
UflKNOWN 




.17E.02 .70E'01 .aOE'OI .50(.01 .90E'01 .16['OZ .IIE'02 .80E'01 .70['01 .10(.010. 
.. 2&('14 .IOE'14 .10E'14 .89['13 .19[.14 .30E+l4 .19E+I ... 12£.14 .94£'13 .12E·llO. 
• I7E·15 
.26£'03 .UE'03 .IH'03 .12E'05 .I3E'H .14E'O~ .12E'0~ .80E'02 .65E·02 .Z2['02 .10E·010. 











• 30('01 .30E'010. 


























.12E'02 .90['01 .50['01 .IIE'02 .70E'" .60['01 .12E'02 .70E'01 .50E'01 .40E'01 .1~E.OIO. 





.40r'01 .10['01 .10['01 .40[.01 .40E'OI .40['01 .10['01 .IOE.OI .~OE.OIO. 
• 6Z['13 .14E'13 .I3E'13 .71['13 .85£.13 .76['11 011£.13 .15E'IJ .40['130. 
O. 
O. 
.70£+01 .30('QI .80['01 .50E'" .50('01 .70('01 .19('02 .80('01 .2&('OZ .1H'01 .10['010. 
::~~:t~ .41E·13 .IZE·14 .6&E'13 .89['13 .15['14 .3&£.14 .14('14 ... 0('14 .94£'13 .IZE'130. 
O. 
O. 

















.49E·02 .66E'02 .~2['02 .62['02 .67£'02 .'0['02 .46E.02 .52E.02 .Z2E'02 .90E'01 .30('010. 
























.90E'01 .30['01-.'0('01 .'0['01 .15['OZ .40E'01 .80['01 .30['01 .30E'010. O. 
o. 
O. 
O. • 22£.-14 ",47[+13 .13[+14 .52(+13 .Z7[.1~ .85[*13 .lS[.14 .51E+13 .4&[*llO. 
• 10['15 
.90['01 .30[.01 .30['01 .10['01 .13E'OZ .5J('01 .12['OZ .10('010. 


































.10f+01 .1ilE+"1 .30[+01 .10£+010. 


















.. 91J£+ 14 
.70['01 .4?['01 '[O['~I .70['H .50(.01 .50E'01 .11E'02 030['01 .40['010. 
.11)£+14 .. 52'[+13 .18£+13; .1';)[tI4 .Q5E+l~ .A-:'[+I~ .17E+14 .. 4QE+13 .46£t130. 
). O. 
O. o. 
• 10£+ 1" 
.30('01 .IOE'U .IO['~IO. 

























..OE';)I .10f.'~1 .UE'OIi). 
.5'['1J .I8E'13 .11E'llO. 
il. 
O. 
.30E+!}1 .10[+010 .. 





.12£+02' • .30E+Ol .40[+010. 



















































































SCHROEOERIA O. ,). .13r'02 .40£*01 .30£+01 .Ior+ol .JOE'OI .50E·01 .Ior*olo. O. o. 
O. O. .19£+1" .52E+l3 .53E+l3 .ZI£+l3 .57(+11 .85£*13 .1)E'110. O. O. 
• 47£+14 
UNKNOWH .53£'02 .40E*02 .26r<02 .90£+01 .80r+Ol .50£'01 .40E<QI .10£<01 .~OE<OIC. .10£+010. 
• llE+15 .62E+14 .37E<14 .IZ£+14 .IU+14 .11£<14 .76[+13 .17E+13 ."6E+1l0. .IZ£+IIO. 
• t8E·l~ 
fRACKELAHONAS .UE<OZ .nE+OZ .ur+020. .40E+Ol .40E+Ol .70E+Ol .Jor+ol .10£.010. .IOHOIO. 
-llE+U .ZOE+14 .19E+140. .11E+1l .85E+13 .1l£'14 .5IE+ll .15E+ll0. 012('130. 
• 11E+15 
CHPTOHOUS .11E'01 .11£<03 .79E+02 .61E<02 .Z2£*02 .39r<02 .Z6«OZ ,38E+02 .Z4E+02 .70E'010. O • 
• 42£+15 .16£+15 .11E.15 .80E+14 .39(*14 .83£+14 .49(+14 .65(-14 .J7£+14 .94[+I]Q. O. 
• IIE+l& 
HAUO"ONA5 O. O. O. .10E ..... 0Eql .10E.Ol .1OE+1I dOE'OI .to£+01 .lor+olo. O. 
o. O. O. .13£+13 .71r+l3 .21E+11 .19£-11 .5IE+l1 .15£+11 .00E-130. O. 
• 23E<14 
SI£PKAhOOISCU.(S"1 .11£+OJ .44E<01 .11E<03 .10EoOl .45E+02 .z~roOz .40E.Ol .28£'02 .Z5ro02 .10£<01 .10£'010. 
• IYE+l6 .&eE*15 .53r<15 .HEoI5 .80£'" .55£'14 .7H'14 .48E+14 .40r+14 .13£<13 .~1£+l10. 
• l4£+16 
AST£~IOHELLA .12£+0~ .26E<02 .40£-02 .16E+02 .70£+01 .20E+02 .11£<02 .70E-01 .10£+01 .12r+oz .90£+010. 
• 29E+15 .40£+14 .50£+14 .1IEo .. oIH+I •• UE<14 .2IE+I' 012(.14 .1$[+13 .16£tl •• 10£+140. 
• 53£'15 
~.'ICULA .26£+020. .13£+02.1?£'010. .30£<010. O. .30£'01 .IOHOIO. O. 
• 64(+141,). .1'£+14 .13£+130. .64£+130. o. .46(+13 .13[+130. o • 
• 96[+14 
~HOPALO~!A O. O. .13£<02 .10£+H .30£+0,10. O. O. ..0£'01 .10£,010. O. 
O. O. .19£'''' .39£'13 .~3£'130. O. O. .61£'13 .IlUIlO. O. 
• 35E+14 
SI£I'HANOOISCU.!LGl 0; .I3E'02~. .50r+01 .10E.a .J0£+010. .40E'01 .J0£<01 .80E<01 .50E'010. 




.26E'02 .26£<02 .50E+01 .40£001 .30E'01 .50£+31 .30E<01 .50E+01 .90£.010. O. 





.IIE<Ol .2IE.Ol .80ro OI .11£+02 .12£+02 .30E<GI .13£<02 .25E<02 .24£+02 •• 0£+010. 
.16£.15 .Z9(+15 .10r+l" .20£+14 .. l,E+14 .57(+11 .22£+14 .16E.'''' .\2(+14 .. 46(+130. 
lATE 122072 OfI'TK' 18.5 
NAM£ O[PfK'HEIE~$ 
I 
ANKISTROOE$~U~ O. O. 





5 7 9 II U 15 17 
.90£<01 .24£.OZ .15£002 .I1E+02 .90£+01 .16£002 .IZ£+OZO. 
.16[<14 .51£.14 .29(+14 .19E<14 .IHo14 .2ZE'14 .14E'140. 
CHLAMYOOMONAS .Z4['04 .19£'0' 
• 59E<16 .29£+16 
.99E+03 .60Eo03 .27£'01 .26E'03 .9Ir+02 .69£+OZ .79E+02 .54£'02 .'Z(+OZO. 



















.70E'01 .13E'~2 .40hOI .50£+01 .10£+01 .10£+01 .IOE+OIO. 
.12E'" .28£+14 .76E+13 .~5r+13 .46£01l .13r+13 .IZ£tllO. 
.40£+01 .80£<01 .30£-01 .'or+ol .30£+010. 





.20E+02 .12E+02 •• 0£.01 .10£'010. 
• 36£+14 .26E_I' .1&(+11 .51£+110. 
.'OE+OI .10[+010. 
.54EoU .12£+1l0 • 
51 EPHA"OO I:>CUSISIII .t ZE'O' .IOE'O' 
• 29Eo16 .16£'16 
.70£+03 •• OE'03 .ZO£+03 .21E-03 .62E'32 .6Z£<02 .84E+02 .50['OZ .32E<020. 





~.V1CUl4 o. o. 
o. O. 
• 65E<ll 
STEPHANOOISCU.(lGI 3. ~. 
O. \l. 
• I3Eo 13 
UNK~IOW" 3. o. 
o. O. 
• 17£+15 














I 2 I 
AN«ISTROOES"U~ O. O. O. o. 
O. O. O. O. 
.IlE+l5 
CHLAIIYOD"OHAS .51Eo04 .40£+.4 .~O£+O" .20E.0 • 
oIlf O I7 .&ZE'16 .43E+16 .Z~E<16 
• 19£*17 
U~KNOWN .26[+030. O. O. 
• 65£+150. O. O. 
• r7E+15 
CRYPTO.OHAS .~2£+030. O. O. 
• 76(0 150. O. O. 
• 85E'15 
ST[PKAHOOISCU'(SII' .28[<04 .ZO£+04 .14£'0 •• 10£+04 
• 68[+16 .11£+16 .ZO£+I& .13£016 
.I7E+17 
AST£RION[UA .HE-030. O. O. 
• 76E+150. o. 0 .. 
• Z8[+16 
UNKNOWN .1 ~[-020. ~. O. 
• 32£'140. O. a. 
• 4l[+14 
IZ77~ orPtK, 18.5 
OEPIH·"£TE R S 
I 
A~KI STROOES.U' O. O. 
l. O. 







.11£'03 .99£<QZ .40Eo02 .33Eo02 .70£<01 .70£+01 .I9E'OZO • 



























.12£00Z .70['0 I .,.,£+U .30£'01 .JOE+O I .10E+01 .70£+010 • 
.21[014 .15E<14 oIlE+" .5IEol~ .46£013 .40£+13 .U£+UO. 
5 7 9 II 13 15 17 
.26£+02 .lIr.02 .90£<01 .70(-01 ,"0£+01 .80£+01 oIZ£+020. 
.46[+14 .2}£+14 .17E+14 .llE+14 .&1£+13 .UEt14 .14(+140. 
• 86E+03 .lsE+03 .Z3Eo03 .14[,01 .69£002 .67E+02 .12EoOZO. 
.15E+l6 .80£+15 .... £t15 .Z4Eo15 .11£.15 .90E+14 .37[0140. 
.26£+02 .I1E<02 .40[+01 .90£001 .13£002 .50[+01 .40£+010. 
.46(*14 .23£+14 .76£+13 .1~E.14 .20[+14 .67[+IJ .4&t.no. 
.26£-02 .80£'010. 
.46[*14 .17[+140. 
.10£001 .50£001 .10£+010. 
.17£+13 .76E<13 .13£0130. 
O. 
O • 
.94£+03 .15£+03 .17£'33 .16£+03 .15£'03 0I3E+Ol .78E<OZO. 
,17£+16 .75£<15 .32£+15 .28£+15 .23£'15· .I7E'15 .90EoI40. 
.SI(.H .10[003 .n[+az .&I£+OZ .62£002 "0£'02 .28E+020. 


















.40£+ 01 O. 
.46E+130. 
15 17 II 
O. 
a. 
.40E o OI .3CE· 010. 
.54£013 .35E+llQ. 
CHLA"YO!lMOHA~ .H£·~4 .30£*04 .24E+04 .15£<04 .98£<01 .4S;;<Q3 .ZZE+~3 .62£+02 .ZH+QZ .36£*n .U£+OZO. 
• 82(+16 .'*&(+16 .1"E+16 .20E.16 .11E+16 .95E+15 .41E+15 .llE.15 .11[+14 .4~[+14 .25£+140. 
• 21< 0 17 
.IIE+O~ .IZ£'03 .nE'030. 
• 26£0\5 .18£+15 .21E+l50. 
• 8~E+15 
.&6E.112 .11[+;)2' .80£+1)1 .8CE*01 .10[+1)10 .. 












































































.t.t.E+l".'!' .. 40r+..,J w l ~£tO?;)~ 
.I&£+lS ,.oZE+l" .1?E+14(),. 
.7~t+v2' .llE>,,! .,.SO(*:)1 .10[+01..>. 








:RYPTQ.O"S .22(+03 .>2[+02 .\3[+02l. o. J. O. O. .IOE'010. O. O. O • 
• 1)'3(*15 .14~*15 .1'1)f,*141,),. v.. ;J. O. O. ,.15[*130. O. 0,. 0 .• 
• 17E*1 '5 
lII_llD .... OtUS. .11(+1)3 .'nE+az .. ~"'io(*)21). d3t"*U'?Z. o. ..50(+01 .30(*010,. O. o. 0 .. 
.. 26(+15 .8.?E*l4 .Jl(tI4:),. .21(+140.. :). ..65£+13 .4&[+1~0. 0.. o. Q • 
• 4IEH; 
ir[PHAMOD1SCtJ~t51ot) .1lE+O,) .. 15E+')5 .. 11[+OS .')llE*-o4 .. 14E+j4 .4lE+J3 .2'1(*01 .90£+02 .17E+03 .16£+12 .,-"'[+OlO.. 0" 
.30E+17 .. ?3f.+l1 .. 15£+17 .1)0(*lb .. 25£+16 .87E+15 .51E+15 .. 11)(.15 .. 26E*15 .11(·15 .51E+140. 0 .. 
• 7qf+17 
"STERJDN[lL" .53[+02 .25(+J1 .46E*030. ..96(+')1 .. 46Et01 .. 2'5[.03 .8J(+02' .94E+02 .17(+f)2 .. 3J£+020. O • 
.. 13E+15 .39(t15 .&8E+l«)0. .17(+16 .10E+ltl .. 413[+1'5 .14E"15 .14E+15 .50[+14 .~8E+140. o • 
.. 49(+16 
NAVICULA O. u. o. O. 0. O. o. O. .IOE+OIO. .30E'010. O. 
~. t}. O. O. o. o. ~. Ij. .1'E*130. .~5(+1~0. o • 
• 50E·l~ 














.I0E+01 .30[+01 .20£+020. 
..15E+13 .40(*1~ .. 23[+140. 












• 70E 1 0J .SIE+03 


















• 2Zr+17 .93E+16 
• 38E+11 
.26[+020. 


















• 12E+0~ .10E'04 

















.4,E.04 .. 35E+04 











)ATE ~10n orpTH:: 18.5 
UHE DEPTH-METERS 
I 2 
CHlAMYDOHONAS .95£+02 .14£+03 
• 2JE+1'3 .. 11["1«) 
• 19£'16 
~N'NOWN .1 &E+ 020. 
• 39[+140. 
• 19E+l5 
TRACHElAHONAS 3. O. 
:RYPTOMONAS 











• 2lJ(+16 .. 12E*16 
• 65£+ 16 
.Bd£+010 .. 
J .. 5 7 II IJ 15 17 
.66E*lll .30(.03 .49E+02 .45(*02: .69[+02 .16[+OZ .. 17E+02 .16[+;)Z .80E+Ol0 .. 



























.60£.1)1 ",40£.01 .10E*01 .10(+01 .30[+01 .10E+Ol .10£+010. 







.. ~O(+Ol .10[+010 • 





.IOE+VI .40E+01 .~OE+OI .IOE+OIO. 
.17['13 .61(+U •• O£+U .12[+130. 
.50[+01 .10E'01 .10£.01~. 









.26E*04 .10£"u4 •• ~9[.O~ .. ';)4[+02 .17E+;);' .. 5~E+OZ .. 82E+02 .5.H+J2 .32£+020 .. 
.40£<16 .13E+l6 .70E+1S .12[+1; .31£'15 .90f'14 .13£+15 .71[+14 .31[+140. 






.11[+03 .29E+02 • .12[+02 .. 50[+01 .~OE+OZ .. 15E*32 .70[.010 • 











• 5 9 II 13 15 17 
O. 
O. 
.. 9_(+03 .7~E+i)J .. 55E+0~ .1DE+O~ .61[.-02 .. L'([+Ol .12£+02 .12(+02 .. 50E+OI0 .. 





























.79[+02 ... 50(-01 .. 30E+ul0. 

















.30E+01 • JOE+OI .30E'010. 













.10('01 010£'010 • 







.29£*04 .18E+04 .fll£+03 .. 69£:*02 .30E+02 .20[+02 .10E+O'l .10[+010" 













..1~f.v2 •. BE+OZ .17E+')2 .5C(+:J1 .10E+Ol .. 40(+01 .40E*010. 
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)4TE 71273 orpTH. ?O.O 
NAME DEPTH-~(I[RS 
I Z • 5 7 II Il 15 11 I. 21 
UKISTROO[:i~U~ .11(+02 .41[+u2 .I7E+OZ .H['az .~O[.O! .I0E'01 .~O['OI •• 0E'01 .10['01 .10['010. O. O • 
• 45E+\4 .68E'14 .21E'14 .80E+l4 .6ZE+lJ .?5E+Il .&8[+13 .UE'1l .16E+ll .t6£+IJO. O. O • 
• 25E-15 
CHLA"YDDMONAS .18E+Ol .15E+u~ .19E+0~ .25('03 .26£.03 .2zr+03 .ZH+OJ .20E'03 .IlE+03 .15E+Ol .6TE.02 .45E+OZO. 
,'&[.15 .25[+15 .30E+15 .FE'15 .5lE+15 .5U+15 .55E'15 .HE'15 .23£'15 .2H+15 .96E+" .56E'140 • 
•• OE.16 
'EOIASIRU" .'2['020. .42E+020. O. O. .'4['OZ .3&E'02 .rOE'OIO. O. O. O • 
• IIE+l50. .67E+"'0. O. O. .11['15 .12E+14 .I3E+I'O. O. ~. O • 
• 43E·15 
PLANKTOSPHHRU O. O. O. O. .lIE'02 oIH+02 .11E+n .58E.OZO. .50['010. .80E'010. 
,. O. o. O. .23E'14 .47E+14 .25E'14 .12E+l50. .80['130. .99E_130 • 
• 21E'15 
SCHROEO[RI4 .70E+01 .50(+01 .13E+Ot .11£'02 .20[+~2 .1&E+02 .80E+01 .90E'01 .70E'01 .90E+010. O. O • 
• 18E*14 .83E*13 .21E*14 .17E+14 .41E*14 .4~E*14 .18t*14 .18E*14 .. 13E+14 .14E+140.. O. O • 
• 21['15 









~. .50E'll .60['IJ .45E+ll .62£.1l .25[.1l .23E+13 .80('1l .54('13 .14['14 .44£+13 .12E+I10 • 
• 6Z[·14 
.50E'01 .IIE'02 •• 0E'01 .IIE'02 .Iet'02 .15£-02 .90E+n .25E'02 .20['02 .ZIE'02 .10£+01 .IIE'020. 
.15E.14 .18l=.::+U .13[-14 .17E*14 .Z5E+14 .17E-14 .ZOE+14 .50E*14 .36E+14 .. 34E*14 .10[.14 .14E+140 • 
• 29E+15 
O. O. .I~E+OI .IOE'010. O. O. O. o. o. O. O. o. 
,. O. .I6£+11.15E'1l0. O. O. o. O. O. O. O. O • 
• 31E+13 
.I9E'02 0I1E+02 .11('02 .40E'OZ .19E+02 .'0['01 .10E+01 .90E'01 .10E+01 .80E+OI .IOE+OIO. O. 
.50E-14 .16[*14 .21[*14 .60(*14 .39E*14 .2'2'[-14 .16[+14 .18E*1 ... 13E+14 .13[*14 .15E*1.50.. o • 
• Z8E+15 
.I?E'O! .10('03 .13E'03 .IlE'Ol .29£'02 .51£+02 .36£+)2 .5eE'02 .26£+02 .JOE+n .dO['OI .1~E'010. 
.12E'15 .17E+15 .ZIE+15 .1.E'15 .60",14 .11E.15 .81£+14 .12E.15 .50E'14 .46[,14 .12E'14 .67E'130 • 
• 14(+16 
O. O. O. O. O. O. O. .I0E+010. O. C. .30£'010. 
,. ,. q. O. o. O. O. .20£'1l0. O. G. .11£+llJ • 
• 57£+1 ! 
O. O. O. O. O. .IOE+OI .IOE+OI .10['01 .3H+0IfJ. O. .10E+OIO. 
). O. O. O. O. .25[.15 .21£011 .20(+15 .54£+110. O. .12('150 • 
• 13[*14 
O. O. O. O. J. o. ~. .20E.n .J0(+01 .JOE+no. ~. O. 
O. O. O. o. O. o. O. .40(>14 .54£'11 .4BE'no. o. ;) • 
• 50E*14 
.50E.01 .40E+01 .10[+01 .60E.01 .I0E'OI .10[+01 .JOE+01 .50[,01 .40['01 .10E+Ol .S(>"OI0. G • 
93 
.l.1t+14 .. bl)f.U ,,16tHl .. 12(.14 .21[+13 .:?5E+13 .68(+13 .10E_llt .72r+13 .litE+13 .13£-110. 
• 11£. 1 II, 
O. o. /).. ~1'1[ .. 031). I). J. t),. O. O. O. /). 
~. O. o. ..l~£+l~,J. 0.. G. ,),. O. 0.. Q. O. 
• 26[+15 
O. O. o. 
,. O. o. 
• &0(+13 



















.. 15£+1)2 .. llE.J:! ~J!()r+·H 
• 3'1(+14 .HH+U ~llE+11t 
.17E·15 
.. '0(.\)1 .40(·t)1 .dOE+ul .50£*Jl .. 40£:+01 .10[*01 .. 10E+Ol .80[+01 .. 3!)E+Ol~ • 
.llr*14 "Jj5£*11 .2'lE+14 .. 11E*14 .60[+13 .l3E+14 .l1E*14 .. 12(*l4 .37E+13~ • 
O. O. O. 


















JATE '287~ O'PTH 19.0 
~A"E OEPTH-"ETERS 
1 ~. • 11 1~ IS 17 
ANKISTROOES"U~ .13('020. o. O. O. .llE+02 .90('J! .11E+02 .11(+02 dlE+Q2 .80E+010. 
• 32E+14(h o. o. o. .29E*14 .18EH4 .. 20(+14 .18[+14 .16(+14 .. 99(+1~O. 
• 14E·15 
CHlAMYDOMONAS .1J£+0' .t5E'il4 .~H'03 .57E+OJ .59E+H 0I6E'03 .1~E+,)3 0I6E,03 .88E+02 .79(+')2 .15£+010. 
• 26[+16 .25(*16 . .l4[.16 .16E*1; .l1£*16 .~&E+15 .~~(+15 .. 32[*15 .. 14[+15 .. 12E+l:; .18E+150. 
• 98E'I. 
'EOlASIRUH .85£.03 .42£.03 •• 5£+03 .85[+010. .35£+Ol .85£'02 .13£+OlO. .85E+020. O. 
• 21(+16 .&8E+13 .. 1~[+16 .12E.16;).. .19[+16 .11E+15 .2~E+l;0.. .12E+150.. o. 
• 76£+1. 
PlANKTOSPHAER1A .34(+01 .13E'02 .IH+O? .24E'H .2~r'~1 .71£+02 .Z8£.n .13£.02 .44('02 .25E.n .75£.020. 
• 85E+13 .. 2:1(+14 .20E+14 .:nr+15 .. 52:£*15 .. 18[+15 .56£+14 .2~E+14 .1'lE+14 .~6(+14 .93[.140. 
• 22£' 1& 
U.KNO~N .92£+02 .ll£+03 .n£'02 .40£+02 .llE+02 .1l£'Ol .10£+010. .30E+OI .12£.02 .40£+010. 
• 2~E+15 .21(+15 .. llE+IS .55[+14 .24E+14 .. 2~E"14 .. 20(+I~O.. .48E+l~ ,,11£+14 .SOE+l~O. 
• 70E+ 15 
:£RUIU" 3. .13£+020. .2&['020. O. O. o. o. O. o. o. 
o. .21£+140.. .3;6(+140.. 0.. 0.. o. 0.. O. 0.. o. 
• 57£+1' 
:.YPTOKONAS .53(+02 .I1E'03 .6.£+02 .92['02 .26£+02 .13<.02 .30£+02 .12£+02 .I1E.02 .90£+01 .15£+020. 
• !JE+15 .17[+15 .. 99[+14 .. 1~E+15 .. 46[*14 .. 29[+14 .60(+14 .22£+14 .18(+14 .13E+14 .19(+140. 
• 14E+15-
ASJEfHONELLA .10(+04 .22E+04 .. 1"[+04.16(+04.13(+04 .. 10E+04 .64[+03 .48[+03 .51E+03 .43E+03 .2:9£+030. 
• 25[+16 .HE+I' .27£+16 .22£+16 .25£'16 .n£." .llr+16 .8bE+15 •• 2£'15 .62£+15 .3.£+150. 
• 20£+17 
FIlAGllARIA .15(+0'4 .15£+04 .14E+04 .. 1~E+02 .li[+04 .. 12(+04 .. 31(+03 .22E+03 .. 43E+03 .. 19(+:)3 .. 21[+030. 
.36£+10 .2l£'I •• 20£+1EI .I1E+15 .2IE'I •• 26£+16 •• 2£'15 .JoE+15 •• 8£'15 .27£+15.33£+150. 
• 15E·11 
~AVICUlA O. O. O. 3. O. O. .IO£+ilI .30£+01 .10£+01 •• Q£'G1 .10£+010. 
O. O. ~. o. O. O. .2Q£+I? .54['1~ .\6£+ll .56[+ll .12£+130. 
• 16£+14 
$T£PHANDDISCU~ClGI O. O. O. .13£+020. o. O. O. O. Q. O. O. 
o. o. O. .18£+140. O. O. O. o. O. O. O. 
• 18E+14 
UNKNOWN ,. O. o. O. o. .26[+02 .40E+Ol .50(.01 .11E.02 .80r+Ol .80£+010. 
O. O. O. O. O. .59£+14 .eO['!J .90E+1J .18E'\4 .12£+14 .99(+130. 
• 11[+15 
lPHlNllONENON .17(+05 .20£+05.14[+05.14£'05 .55('04 •• 0£+04 .5J£+030. .PE+on. .47E+OlO. 
• 41E+17 .H£+17 .21('\7 .19£+17 .10£'17 .8H+ I;' .11£+160. .12E'160. .59£<150. 
• 14E.18 
APHANtlOMENON!HI .66[+02 .25[+Ol 016('93 .20[+Ol .26['02.20£+02 .eO£+010. .JO£'010. .70£+010. 
.. 16E*15 .. 40E+15 .. 24£+15 .. 21f.l; .48(+14 .'j~[.14 .16E+140. .48[+130. .67(*150. 
• 12£'16 
~[RIS"OPEOU .63£+01 .37£'OJ .11[+?3 .2&£.03 .5lE'~lO. .42£+020. O. O. O. O. 
0I0E+16 .59E'15 .10E+15 '~O£'15 .'6£+150. .84£+140. O. O. O. O. 
• 18E+ I. 
6157J orpTH' 19.0 
DEPTH-"tIERS 














.. 36£+ 140 .. 
.40£+01 .40(+01 .. 40[·010 • 
.H£+ll .60[+lJ .72£'130 • 
O. 
O. 
• 10£'010 • 
.12[+IJO. 
.. &2(*03.34(+03.50(+03 .. 44(.03 .35£+03 .23E.O~ .. 17E.I)~ .1Z(+!J~ .18[+03 .22£+03: .5~E+OZO .. 
• 15£'16 .55£+15 .75E+l5 .;'0(+15 .6IE+15 .52£.15 .34£+15.21[+15.28£+15 .HE+15 •• 0£+140. 








010£'01 .80£+01 .11£'02 .10£+01 .IOE+J\ .50[+010. 





o. O • 





.. 11£+QJ: .42(+0,2 .. F (+OZ .. llf.+02' .. ~7E.020 ... 















.14 r. 020. 
• 92£+140. 
• Z6£+02 .26£+02 .26[+02 .40[+02 .26[+02 .11['02 .50E.01 .90[+010. 
.. 65(+14 .42[+l4 .. 3~E+14 .. '.)'j(+14 .. 4C1E.14 .2')[.14 .10r+14 .16E+140. 
.70£+01 .50[+010. 
-tOE'14 .'2£+IJO • 
• 32£+15 
.. Z6£+')2 .. ur+\l2 .. 26[+020. 









..11[+02 .LlE+()"Z .70[+·Jl ~50(.'HO. 
• 24£+14 .2'5£+14 .. 14E+14 .90(:+130 • 
O. 
O. 
• 40E'H .70E+OI .10['010. 
~'1J[+13 .14E+1.4 .18£+130. 














O. .21E+020. o. 
O. 
• JeE' 020. 
.. 47[+140. ). O. O. .38['140. 
... 85(+14 






• IOE'013. O. Q. 
O. 
.10£+010. 
.1lE+UO. 3. J. • 20('130. O. 
~ltE+13 








• 1~E+u10. o. o. 
o • 
O. O. 
4PHUlI Z OMENOfH H) 
Q. O. • 2·)t:+lJO. 0 .. O. O. 
• 2\)[·13 
.1~E.j)2 .1~(+\l2 .. 13E+~20. o. 0.. .1vE+Jl .. 30£+01 .<40£--1)10.. ..3C'£+010. 
.. 3C:(+11t .. 21[+11. .1.')[+11,0. a.. ;j. .2.)[+ll .. 54[+13 .64[*'1,JO.. .HEf131l. 
• 90[+14 
.. 11)[-106 .. 21[+06 .1Qr.'J': .-I5f+')5 .2'H .. :)S .1SEt,),; .. l'H: • .)S ~t.2E+C3 .24(~1)3 .. 53£+;]4 .'BEHao. 
.. 1o:3E+18 ... H£'.18 .. 13E.18 .1~E+18 ,,54£+17 .JJ~+l' .3 A (+11 .76[+1S .3"(+1'3 .76[+16 .. 63(+160. 
• 11 E+ t ~ 
.. 19E+v~ .. 42£+J3 .. 19£+',)3 .3?E"J3 .16[+0$ 925E+")3 .62E+tl2 .10E+OI0. .44[+:12 .~OE+OI0 .. 





































































o. O. O. O. 
3. O. O. O • 
• 25E+15 
• 40£'02 • UE+Ol .13E·020. 
• IOE'15 .ZI£+14 .20£'140 • 





• 2IE'02 .ZIE.OZ .ZI£-OZO. 















'ATE S2813 O"PTH' 18.0 
HA~E OEPTH-ME TERS 
II I~ I~ IT I ~ 5 7 
ANKI STROO£SMU< O. O. • 13[·020. • Z6£-02 .25E'020 • • 13E' OZO • 







,. O. • 18£+140. • 44£+14 .52[+140 • 
"l~E·l; 
CHLAMYOOMONAS .38£-03 .UE+03 
• 92£+1' .. 34£+15 
.. !~E·t6 
• 17£.OS·.16£+03 .Z5£'03 .In-OJ .U£'03 .IZ£-03 .11£'03 .3&£'OZO. O. 


















S TEPHANOO I SCO~(lG I 
APHAHIIOMENON 
O. O • 
.. l8[+14 
O. o. 
O. O • 
• tHE.'4 
O. O. 





















• 13E+02 .19[+02 .2&£*02 .26£+020. 




• 53Et 13 
O. O. 
o. O. 


































• 13£-02 olJE-OtO. 





























.. 32(*02 .«.2E+020. 
• 40£,\4 .45£-140. 
• 40£,01 oI6E-OlO • 





















.3IE-06 .32£_06 .22E+06 .20E_06 .22E-06 .I6E-06 .66E_Q5 .lI£'05 .17£,05 .2ZE'04 .UE·050. 
• 75£'18 .4&(_18 .HE-U .Z5£'18 .~8E_18 .HE_18 .IZr.-18 .49£-11 .2H-17 .Z8£'16 .23£>170. 
• 21(,19 
.16E+03 .24E+~3 .1&E'03 .IH+03 .1I£.n .63E'02 .39£'OZO. 
• 3&£+15 .HE'IS .22£+15 .Z~E'15 .18£'15 .12£'15 .10E+140. 
• 11E-16 
.5H'02 .10£-01 .32E-020. 
.77£+14 .12E'1l .J4£_140. 
lATE 91273 O~PTH 18.0 
H"£ D£PTH-METERS 
I 2 J 5 7 II 13 15 17 
ANKISTRQOES"U~ O. .13£_OZ .I3E-OlO. .13£>020. O. .IOE-OI .10[,010. .IOE-Ol0. 
O. .20£>14 .Iij£'140. .22('140. O. .16£_13 .15E.130. .1lE'1l0. 
• &4 £+14 
CHLA'YDOMOHAS .22E+03 .44£-03 .19E'03 .15E'03 .12E-03 .30E'010. O. O. o. O. O. 
• 54£>15 .65E-15 .26E.\5 .18£+15 .ZO£-15 .60E-130. O. O. O. o. O. 
• 18E-16 
ClOSTERIUM O. O. .I3E'az .13E'020. O. O. .10£-010. .lO£>OIO. O. 
o. o. .18£+14 .. 16£+140. 0.. o. .16[+130. .37[+130. o. 
• 39[+14 
JHKNOWN O. O. O. O. O. dOE'OI .lOEoOIO. O. .IOE-OI .10£'010. 
CUPTO.OUS 
rUGlURll 
N .. leUlA 
JNKNOWII 
lPHANIlOMENOII(H I 
O. O. O. O. O. .&0(_13 .54E_130. O. .IZEOll.llEo 130. 
• 14(+14 
.11E+03 .40[+02 .. 5.':(+02 .1ZE.,J~ .5~E.()2 .. 80r."1 .40r+Ol .10r*01 .10E+Ol .10[+01 .. 30b010. 
• 2H"5 .60E_14 .73£014 .15['15 .90E+l4 .IH-14 .12('13 .16E-13 .15£>ll .12E'13 .32£>130. 
• 66£:+1",) 
O. 3. O. O. O. ~. O. O. o. .~OE_GI .10E>010. 
O. O. O. O. o. O. O. O. O. .31E+13 .14(-130. 
• IIE·14 
O. O. O. o. ~. .30E.01 .I0E-alO. .10£'H .10£-01 .10E>010. 
O. O. O. O. O. .&OE-13 .18£+130. .15E'13 oI2E-B .IIE'130. 
• 12E'14 
O. 9. O. O. O. .I0E'010. O. .IOE.OI .10£,010. O. 
O. O. o. O. V. .Z3£+130. O. .15£>13 .12£'130. O. 
.. 47E+l1 
.. 43E+O~ .78E.05 .57(+05 .98(+05 .. 51£.05 .11[.I)'S .,J4[.04 .67£+04 .. 40[+04 .46H'4 .S8£.0J:0. 
0I0E>18 .IlE-la .7U'11 .12£'18 .8&[-17 .Z?£.11 .&2E_16 .IIE.17 .58E.16 .51£+16 .62E+l50. 
• 5&E'18 
012['03 .2IE'O~ 0I9E'H .9ZE-OZ .IIHH .17(-320. .50£>01 .IOE+OI .40£.010. O. 
• 29E+l5 .32£_15 .2.E-15 .11£>15 .18E>15 .31,['\100. .80('13 .15£'13 .50(-UO. O. 
• 12£+16 
92973 O'PTH = 18.5 
OEPTH-"ET(RS 


















.:to(.01 .10[.01 .~0[.01 .~0[ .. 1)1 .40£+010. 





.1J£+OZ •• 4[-02 .,JZE+;'2 .~:t[*02 .17E.02 .11(+02 .10£*01 .70[+01 .. 10(+01 .30E*01 .10h010. 







.30E.0 I .10E>010. 
.. 7JE+13 .47£+130. 
• !H+l4 
.IOE-JI .lOE.OIO. 














































.I1E·02 .25(-02 .!S£>Ol .90E-H .15E'02 .40E-01 .\QE-Jl .30£+010. 







































.15£+13 .1J!E.1 ~O. 
.lOE'i)1 010£-01 .In'HO. 




































































































.11.,£.05 .91£*1,14 .!'-4(:.01., .71£.0)4 .54£*;)' .S3E+:>4 .13E*J' .77E+04 .9lE+04 .13£+,)4 .42[+030. 
.31(+17 .14!.17 .1,)[+1' ,d4f*lb .10(.11 .11r+17 .63£*16 .13[*17 .14E+17 .17[+16 .4~E.150. 
• 12E>la 
",21E.OZ .. ~or.Ol .30(.::1:1 .70[+Jl .60£.·;)10. 
.51E.14 .11.,£*14 .4.3E+13 .'l2'f.1J .14f-14~. 
• 12£+IS 
O. O. 


















O. O • 





)HE 101373 D'PTH 16.5 
UHE D£PTH-.£T£OS 
I Z 1 4 • II II 15 17 
AN~ISTRaO£S"U< .40£'01 .10£*111 .10£'010. O. .UE+OIO. O. .70£.01 .10[+010. O. 
• 98(*13 .47E.13 .. 1'E+110. u. ..21[*1~0. O. .11[-14 .40£'-130. 0 .. 
• 31[+14 
CHLA"TOOHO~AS .3&(*02 .ll['02 .26[+02 .21£+02 .13£'02 .2ZE.02 .20£.02 .ll[.02 .28£*OZ .33E*02 .70£.010. 
• 88E.14 .ZOE-14 .~TE+14 .. l8[-14 .23(tI4 .. 41[.14 .3IJE+14 .2ZE.14 .. 4,JE-14 .. 4·'(+14 .81(+-130. 
• 19£-15 
CLOHERIUH 3. J. .lO£'OIO. .10£'010. O. O. o. O. O. o. 
O. O. ,'H'UO. .;H'BO. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
.. 97E·13 
'LANKTOSPHA(RU O. o. O. .IZ['020. O. O. O. O. o. O. O. 
O. O. O. .16£'140. O. O. o. O. o. o. O. 
• 16Et14 
UUNDWH O. O. O. .10£'010. O. O. .10£'010. O. O. O. 
0.. 0.. 0.. .13Etl~0" 0.. o. .17(+130. O. 0.. 0 .. 
• 50E·13 
CRTPTOMOIUS .15£'O~ .Z5£>OZ .ZZE+Ol .20£+02 .15£+1)2 .11£.02 .12£+OZ .50£'01 .11E'02 .60[+010. O. 
• 37E+14 .HE+" .~2£'14 .26£'14 .Z7E'I •• 2H*I •• Z~£'14 .65£'1! .17E'14 .11£+140. O. 
• 24['15 
AST[ftIOHELLA O. O. O. .10£.01~. ~. o. O. o. O. .IOE.OIO. 
O. O. O. dOE+HO. O. O. O. o. O. .12E.130. 
• 5IE+1l 
1ElOSlRA O. .50£'010. O. O. O. o. O. .50£'01 .}0['010. O. 
O. .78£'1~0; O. O. o. O. O. .76E'1l .40£'130. O. 
• 19['14 
UVICULA .10£'010. .10£.01 .30['01 .40£'01 .40E-01 .10£'010. O. .40(+01 .70E.Ol0. 
• Z4(+13:0" .. 14[*13 .:HE+13 .71[+13 .65E+l~ .19E+l·30. O. .54£.13.6!E.t30. 
• 39£+14 
STEPHANOOISCUSCLGI O. O. O. O. o. O. .10£+0 10. 
O. O. O. O. O. O. .19£+110. 
.10£'01 .10£>010. O. 
.15E+l1.11E+130" O. 
• 46£+1l 
UNftNIINN O. .10£+01 .JO£'OI .40£'01 .30£'01 .40E'01 .IO£.~IO. O. .50E'01 .50£.010. 
o. ..61E+IJ .. 58E+1JO. O. .16£+13 .43£+11 .5Z£'ll .55[+13 .85£+1l .19['130. 
• 39[+14 
APKAMllOH£NON .IIE-~5 .60£+04 .50£'04 .19£+030. .71£'03 .84£.030. 






o. o • 
• 49(>17 







O. • n£'13 ,1~£'14 .43£'130. O. O. .1.E·llO. 
• 26[.14 
lATE nOH3 OrpTH. U.S 
NAM£ D£PTH'H£TERS 
















• 40{"Ol .. 40(.010 .. 
• &2£+13 .5~E'llO • 
• 90£'01 .40£+01 .18E+OZO. 























• HE+OI .11[.02 .70E'010. 






• &2£'13 .14£'130. 
O. O. .15£·OZO. 
.. 22["140. 3. O. 
.. 44[+14 
.10E'01 .30£'~1 .50£+HO. 
• l4E+1l .. 47E+l1 .. 12£"130 .. 
.30E.01 .10£'01 .30E+01 .40f.01 .10£+01 .30£.01 .50£.010. 
.53E+13 .64£+13 .57£+13 .&8£'13 .15£'1l .40£'n .58E.130. 
.90£'01 .60E'01 .24£.01 .'0£'02 .13E.OI .12£+02 .50E.010 • 



























.30£.01 .30('01 .10£'01 .10£'010. 







•• 0£+01 .30E'~1 .40£.01.10£+01 .lO('OI .lor'OIO • 











.lO£'~1 010£'01 .IO£'~IO. 
.. S3E+IJ .. 21(t1J .19E+130 .. 
.50r+010. 
.76E' I lO. 
.40£'0IC. 
.46£+130. 
.10£*01 .40£'01 .50['010. 
.15£+13 .54£.13 .58£+130. 
.10('01 .60£.01";10£'01 .10£.01 .10£'01 .10E'01 .40r'010. 





.50E'01 .lOE'OI .lO('OI .50r'01 .70r'H .50£'01 .50£.01 .10£*01 .11£'020. 
.. 1?(*11 .. 39E+13 .. 53(*13 .. 11(+14 .13(+14 .85~+13 .16(+11 .. 40[t13 .13E+140 .. 
.30£+01 .. 10E.Ol .. 40E*01G. 






• 62[-140 .. 
O. 
o. 
.. 411[.01 .. 40E*01 .40,[+;>1 .. 30E.Ol .. 30[+01 .. 10£.01 .. 40(+010. 

























r Q 11 13 15 11 
.11(+02 .. 11£+02 .. 8CEtOl .10E-,ll .. 11£+11:? .llE-OZ\). 
.l3E*14 .. 3?(t14 .l4~.14 .l5[+13 .. 15[.14 .15r*140. 
.. 15£*03 .. 2d(.~2 .77E.::I:2 .. 10(t01 .. 12£+03 .')1£.)2 ~10E·:)3 ... 58(+,)2 .. 30E+02 .~6(+:)2 .24E.::I:20. 




































































• 1 .. E+1 I) 
• 1~E'Jl .lO£+1l10. 





















.30E+01 .Ior+ol .!~E+OU. .lor+OI .IH+OU. G. .10r+010. .10E-010. 
.1~(.1~ .1.,£+13 .14£+1~O. .S~E.l~ .64E.l~O. ()~ .15£.130. .dI?EtlJO. 
:RYPTO~OI"S 
• z'r+14 
.24£+02 .10E'01 .IIEtOZO. "0[+02 .60E+01 .40E.01 .10[tO! .lor,olo. O. O. 
.5U:*14 .41£+13 .19[+140. .11[+14 .17E+14 .16(.1~ .. 11(+13 .4&£*110. O. o. 
.18rtl5 
lsrrR!ONElLl o. o. b. O. o. O. O. O. O. .70E-HG. O. 
O. o. O. O. O. o. O. o. O. • H£+ 130. O. 
• 94tH3 
O. O. O. O. .40E'010. O. O. O. O. O. O. 
O. O. o. O •• 71£+llO. O. O. O. o. o. O. 
• 71(·13 
HWICULl .40£*01 .50£*01 .50(+010. .40[+31 .SOE.' •• lOrtOI!). .30'£+01 .11)[+01 .10E+OI0. 
.96£+U .76Ull .nEt!lO. .7IE+U .lIEtl4 .UEtllO. .4&(tI3 .40[+13 .llEtllO. 
;; T rPHAHOO I.CUS( lGI 
• 54E·14 
.IZEt02 .I0E+01O. .50E+01 .90r+Q\0. .2ZE<n .30E'01 olOE+OI .10EtOI .4G[+010. 
.29£+14 .16£+llO. .66E.B .16(+140. .4zr+14 .51£+1l .15£+11 .11E+13 .HE·UO. 
• IIE<15 
.10E+01 .10E'01 .50£'010. O. .10E.01 .H£'OI .10E'01 .10E·01 .1~E'010. O. 
• 73£.13 .16£+13 .7Z£*130. o. .6tt.[.1~ .57[+13 .17E+13 .15£+13 .. 4"htlO. o. 
• 35£'\4 
,. O. o. o. o. o. .IIE.Ol .2H'02~. O. .26('020. 
O. ~. O. O. O. O. .2IE'15 .44(.140. O. .30E'140. 
• 29('15 
O. O. o. O. O. O. .70E'010. O. O. O. O. 
o. o. o. o. /). o . . 1~£.140. o. o. o. o. 
• 13E·14 
HTE \21V3 orPTH. 16.5 
~'ME DEPTH-METERS 
lHKISTRoorSMU" 















• l5£.\4 .22£'140 • 
5 9 \I 13 15 17 
.16E'02 .16['02 .11£'02 .IIE'02 .IIE.02 .2lEH2 .lrE·OlO. 
.28[*14 .. 34[+14 .32£.14 .t9(+14 .17h14 .JO(+14 .ZoE+140 • 
.11£+01 .14£+03 .IOE-OJ .10E+OJ .1t)[+.13 .1lEt\l1 .. l~[.O~ .1ZE.O~ .1l[*O~ .1~E.Il): .11E·O~O. 
• ~ZE'15 .21£'15.15£+15 .13£'15 .IH'15 .ll£+15 .25E+l5 .lO£+\5 .\7£+15 .17E'15 .\2r<l50. 












• 6ZE'1! .41£+1l0. 
• 50[+010. .40£+011). 










• 56£+ 14 
.12£+02.12£+020. 
• 19E+lit .11£+140. 



















• 69£+130 • 
.~OE+OI .40£.01 .IOE+OI .50E+OI .10£+010. 
.57£.13 .66E'13 .15[+1\ .67['11 .\2['1l0 • 
.10£'0\ .IOE-OI .~q£'OIO. 
.18E'll .2IE'1l .57E'130. 
.10E'01 .I0£+~1 .12£+020. 
.15£+11 .llE+ll .14E+140 • 
.. 11£.02' .40E.Ol .10E+Ol .40(*01 .. ~O[.010 .. 
.. 10E.1" .1~E+l" .15E.14 ,68(+13 .. 46[+150. 
• 1~[+~2 .1~E.OZ .5DE*I')1 .. 70(+01 .. 12£+020 • 







.~0£.01 .70£+01 ,,10[+010. 





,'0£'01 .15£'02 .IH.n .12E'02 .19£.02 .50£'01 .16E.02 .IH'02 .11£.02 .2IE.020 • 
.14£'14 .22£.14 .I7E'14 .llE+l4 .40E'14 .9H'1J .27E'14 .24£'14 .15['14 .24('\40. 
• 2,5£·15 
.IOE+OI .50£+010. 
• 24[+11 .18£+130. 
• 21£+14 
.\0['010. O. 










.IOE.OI .10£.01 .I0E.010. 

















OATE 1127' OrpTH 1&.5 
UHE O£PT~-"ETERS 
I 2 ~ 5 7 9 II B 15 17 
lHKISTftOO£S_U< .13£'02 .IlF,02 .20(+020. .16[.02 .Z\E-02 .16E.n .9~['01 .90£+01 .\7E'02 .IIE'020. 
.. 32(+14 .ZOE+14 .?9£+14O'. .28[+14 .45£+14 .}\)(.14 .15[+14 .. 14(+14.23£+14 .11[+140. 
• 25£'15 
CHllHYOO"OHlS .46£<0' .IOE'04 .49£-03 .15E+03 .Z5£+03 .18E+03 .IH+~l "OE+OZ .96£+OZ .19£.~Z .29E'020. 
• 11£+11 .16£+16 .Tl£+t5 .. 45[+15 .44f+15 .19[*15 .2'&(.15 .. 15£+15 .15E+1S .11£+15 .13(+140. 
• 16£+17 
GOLENKINIl O. .26£'~20. O. O. 3. ~. O. O. O. O. O. 


















































UNKNOWN o. O. .11£+OZO. .21E-O'2 .11E+O! .2'4[+02 .30(.~1 .lGhOt .11)[+,)10.. o. o. 
O. O. .16£+140. .37£.10 .IS(-1O •• &£+14 .5IE'13 .15£+11 .IlE'11Q. O. O • 
• 14£+15 
GYHHOnlHIUH .11£-020. O. O. O. O. o. ~. ~. O. O. O. O • 
• 32E+140. O. O. O. o. O. o. o. o. O. O. O • 
• ~ZE·14 
CRYPTOMOU:; .24£+01 .12('03 .I9E'OlO. oIlE.n .40E'01 .30£'01 .IOE'010. .10E'010. O. o • 
.. :;-:1£+15 .16£+15 .27£+140. .20E+14 .85[.1" .51(+13 .17[+130. .13[+130. O. o • 
• a~[.15 
STfPHUtODI.:iCUI:)(SI1) .40(+02 .Z&(+OZ .S8E+:}Z .71)(+az .77(.,)2 .94[+;)Z .73(+,)2' .TJE+Ol ·.71(+02 .69£+02 .HE-OZO. O • 
• 98£+14 .49£+14 .8"[+14 .9~E+l" .14E.15 .20(+15 .14£+15 .IZE+15 .11[+15 ."'~[*14 .ZOE.140. O • 
• 11£'1& 
lSTERIONElll O. O. .a4E'02~. .lOE'az .2s£.n .79E'J! .41E'02 .34£'02 .Il['n .70[+010. O. 
o. O. .12[*1';0. .5JE*14 .53E.14 ,,15£'.15 .70r.14 .52E*14 .. ISE+14 .. 81E+l~0.. O • 
• 5;>£'1> 
HEPHUOQISCUSILGI O. O. O. O. .80E'J\ .20E.OZ .60r"1I .40E'01 .HUH .40E+01 .10['0IC. O. 
0.. O. O. i). .14E •• 4 .41[+14 .15E*14 .68E+13 .46E*1~ .;o\[*I~ .1{£*1~0.. o • 
•• 0r+14 
J,.XNCIifH .. 13E+OZO.. .31E+020.. .70E*:.>1 .4(J[*~1 ."OE+.ll!>. .JOE+!H .. 10£+.110. O. o • 
• J2(.140. .';}(+140. ..12E+." .. 85E*11 .. 71)[.110. .46£.13 .1~[.l~O. O. 0" 
.12(.15 
GD.PHOSPHlrRll o. c. o. O. G. O. .IIE'J2 .21£'02.. :l. v. O. o. 
o. o. o. O. O. O. .21£'14 ol6E<l4~. J. c. O. V • 
• 5:7(+1" 
~lT[ 12674 O<PT~ 15.5 
~ ,.£ O[PT~-.£rE~S 
I 
lHKISTROOES"U~ .llE.n .50£'010. 
d2['14 .78E'IIO. 












II Il IS 
.10£*01 .10E+~H .10[.,)10. 








.. 1')(tO:' .. '4l.;l~ jOt. ~r·H ~~5E.OS .15(t!)1 
• 57~'1':! .1,r*10 .'>2'(.1,) .. .:cH.15 .?7f-1S 
• 6~E.16 
• 7iE+O?O. o. J.. 'J. 
• 19£+1;0. ". O. 0 .. 
• ?H'I S 
.SSE')? .HUlZ "0£'02 .36['02 • HE.n .90E.010 • 











.1Jh"ll .5/)£+1)1 dl£·a?~. 
,,32(*14 .4rf.l ~ .. 11)(-14\) • 
.J~"J1 •• QE.H .11£'01 .70£'01 .30E+01 .10E'JI0. O. 
..S3-[.l~ .9j.E+l.:c .. 19(.1~ .. 12£*14 .46E+l1 .40[+ll0.. O. 
• 8~E·14 





• 32E+U oIZE'14 .12£+141). .16£+14 .17E+14 .I5E'14 .IH<l4 .6IE'1l .67E'll .IZE.1l0. O • 
• 13E·IS CHPTOMO~'$ .I7E'03 .60£'02 "6E'~20. .10E'01 ,JOE'"1 .30E.Q1 .40E'OI .50E'01 .IOE.OI ,JOE.OIO. O • 
•• lE.15 .10f'IS .69E+I'O. .1e£'1l .60£," .57f+11 .6eE'll .76£'11 .I3E'll .35E'1l0. O • 
• 63E'15 STEPHAHODISCU~(S'O .53£+01 ."2E.j)~ • .:c4Et.).:c .Z5E.')~ .1eE.O~ .8.:cE+;'Z .14[tOZ .61(*02 .'9hOl .58£+1l2 .70E.Ol0. o • 
• 15(+16 .6S(+15 .49[+15 .35£+15 .52£+15 .lftE+15 .14E+15 .IU+l'5 .t2Et15 .78(+14 .81[+130. O • 
• 57E+16 ASTE~IONElU .40E-02 .18['0' .2O£'Q)a. .t6E'02 .19[,0' .65E'~2 .11['0' .65£'02 .46£'02 .l!E.020. O • 
• 98(+14 .2Jj[tI5 .38£+150. ..28£+14 .lIE+IS .12E+l'5 .18£+15 .99E.l" .62£+14 .Z4£+1"0. 0 • 
• 15E'16 
U~ICULA O. O. O. O. Il. .10[HI .JOE'OIO. .10['01 .30£'010. O. O. 
o. O. O. O. O. .21['13 .51['130. .15E'13 .4H'130. O. O • 
• 15E+14 
5f[PH'NOOlStU~(LG) O. .30E'010. O. O. .IOE'H dOE+OI .10E'010. O. .I0E.OIO. O. 
O. ...,E'!lO. o. o. .2IE'13 .57E'13 .11[+110. O. .!lE'130. O • 
• 15(+14 













.'0[+01 .~OE'OI • '0[.010. 
• 66EHl .76['13 .40E'130. 
O. 
O. 









































.16E.05 .53E'04 .25E.04 .17E'04 .lIE'04 .77E.O' .l9E'OJ .22E'01 .lsE'03 .I3E.1ll .9IE.~20. 
• 18£' IT .8ZE+16 .16E'16 .ZZE'16 .19E+16 .1&£-16 .74['15 .36£+15 .leEtl5 .leE-15 .IQ['150. 
• S8E.IT 
.26E'OZ _53E'02 .13E+azo. 
• 64£+14 .8ZE'14 .1O£H40. 
• 19[*15 
.79E+02 .26£'02 .llE'020. 









.2SE'Ol .45E.03 .15E'030. 

























.IlE'02 .80hlll .50E'01 .50E'01 .80E'01 .70E+Ol0. 







































• 20 E+O' 
• 49E+16 
.26£'0' .16E.04 .!l£'O' .IIE'~4 .59£'03 .53E+OJ .42E'03 .23E+Ol .ZOE'03 .lnE.030 • 
• 41E+16 .24£'16 .17E'16 .20£'1 • .13£'16 .10['16 .72E+15 .35('15 .27E+15 .12£.150 • 
• 19E+17 
.21E+Ol .11E.0' .11E'040. 
















.nE'OJ .78('02 .4S[t03 .28['03 .HE'03 .2IE+03 .14£'030. 

















.lOE'OI .50E+01 .10E'010. 






















O • 3. o. 




JNKNO.,U') O. O. 
O. 0.· 
• 75E·U 
22374 O'PTH' 16.5 
DEPTH-"ETERS 
1 2 
CHLAMYDOMONAS .44[*04 .l4(+1l4 


















.50E'01 .lOE'OI .30[.01 .10EtaI0. o' 







.30£+01 .. 30E+010. 
.40(+1J: .. 35£+130. 
3 4 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 
.14£*34 .70r+OJ .1][+,)1.4'*[+0'2 .. 15£*02 .zor+Ol .17E+OZ .36£+'>2.50£+010. 

































































.IIE'O' .24£+03 .17E'3]0. 
• 26E+I& .37£'15 .25£'150. 
• 34[+1& 
.19£+03 .51(tQZ .'53[+·)20. 
• 4,)£+1'5 .82E+14 .76[+140. 
• 64(*1'5 
.sa[.01 .$7£+a3 .79E+l20. 























.3bE'~2 .17£'OZ .90['n .t5E'02 .1~E'02 .IH'OZ .IOE+OIO. 
.64£tl4 .16(.14 .17E<l4 .UE'14 .Z~E<14 .I~E+I' .12E+130. 
.;0['01 .6G[';lIO. 
...69£.11 .17£+140. 
.10E'01 .IO[.~I • 3oE'~IO. 
.17(.1l .15('13 .40['130. 
.1~E'n ,,,O[.1l1 .tJ['l! .10('01 .IOE'OI .40[+010. 



















.19f*05 .1:!d~E • .j4 .'J;f+JI, .2'5£+04 .1Z'£tJ.f: .45(.,)2 ,,;'9£+-)2 .46(+,)2 .J:6E.~Z .5"'hOl .21(-\)20. 

















lSTERIDHtLLl .40£"03 .25[+04 .J8£.04~. .41E+1)3 • Z6£>I1~ .IIE.OJ .91!+ ill .1 ~E.O$ .9H'QZ .10['020 • 
• 97E'15 • 39E'\6 .54E>160 • .HE>IS • S5E>15 .2IE'IS .IH'\; .20EnS .IH'!; .81E'140 • 
• 12£*1' 
STEPH1NODISCU5CLGl O. O. O. O. O. • JOE'OIG. .10E'010. O. O. O • 
O. O. O. O. O. • 64£'130. • 17E·130 • O. O. O. 
• 81['13 
UNKNOWN O. O. O. O. O. .10E>010. • IM:. al .~O£.OIO • o. O. 
o. o • O. o. O. • 2:1£"130. • 17[+13 •• H'130 • O. O. 
• e4£>13 
3ATE 3197. arpTH 19.0 
NAME OEPT H-~£fE RS 
I l 5 II U IS \7 
ANKI STROOES"U~ 0. O. .4OE+OI0. • SOE·OI .30E·010. .30[> 01 .10E·0IC. O • O • 
o. O • • 60['130. • 'lJE+l J .69[+130 • • 50['13 .16£'130 • O. O. 
• Z9£>14 
CWL1MYOOMON1S .I3E·O' .65E'03 .Z6E.03 .25(>03 .25E>01 • 3BE'J] •• 3E.Ol .48E>03 .31£>01 .Z7E'J] .22£+ 030 • 
.12£>16 .IOEoI6 .3';[.15.31).(+15 "6£015 • 86£015 .86£ .15 • 86£015 .HE·15 •• ~ E 0 t; .2:7[*IS0 • 
• 91£016 
UNKNOWN .13E>OZ .50E oOI .IIE·020. .50E oOI .70E+Ol .30HOI • 50E-OI oIZE.n .90E'H .50[' 01 O • 
• 32E·I' .~OE'll .20Eol'0. .93E>13 .16£+ 14 .60E-\3 .90E'1l • I9E>14 .!lE·I' .6lEOI30 • 
• IH>15 
fR1CHEll.OHAS .30Eo 01 oIlEtOl ,,88£+020. .74E+02 .10E.n .66£>02 •• OE>OZ .34£00l .29£002 .lZ'o020. 
• 76£>15 .ZOE-IS .1lE+150. .1.E-15 .23E-15 • IJE+15 .. 72r+ u, .54 E+14 '" 42:[+14 ,'0[-140 • 
• 18£'16 
CRJPTOMOhA. .ZOEo03 .&Z£tOZ .55EtOZO. .44[t02 .70(tOZ • 55E+02 .28£t02 .20E·OZ .ISEtOZ 01 1£0020 • 
• 49£+15 .49£*"14 • 3n·HO. .e?EtH .1&[+15 .lIEtt5 .50[+14 • ~2E·14 .22E·14 .14(·1'·0 • 
• 1I£t16 
AS TERIDH£LLA .48£.0$ .H£-03 
.12£'16 • '4[.15 
• 35[>030. 
• 5~E·1SO. 
•• 9Et03 .1o~E-03 .19£'01 .Z7Et03 .19E'03 .18Eo03 .IIoE-030 • 






• UEt 14 


















UYICULl O. O. 
O. O. 
• 50E'0 10. 
• 75E>110. 
.10['01 ,'0[001 .JOE'OI .10£tOI .IOE>31 "0['01 .JOE>OIO. 
• 56['13 .90£'13 .60E-13 .18£>13 .16£>11 .56E'13 .37['130 • 
• 41Et14 





















U","OWN O. .80£'01 
O. .1l['14 
• JO['O 10. 
• ~~Etl30. 
.50EO~1 .JO[>OI .50£.01 .~0£>01 "OhOI .70E>01 .4oE'01O. 
.~JEtlJ .68(+13 .10(t14 .54Etll .64£+13 .10£tI4 .50£+130 • 
• 10Etllo 
~~KHOWN( T 1 
.26£·OZ .90£tOI 




.llEo~2 .80E'01 .10(001 .40£'01 .30E'010 • 





86700/077 00 r o R T R A N C 0 ~ , I L A T ION 
" l R ~ l.8.00\ TU£SOlY. 07/Z0/76 0815Z PH 




DO 25 .'1.23 
Z5 OEP!KI.M 
C1LL OU"MY!lLG.101TE.QU1LI 
100 FORMAT! U6.Uo/6. F501.6rB .01 
00 20 ":I.IOO~O 
00 I lo"z 
RE AOI5. 1 00 11lG. 10UE.0 EPTW. C COUNT( Jt! 1-1) *610 J*I. 61 
IfCALGID.EQ."ENO"1 GO TO 99 
IFCIOATF.EQ.JD1TEIGO TO 30 
JOlT[:I"lT£ 
PRINT 1"I.J01TE.OEPTH 
101 rORMAT(*O- •• OATE *,,16.' OEPTH ~ t.rS.l) 
'RINT 1"2 
102 fORM1TC' ·.·~A'E DEPTH'METERS') 
105 FORM1TI' ·.ZOX.I~181 
PRJ NT 1"5. U(-1.1(-1. J). (I{- h K.~.Z 1,,2) 
30 00 40 K-h2 
! SP1C=1 
• IF( K-I.rQ.01SP1C •• 5 
5 lMONtIKI'HECtCO£PTH-~-I.OEP.lREA.IFl'G)*5PlC*COUNTC~)*I.OE'08 
IFllflAr..EQ.11 GO TO ae 
SUMllG.SUHll Gtl~ONT( K I 
.0 CONTlNur 
K=2 
600 50 KK o l.Zh2 
K:K*l 
SPAC:Z 
1ft K. E Q. J) SPAC-l. 5 
• AMONTIKlaHECTCOEPTH-K-I.OE,.ARE1.IFlAG)'5PAC*COUNT!KI·1.OE>08 
Ifllrllr..EQ.11 GO TO ~~ 
5U"ALG"UMlL GHMONT< K I 
SO CONTI NUr 
PNlHT I"J.AlG.COUNT 
10J fORMAT!' ·o3A6.12.BEe.21 
PRINT 1" •• lMONT_SUMALG 
10. fOA}if4Ut '.?'lX.l"-E8.Z) 
SUtU.LG:::d".0 
20 CONTlNur 
.0 Til 9' 
88 PRINT 1"6 













C ooz: 00o" 5 
C 1l0210007'Z 
C 00ZI0007lZ 
C 00Z'0008' 0 
C 00Z10009:0 





Fie IS 0006 LONG 
C 00Z'00ZO'2 







C 002' 00 49. 3 
C 00Z.005Z'2 
C 002'0053t 3 
C 00ZI005513 




















SEGMENT al2 IS 0097 LONG 
ST1Rf OF SEG.t~T OU5 
C ao~.ooo~.o 































00 i 1""1.500 
REAon.1 0 1 H A~G( J) .J-I.' hi OA TE.( QUAl(~ )oK'I. e) 
101 fORMAT('A6.A2.16,eA6) 
If IA~G(I).EQ.·EHO·1 REfUR" 




30 PRIN' IftJ~(ALG(J),J.l~4).(QUAL(K).K&1.8) 
I CONTINU~ 
101 fORIIAn'O','OUE ',16) 
IOZ fOI!IIAU' -,'UIIE') 






Ifl ~STAo.~T.XII)oIlGO TO Z 





• IfIXII).Gf.XSTAR) GO TO 1 
IFII.G£.23) GO TO 7 
'-I +1 
GO TO • . 
HEC TiZ IT-I)t I X5TA~-XI I-I»' (l( IJ -Z (I-lll/lX( I )oX( I-I» 
RETURN 
END 
C 005' 0000 '0 













C 00S'003f 11 
SEG"ENT 005 IS Oeld ~ONG 


























M • MEOrUM POPULAr ION (1 to 49%; BASED ON TOTAL ALGAL NUMBERS) 
" 
" .. 
L • lOW POPULA TlO~ I 2: 1011 
L 
" 
S TEPHA.OO ISCUS( LG) 
nAUENA 






































ASTERION£lLA fORMOSA " 
~AVICULA M 





































































)I ATOKA L 
UNKNOWNS L 




SCENEDESiiu5 fiicASSUl M 




JlHER PRD II STA II 
HTE 21H5 
NAME 
CHl ... YDAIIONAS 
JNKNO.N '" 
ASTERIONELLA rORK05' l 










AS I (R IONEtLA rORIiO SA l 
STEPHANODISCU~( SMI L 
lIATD"A l 





T UR6ELl AR IA l 































5 fEPHANOlll SCU~( S" I 
)ATE 5U75 
~'"E ASTERIOHElLA rOR"OS. 
Sf EPHANOD I SCU5($~1 
JI ATO"A 





5 TEPHAHOlll SCUS( S.) 
=U8£LU 
lATE 60575 








ASTERIOHELLA fOR .. OSA 
















































JATE 6Z675 orpTH ~? .0 
UME DEPTH-H£TERS 
3 


















ASTERIO~ElLA rOR"OSA .19E-OOO. 
• 11(.161). 
• HE-16 
f~AGILARI A .20E-Olu. 
• 16[*110. 
• 18E'B 
1HOSlRA .ZCh'OlO .. 
I l 3 
O. O. O. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
D. o. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
o. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
1 Z J 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
1. O. h 
O. O. o. 
e. O. o. 
O. O. O • 
,. O. O • 
O. O. o. 
O. O. o. 
O. O. O. 
O. O. O • 
O. Q. l. 
O. O. Q. 
O. O. O. 
5 7 II 13 15 17 19 
o. O. • 14E.OJO. O • O. O • O. 
O. O. • lIE-150. O. O. O • O • 
o. O. • ZOE-OZO. O. O. O • O • 
o. O. "5EOI'0. O • O. O. O. 
O. O. .59£·02-0. O. O • o. O. 
O. O. • UE-150. O. O. o • O • 
o. o. o • o. O. O. o. O. 
o. O. o. o. ~. o. o • o. 
o. o. .zot-ozo • o. o. o. o. 
o. o. ..,t-140 • o. o. O • D. 
o. o • o. o. o. o. O. O. 
o. o. O. o • o. o. O. o. 
o. o. • 53£-030. O • O • o. O. 
O. O. • 12E_160. O • O. o • O. 
o. o. o • o. o. o. o. O. 
o. o. o. o. o. o • O. O. 
o • o. o. o. o. o. o. O. 
o. o. o. o. o. o. o. O. 
5 7 9 11 13 IS 17 19 
o. o • o. o. o. o. o. O • 
O • Q .• O. O. o. o. o. O. 
O • o. o. o. O. o. o. O. 
~ . O. O. o. O. o. o. O. 
O • O. O. O. o. o. o. O. 
O. O. o. o. o. o. o. O. 
o • o. o. o. o. o. O. O. 
O • o. o. O. o. o. o. O. 
O. • 39£·Q20. O. O. o. O. O • 
O. • 'H£"l~O. O. O. o. o. O • 
o • o. a. o. 0. o. o. O. 
O. o. 0. O • o. O. o. a. 
o • • SSE·OlO. O. o. O. o. O • 
3. • 14£*160. O. o. o. o. o • 
0 • O. Q. O. O. Q. O. O. 
Q • O. V. Q. O. o. O. O. 
O. O. 'l. O. O. o. O. O. 
102 
• 18E'130 • 
• 18E*13 








70175 OfPTH' lZ.O 
SCHROEDER U 











• 3IE'030 • 
.55£'150 • 
• HE'Ol .22['030. 
• 15E+llt .38£*150. 
•• 1£+15 
O. O. 




• 1'E'02 .5.E.OZQ. 











































































OHE TZ575 O'PIH' 22.0 
U.E OEPTH-M[ TEoS 
o I 
UKI STRODESMUS O. O. O. 
O. l. O. 
• 55E·14 
CHL~.YOA"ONAS .16['030. O. 
O. • 14£'150. 
• 31E·15 
OOCYSTIS .Z4('030. o. 
o. • ZlEt, so .. 
• 38E+ 15 
SPHEROCY STlS .12[+~40. o • 
O. • 11£+160. 
• ~3[·16 
CRYPTOMO •• S .14£'030. O. 
o. • 12£'150. 
• 40E'15 
)ATE 73175 O'PTH' 20.0 
NAME DEPTH-METERS 
o I 
l~KISTRaO£S"U5 O. O. O. 




• 12£'14 .62E'140. 
• 86£+1' 
lOCYSTlS O. O. o. 




• Z4£'15 .II£'I~O. 
• 15('16 
.16£+03 .ZO£'020. 
• U£'15 .~Z£+IOO. 
• 3'[+ I~ 
1I NO a.YON .29E+O! .~7E .. a!O. 
• l4E'15 .75£'150. 
• 10£'1. 
ASTERION£LLl ~. O. O. 



































































































































































































































































































































































• ZO £. OZO. 
• 36£'140. 
O. O • 
o. o • 
O. o. 




o. o • 









































o. a • 
o. o • 
o. o • 








































































































SY~tDRO I.e ISO 
.1l(*1'S 
j. C. 
O. O • 
• 90(·11. 
,. ~. 






).Tt 80675 O<PTH 19.0 
UM[ D[PTH-HETE·' 
o I 
ACTlNASTRUM O. O. O. 
o. o. O • 
• 11E+15 
CHL~M'OAMONAS .20E+02 .98E+010. 
• 16[+10 .15[+150 • 
• 37£+15 
IiOlENKlNlA D. O. O. 
~. O. o· 
.50£+ 14 
J"OCf5T15 .98[+02 .10£+010. 
• 78[+14.l0E+140 • 
• llhl6 
P[DIA5TRUM O. O. o. 
o. o. O • 
• 12[+14 
SCHRO£OERU .20E+02 .39E+1l20. 
• 16£.14 .59£.140 • 
• 38£.15 
=ERA TlUN O. O. O. 
o. o. O • 
• 95£*14 
CRYI'TIlIIOUS .59(+02 .59£+020. 
• 47E+14 .89E+140 • 
• 48£+15 
DINII8RTIIH .98£+01 .UE+OJO. 
• '8E+14 .21E+150 • 
• 7ZE+15 
ASTERIOH£~U D. O. O. 
o. o. O • 
• u£+ 14 
4EI.OSIRA .20E+03 .65£-030. 
.16E+15 .97E+150. 
• 17£+16 
NUICUlA O. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
---;70£+14 
ApHUIlOIIUOIi O. .n£+OlO. 
o. .47E+150. 
• 62£-15 
DATE 812'5 DrpT"' 19.0 
MAilE O£PTH-METERS 
o I 
ACTINASTRUM .20E+020. O. 
• 16E+ 140. O. 
• 16E+14 
CH~A"TUIION4S .98£+02 .IOE-020. 
• '8£.14 .30£+140. 
• 16£-15 
UG£RH£INU O. o. O. 
o. O. O. 
• 21£+ 14 
OOCTSTIS O. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
• 14(·l5 
$CHRO£OUIA .10£+02 .20E+OIO. 
• 16£.14 • JO£+140. 
• llE*15 
JIIKNOWN O. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
• SJE+15 
CRYpTONU.S .98£+01 .14E+OIO. 
• 78E+14.llhI50. 
• 11£+16 
nHo8RToN O. O. O. 
o. o. O. 
• 89£+15 
IHIZOCHRYSIS O. .20[+310. 
O. .30[+140. 
• ~OE+ 14 
Asr[RIONElU O. .20£+020. 
o. .10r+140. 
• ~8E+15 
.ELDSIRA O. O. o. 
o. O. O. 
• 81)£*15 
~IT Z IA O. .20E'010. 
o. .JOr+140. 
• 71£+14 
HEPHANOOISCUSILGI O. .20[+020. 
O. .IOE+ 140. 
• 80E+ H 
Sf.EDRO INCIS" O. C. O. 
o. ~. O. 
• 15£+ 14 
APHANDTHEcr .J.E+OlG. O. 
• 31[+140. o. 
• l1E·15 
APH.N!ZOM[HOH .7IE'030. O. 
• 58£+ 15C. O. 
• 64["15 
lATE 81975 OrpfH 18.0 
UM[ OEPTH·.£Tf~S 
~ I 








.. 9r(+140 .. 
2 5 
O. .20E+J20. 
0.. .. 45 (+1,.0 .. 
O. .20E+~20. 
2 
o. .45[+140 • 
• ZI)[+02,,), o. 
• 50[+140. O. 
• 18£+01 .12E+030. 







• 78E'02 .20E'020. 
• l9£t15 .45£+140 • 
• 20[+02 .20E+010. 
• 50t+14 .45£+140. 
• T8E+02 .39£+010. 
• I9E+15 .88E+140 • 
• IOE+02 .16£+030. 









































• zor*');?o • 
• 4·,E +140 • 
O. O. 






• 20E+02 .20E+020. 
• 36[+14 .I?E+ 140. 








• '8E+02 .T8E+020 • 
• 18E+15.12Etl50 • 
O. .20E+020. 
O. .12E+ 140. 
0.. • J9£+ 020 • 







O. .39£<010 • 
O. .62E+140 • 
• 20E-020. O • 
• 1~(-140. O • 
o. • ,,£*020. 
O. .62[+ 140. 
• BE-OIO. O. 
• 60(+150. o· 
• 19E+020. O. 
























.20E'OZ .3H'020. O. ~. 
O • 
o. 













.27E+03 .T8E+~20. O. 

















































































































































.ZOE+02 .ZOE+n .16E+OIO. 


























































































































































































































• 44[014 .28(+140. 
• 72£+14 
30CYSTl S O. O. O. 
O. O. O • 
• 40Eo15 
'EOIA.TRUM O. .S9E+O~O. 
O. .81E0I50. 
• 81E+15 
SCHROEOERIA .20Eo020. O. 
• ISE+140. O • 
• 15£+15-
UL<lTHRIX .1&(+030. O. 
• 12EoI50. O • 
• 12E+15 
:RYPTOMONAS .1&(oQ3 .12E+~30. 
.12£+15 .16[+1'0 • 
• 87Eo15 
)I"D8RYON .59Eo02 .5noUO. 
• 44[+14 .13£*150 • 
• IOE+16 
ASTERfO"ELLA .lIE+03 .41£0030. 
• HE< 15 .57EoI50 • 
• 28E016 
MELOSIRA O. O. o. 
O. O. O • 
• 25[+1' 
UVICULA O. O. o. 
O. O. O • 
• 9U+H 
N!TlU O. o. O. 
O. O. O • 
• 32Eol' 
STEPHAMOOf.CUSHG I • HEoOZG. O. 
• 29Eo140. O • 
• 25E+15 
A~'UEHA .In-020. o. 
• 29E+140. O • 
• 12£*IS 
APIIANOTHECE O. O. O. 
O. O. O • 
• I8E+15 
APHUIlDMENON .8HoOl .14E+030. 
_&'E+15 .19[+.50 • 
• IHolT 
• YAOTHECA .12E+OJ .20E+020. 
• 81£+14 .28£.140. 
• 16E+15 
)ATE 90275 orPTH' 18.0 
~AME OEPTH-METERS 
o I 
CHLA.YOUONAS O. O. O. 
o. O. O • 
• 15E+15 
r_UC(u O. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
• 54E+14 
OOClSTiS .20E+020. O. 
• 15E>l40. O. 
• 89E+I' 
PA~MELLA .20E+02 .20E+020. 
• 15E+1' .t8E·"i.o. 
• 12E+15 
SCHROEOERU .ZOE+02 .20t+020. 
• 15£+(4 .. 28E+141). 
• 22E+15 
SPHEROCYSTIS .43E+05 .IOE+O'O, 
• 32£+15 .1'E+160. 
• 96£+16 
:£RAnUM O. O. O. 
o. O. O. 
• }6[014 
:RTP!O"O~'S .I8E+03 .lHoOZO. 
• 13£+15 .54E+140. 
• I4E+16 
AST(9IQN£LLA .88Eo03 .12E+640. 
• 6&(015 .17£+1&0. 
• 79E+16 
rUGILARIA 3. O. O. 
O. o. O. 
• IIE+15 
~ELOSIRA .IH+04 .IOE+040. 
• 89[+1; .14r+l&0. 
• IOt+17 
HVICULA 3. .3H+~20. 
o. .54[+,40. 
.I7E+15 
'lTlIA G. o. o. 
O. O. O. 
• 74E+15 
HEPHAHOOI$CUSIlGI .78E+02 .39E+020. 
• HE+I' .HE+I'O. 
0I2E+16 
'~AUEKA O. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
• 1&£+15 
'PHANIlO"ENQ~ .5.E+a4 .i OE+OlO. 
• 40r+16 .12[+160. 
• 34[+11 
HCROClSTI$ .21£+01 .16£+030. 
• 21E+IS .zzroI5~. 
• 12E+15 
~SCIUATORI. .39E+02 .58E+J2~. 
• 29£+14 .80E0\40. 
• 27E+15 






















































O. • 40(015.Z0E+150 • 
• 31E+3~O. 
• 7lE+150 • 
• IH+O~ .39£+020. 
• 28E+15 .62E+140. 
o • 
O • 
.57E+03 .12E+03 .20E+02 .20E+02 .27E+030. 



















• 2H+02 • 3H+~ZO. 











• ZOE+~2 .HE+02 .~9E+'J2 .20£+020. O. 





















• 14(+04 .12E.O~ .J9'E+{).t. .24£.O~ .20£+020. 












• II U 
O. O. 
O. O • 


















O. O • 








O. O • 









.59£+02 .20E+02 .20E+020. 


































• HE+ OZ • HE +020. 









.75£003 .57E+03 .61£003 .IlEoH .1~EoO" .53£+030. 













.lOE+02 .16E+02 .2H+0] .3IE+03 .]9£+02 .58E+02O. 
"5E+l" .16Eo15 .35Eo15 .50E+15 .57E+14 .1ZE+140 • 
.67E+01 .I8E+03 .53E+01 .61E+OJ .67Eo01 .61£+030. 













.HEoOl .IH+H .18E+H .15E+a.. .96E+01 .HE+OlO. 























..'8£+02 .98£+02 .1&(+03 .78(+I)Z .. 59[+02 .14.[+030. 





ol~E+OZ .39£+n .ZOE+020. 
.70£+14 .6?£+14 .2<»(+140. 
O. 
O. 
..:UE+l] .30(+1l4 .40(+,):4 .51(+04 .23[*04 .23[+040. 
.7iEo15 .60E+16 .12£+16 .82E+16 .J4£+16 .Z9£0160. 
.39E+02 .20t+02 .78E+02 .ZOEo020. 
.88E+14 .40E*14 .14(+15 .~2E+14iJ. 
.39£+02 .20E+02 .2'£+1)20. 

























































































































































































lNI'IISTRIlDESI1U~ O. .}9£+ljZO. 
? .54('140. 
• 54['14 
: ... LA14'tOA,.OrtA$ .1'E+Ol .1S£+JlO. 
• 29E.1" .11£* 1:)0" 
• t1E+16 
lOCYSTIS O. O. O. 
O. ~. o. 
d!£'15 
PlAL14ELLA :J. .21)£+1120. 
O. .Z6E'140. 
• Z8E'14 
SCHROEOERU .5H'0! .76E'OlO. 
• HE.!4 .I1E'150. 
• lO£'15 
SPHER(lCYSJlS .107£'03 .IZ£'O~O. 
• 55E+15 .16£+150. 
• 35£.1& 
IOOCHLOR£lU .H£'O! .t6E'HO. 
• IOE'15 .ZZE'150. 
• 5! E'15 
JHftfjONN o. ..20[.020. 
O. .28£+140. 
• l8£·14 
CRYPTDMONAS .14£'O~ .7et.Ozo. 
• 10[+15 .11(+15,,,. 
• 69('15 
JlNOBRJON ? O. O. 
O. O. O. 
• 57£+14 
AS TtRION£ll 0 O. .tZE'O.O. 
o. .16£'160. 
• 55£'16 
rRAGILlRIO .41£'030. o. 
• 31£'150. O. 
• 11£'16 
~£LOSIRl .51£'03 .IT['HO. 





STEPHANOOISCUS( Sill O. O. o. 
o. O. O. 
• 37E·15 
lNAlll£HO .37('030. O. 
• 23£'150. O. 
• 'l£'15 
lPHAHIlOM£NON .13£'03 .l7£ '~40. 
• 13(.15 .23E+l60. 
,U£'17 
MICROClSTlS O. .20E.otO. 
O. .28£+ 140. 
• 41£'15 
JU( 91615 otPfH' U.S 
NU( O(PTH·IOETERS 
o 
AfiKISTIIOO£S"U5 O. O. 
1 
O. 
O. O. O. 
• 74£+14 
.16£+01 .14£+0~0. 
• ll£.15 .20[.150. 
• 1D[·16 
OOCYSIU O. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
• 30£'15 
SCHROEOrlN 0 .HE'OZ .59E'OZO. 
• JOt+14 .15£+1'40. 
• 2'1£+15 
SPH£ROCTSTIS .20£'03 .5,9£'JZO. 
• 15£+15 .85E'140. 
• 18£'16 
JNKNOWN .93E'020. O. 
• 16£'140. O. 
• 76E·14 
EUGLENA O. O. O. 
3. O. o. 
• laE'14 
.uE.O! .~6('~ZO. 
• 14£'15 .14£'150. 
• 14[+16 
H TER IONElLO .59E'OZO. O. 
• 46£+140.. o. 
• 69E·14 
~ELOSIRO .Z6E.O~ .UE+U10 .. 
• ZO£+15 .ZO£+150. 
• 45E·16 
UvlCULl • ~9E.OZO. O. 
• 30E+140. O. 
• 7aE·14 
~lllU O. .20E'a20. 
O. .29E+140. 
• ? 9E'14 
sy~£ORO INC!S~ .20(,020. O. 
• 16E+140. O. 
• 63£+1' 
AHoaoEu O. O. O. 
). O. G. 
.. 13[*15 
.ZOE_?4 .2&[.040. 
• 16£'16 .36E'I~O. 
• 23£+11 
O. o. O. 
















.~6£'~2 .IH')l .14£'03 .20E.n .18£'02 .5~E'02 -l9£'no. 















.76[+Ol .78['02 .ZO£'020. 



















.20E+02 .16£+0~ .20E.O~ .~7E+OJ .ZOE+a~o. 
.36£+14 .12£'16 .29E'15 .46['15 .2lE+,,0 • 
• $9£'02 .20('02 .20E'020. 























.78['02 .18£+02 .20E.OZ .HE'02 .20E-02 .ZOE+OZO. O. 















• 7JE'H .ZOE'HO. 
.16£'16 .39£+150. 
.,45[+03 .~~E+03 .45E.O~ .59£+020 • 















.2'OE+04 .12£+04 .65E.0~ .10(+04 .. 14E+04 .12£*04 .59£+OJO. 















O. .ZOE'02 .HE'02 .ZOE'OZ ,)9£+02 .39E+02 .IZE'O~O. 











.86£+:)3 .~6£+04 ... 61E+0~ .9f1E+OZ .18[.02 .12£.03 .18[+030. 
































.HE.02 .12['03 .98E.OZ .,9('02 .59£.OZO. 



















.20E.OZ .20E'020 • 
.HE+14 .27£'140 • 
O. 
O. 
0.. .ZOE+\)": .Z9E+03 .UJE+O.!i .16[+O~ .ZOE+OZ .20E.')20. 















.U('a3 .llE+al .Z2E.030. 

































• ZOE. OlO. 
.23£+140. 
.24('03 .22£.~3 .51£'03 .43£.03 .7IE'030. 























• ZOE+OZ .ZCE+02 .ZOE+no. 
.47£+14 .4JE+14 .38E+140. 
O. 































.15E+0,* .10E+0" .27E.04 .. 21)£+04 .. 26£.01 .73£+03 .1~E.i)ftO .. 










































































































































































• 20[+ 020. 
• 29E +l'oO. 
• 29[+14 
• 55E+03 .51[+050. 
• 41£+15 .13E+150 • 
• 20[+16 
O. O. 




• 20Eo02 .59[+020. 
• 16E.14.56[+140 • 
• ~1[+15 
• 24£+030. 




• 20E+OZ .39[+020. 












• 16Eo030. O. 
• 12[+150. O. 
• 64(+15 
.. 3 9ft-OlO.. 0 .. 
• 3-0[+140. O. 
• 53E+ 14 
O. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
• 58E+14 
.15£+0" .2"£ +030. 
• 58(+16 .J4[+lS0. 
•• IE*17 
.5'£+02 .20E+020. 
• 46£.14 .Z9E+140. 
• 75[·14 
)ATE 101315 orPTH' 18.5 
~ AII[ DEPTH-METE ftS 
'HLlI4YHKONAS .39E+O~ .19E-O~O. 
• JOEH ... 56E+140. 
• 2lE-IS 
SCHROEOERIA .20EooZO. O. 
• 16£+1'0. O. 
• 13£-14 
SPHEROCYSTIS O. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
• 11E_15 
C EU HUll 0.. ZOE -~ZO. 
O. .Z.£-140. 
• 56(*10\ 
FRAGIUR1A O. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
• 30£·15 
~ELOSIR A O. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
• 10E-15 
NA~ICULl .39£-020. O. 
• 10£0140. O. 
• ]0(*14 
ST[PH'NOIIISCU~(LGI O. .18E-~ZO. 
0. .l1E.150. 
• 30£*15 
APHAHllOM£NON .20E-02 .69£+030. 
• 16[+14 _99(+lS0. 
• 29£+16 
)ATE 10Z]75 O~PTH 18., 
NAM[ OEPTH-METERS 
o I 
ANKIST800ESHU~ .20E-02 .ZOE'020. 
• 16£-14 .29E+140. 
• 92E_14 
CHUHYOA"O~AS .Z9E+03 .1aE-020. 
• Z)[+15 .IIE+150. 
• 10[+16 
OOCTSTI. .27£+03 .20E'020. 
• 21E-15 .29£ +140. 
• 58E+15 
SCHROEDERI' .20E'020. O. 
• 16[+140. O. 
.16£'14 
SPHEROCYSTI> O. .78E·OZO. 
O. • liE +150. 
• 20E_16 
EUGLENA O. .20E.020. 
~. .2'[*140. 
• 19E+15 
CERlTlU. O. .39E'020. 
O. .56£+140. 
• 99£'14 
C'YPTO"a~.s .59E·020. O. 
• 46[+,40. o. 
• 46[+14 
• lLL,.ONAS .ZOEo020. O. 
• 16£'100. O. 
• 16['14 
~ElOSlRA O. O. o. 




















• 27r-050 • • 59(+02 .20E+02 .59[+020 • 
• 65E+150 • • 11E+15 .l4E*14 .90[.140 • 





• 14£+140 • 
O • 
O • 
• 59[+02 .39E+02 .ZO[*Ol .14E+Ol0. o. 
• 14£+15 .83£+1" .J8£*14 .2'1£*150. o. 




• 20£-OZ .18E-020. 













• 20E'02 .19['02 .39E-OZ .3.E-OZO. O. 

















































































,.21E.04 .11E*05 .88£+0] .14E+04 .. 29£+03 .20£.03 .39[.OJO .. 



























• J9[.02 .20£.OZO: • 







































































































































.ZOE.OZ .~9E.OZ .J9[*02 .2'0£+020 .. 














.98E'02 .59E'02 .IH-030. 
.23[+15 .13['1S .J~E+150. 
.78[+02 '~'E_02 .3.r+020". 









• 13E+03 .181-020. O. 
• 11£-16 .11£-150. O. 
o. .39E.OZ .39£.I)ZO. 


















































.20£+02 • '9Eol~ • $9 E_ 020 • 























































































































































S rEPH4He DI>CU~(lG I 
• Jl[-OZQ .. 
• 10[.140 • 











O. .20£.020 • 
O. .43('140 • 
O. .zo[.no • 
l. .43£-140 • 
• HE-a: .78£'020. 



















JUE 103075 D<PTH 16.5 
HME OEPTH-,;ETEPS 
o 1 2 I 7 9 11 
lHKlSfRDOES,;US ). O. O. o. a. .19£'02 .20['02 .20£'OlO. 
o. o. o. O. o. .74£+14 .34[+14 .Jl[+140. 
• 14E*15 
CHlA"ro."O~'s .69E'01 .6'£'01 • HE,OI .U['OJ .26£'OJ .5H.OZ .14[.01 .59£.020. 
.. 53£+15 .9JE.l~ .6'5£"-; .65[+15 .. 54[+15 .l1E+15 .Z~£.15 .90E+140. 
• 17E'16 
JOCTSTl5 .13E.03 .18E'010. .22£'01 .59£'020. .zoE'020. O. 
• 2&£.15 .25E'na. .51E'15.UEt150. 034['140. O. 
.t2E'I~ 
SCHROEDEH(A .29E.02 .HE'020. .20E'020. O. O. O. O. 
• 16[+14 .. >6[+140. ..47E+140. 0.. O. o. o. 
• 12£·15 
SI'HERDCTSTIS .5'E.020. O. O. o. o. O. .UE'OIO. 
• 46(+140. O. o. o. o. o. .Z4Et150. 
• Z9E+15 
EUGLENA .14(.010. .5.E.n .98E'020. O. O. o. O. 
• IIE.150. ,IZE+l5 .ZJE'150. O. O. O. O. 
• 45£.15 
:ERAUUM .20E+02 .20E'02 .20E'02 .20E+020. O. .20E'020. O. 
• 16£+14 .29E'14 .19E'14 .47E'140. O. .HE'140. O. 
• 11£*15 
CRYI'TOMOhlS .12E.0~ .76E.02 .60E.02 .HE·'OZ .HE'020. .20E'02 .20E,020. 
• 9\E'14 .IIE'15 .IZE'15 .92E>l4 .81E'140. .34('14 .31E'140. 
• 56E.15 
AST£RIOIiEllA O. O. O. O. O. O. O. .20E.OZO. 
O. O. o. O. o. O. O. .31E+l40. 
• 1IE·14 
'ElnICU~A O. o. O. o. O. O. .20E'020. O. 
O. O. O. o. O. O. .3_E+140. O. 
iA"IIAEA GRCUS O. O. O. .59[+020. O. .GlE.010. O. 
O. o. O. .I4E'150. O. .IOE>160. O. 
• 12E>16 
UlOSIRA O. O. .39E'OZO. O. O. o. O. O. 
o. ·0. .11['140. O. O. o. O. O' 
• 17Et'4 
NAVICULA .,9[.020. O. O. O. O. .20E'~20. O. 
• 46£.140. O. O. O. O. .14£+140. O. 
• 8OE'I-
NUllA ol9E>OZ .20E.OZO. O. O. O. O. .39E'020. 
• 30£.14 .29E'140. O. O. 3. O. .60['140. 
• 12£'15 
SJEPHAMOOlSCUS<LGI O. O. o. o. O. O. .39E+020. O. 
O. o. O. o. o. O. .66£'140. O. 
• 66£+1-
ANAUEIIA O. O. O •• 4IE'030. O. O. O. O. 
O. O. O. ."E'150. O. O. O. O. 
• 91[.15 
APHANllOIIEIIOIi .20E'OZ .24E'03 .78E+02 .ZO[.OZ .14['03 .19E'OZO. .7~E'020. 
• 16£.14 .34E+l5 .15£'15 .47E'14 .Z9[>l5 .74[>140. .12£'150. 
• IOE+16 
~ICROCYSTlS O. O. .19E'020. O. O. O. O. O. 
O. o. ,.17£+140. O. 0.. O. Q. O. 
• 77E.14 
DATE 110315 O"PtH' 18.5 
IUIIE DEPTH-MEtERS 
o I 2 
A"KI$TROOES"U~ .HE+020. O. O. 
.. 30£+140. o. o. 
• Z6£+15 
ClIlANrDAIIONlS .59[+03 .75E'03 .31£>030. 
• 46£.15 .11['16 .65['150. 
• 24['16 
lOCYSTlS 3. .20E.020. O. 
o. .29E.140. o. 
• 93[+14 
SCHROEDERU .20E+n~. O. O. 
• 16£+140. O. O. 
• 16[+14 
SPHERDC n Tl S O. O. O. O. 
o. O. o. O. 
• 65[+,4 
EUGLEMA .20£oOZ .59£'020. O. 
• 16£+14 .85E'140. ,. 
• I4E'15 
O. O. O. o. 
O. O. O. O. 
• 60£'14 
: 8 fPTONONAS .20E.02 .20E '02 .39E'020. 
• lu(tl4 .Z9E+14 .77[+'40 .. 
• 19[>15 
'Sf(RIONElll .za[.~zo. • ZOE. 0 20. 
• 16£*140. .~oE.140. 
•• 6£>15 
F"AGIlAilI4 3. .Z7£+~l .63E+OlO. 
O. .30£'15 .1'E'160. 
016£'16 
~AVICUl. .1.Eon .2~E'020. O. 
• 30£+14 .29£+14.0. o. 
• StEtl" 
O. ~. o. O. 





























.20E.02 .58£*02 .58[+020. 
.~8£.14 .. 99E+14 .89(+140. 
.39E'02 .39£>02 .58£'OZO. 
.14E'I' .66['14 .89E+140. 
O. .20E'02 .20E+02O. 









o. .20[.02 .2'0[.020. 





































.20(.02 .20E+.20. O. 















































































































































































































































































> TE PHANDD ISCU~(LGI O. O. o. O. O. 
o. 





O. O. O • o. O. O. • HE +140. 
• 34£+14 
APKANIZGMEHGII O. O. • HE*020. O. 
O. 





o. O. O • • 77E+140. • 20E+no. 0' • 
• 21£+16 
)ATE 111375 DrPTH' 18.5 
NAME DEPTH-MET EllS 
ANKlSTRODES"U~ 






































O. O • 
• 3SE+14 
O. O. 










• 32E*15 STEPHAliGDI'SCU~(lG' O. O. 
o. o. 
• 69E+14 
APMAHIlOK£NDN O. O. 
~. O. 
• JlE+14 




































































• Z9[+03 .16E*03 .ZOE+03 .9s£.n • S9£+02 .20E'020. 































.20E.G2 .20£*02 .ZOE'020. 
.34E*14 ~!IE+14 .27['140. 
.16E·030. 













































.51E+03 .27£+ )sO. 















































































































































.2'0£+02 .14E+~J .9fjE*OZ .78E+OZO. 
.29E+14 .27E*15 .13E-15 .17[+150. 


















CA rPTOMONAS .59£'02 .7iE+u2 
• 4&[+14.11£+15 
.39£'~2 .Z~E+03 .78E+32 .!9E+02Q. 
• 71£*14 .46[+15 .17£*15 .74£+'40 • 
• 10[+1' 





















~AT£ 112275 O~PTH' 18.5 
HOE DEPTH-METERS 
o 1 
CHLAMYDAMON4S .IZE+a! .I4E'OJQ. 
• 91E-14 .ZOE+15D. 
• 11E+l& 
SChROEO!:RIA .2DE+Q2Q. O. 
• 16[*140. O. 
• 63E·14 
EUGLENA D.. 2Q£+QlQ. 
O. .29E'14Q. 
• 97E+14 
:AYPTOMDNA$ ,. .59E+~ZO. 
O. .85E+14Q. 
• 34£+15 
HllAMONA$ ,. O. Q. 
Q. Q. Q. 
• 38E+14 

































































.ZOE'Q2 .ZOE+OZ .ZQE+Q20. 



























































































































































































































































1 •• 5 
~(PTM-IIEfE.S 
. ~ 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 
• 39£*02 _20E*~$0. .20£*02 .98£>32 .IH*O~ .20£+03 016£>03 .12[+03 .22£0030. O. 












• 20E+02 .20E+J2J. 
• 1.£+14 .2n*140 • 
• 37E-15 
O. O. 




O. • 20E·020. 
























































'~'£+02 .20E*02 .20£>02 .39£>02 .39£002 .20£+020. 







• 16£>03 .20£+03 .24E+030. 







.ZOEo02 .39E>020 • 







• 39£>02 .59E+020. 
• 83E.14 .11[+150. 
.39E+02 .39£>OZ·.14£0030 • 













.45£+03 .23£>0" .35£+030. 


































































• 49£.0.3 • 57Eo03 •• 3Eo03 .31[003 .55£*03 .51£+UO • 
• .18£·15 • ~2E*15 .85Eo15 .7.EoI5 .12£-16 .IOE*160 • 





.98E+02 .59£>02 .59E>020. 




.'59[.02 .18£.02 .98E.020. 
























.59E+02 .20£+02 .39£>02 .39£>020. 





























3. O. O. 
O. O. O. 
• 24£+16 








STEPHA"OOI5CUS(lli) O. O. o. O. o. • 2:I)E+020~. 
.~8E+140. o. o. O. 
.. 18E+14 
APHUIZO"[NON FlOSAQ .Io[+oe .12£+030. 
• 7S(·I'9.11E*150. 
,,78E+19 
)4T£ 121815 O~PtH. 18.5 






• 37[>03 .35E>030. 
.57E+15 .48E>150. 
.59E+02 .20£+020. 
• 90£.14 .27[.140 • 
.59E>02 .J9[>020 • 
.. 90E"14 .53£+140 • 
.14£+03 .31E>030. 
• 21[+15 .50E>150 • 
.20E>020. O. 
• 31£.140.. 0 .. 
.20E*02 .78£+020. 
..]lE+14 .11(+150. 
• 20E> 020. O. 

































































































































































..5S£+"3 .31E+03 .39E+OZ .37£*GJ .31£+03 .2:1[+030. 



























.39E+02 .39£+02 .39[+02 .59E+02 .39£*JZ .2)£+02 .39[*02 .76£*020. 






.31[+03 • JH*J2 oIH+~3 -16[+030. 



































HE.UfOCOCCUS .59£<02 .20r<020. O. O. O. O. O. o. 
• 46E*t4 .29[+140. O. O. O. O. 0. O. 
• 15«14 
EUGlENA O. '0. .tOE<OtO. O. .2n<020. O. O. 
O. O. .~9£<UO. O. .~8£+140. O. O. 
• 11E<14 
e~yprO"OUS .U«02 .20t+02 .59E+02 .12£+03 .59E+02 .18£+02 .98£+02 .39£+020. 
• 46[+14 .29E+14 .11[+14 .UE<15 .U«" .15«15 .11(+15 .60E+140. 
• 93E+ " 
A5fERION£UA ~OR"OSAO. O. .HE+OlO. O. .20E+020. O. O. 
O. O. .~gE+150. O. .UE<140. O. O. 
• 66£+15 
FRAGILARIA O. .26£<OJ .11E+040. .61£*030. .14E*OJ .16E<040. 
Q. .3'£+1' .21£+160. .14E+160. .2"5£*15 .24[+160. 
• 65£*16 
'AYICULA O. .20£*020. .20£*020. .20£-020. O. 0'. 
11CROCYStis 
DTHEI! PROIISH 
O. .29(+140. .41E+140. .31(+140. O. o. 

















































S T EPHA~OO lSCU~( SMI 
o 1 
• 17E*04 .9eE_O~ 






3. O • 
• 39E+14 
2 3 5 7 9. 11 
• 41[+03 .Z1E+O~ .1&[+03 .39E+OZ .~9E*oZ .~~E+020. 















• 18£*02 .39E'020. 







• 14(+04 .16E+~] .20£+03 .l2hH .59£+,)2 .1&£+020. o. 
O • 
O. 
O • • I1E+16 .23E*15 .J9E+15 .28Et15 .!S£+IS 0I5E+150, 
• 22[+16 
O. O. 
O. O • 
• 12£'11 
• 24(+03 .7&E<01 .13E+04 .22E_04 .47E-03 .12E+040. 
.46r+15 .19[.16 .28E+16 .41£*16 .&OE+15 • teEt 160. 
• IOE+O; .IOE+Q5 .IIE+05 .12£+05 .IIE-05 .41(*04 .11E*04 .1&E<040. 
• 79[<16 .15£+17 .UE<" .28E<H ,U['l1 .&2£<16 .29£+16 .Z7£<160. 
• 11 E<18 









O. O. O. 
• 19E< 14 
OTHER PRO fI Sf a • t,£+OJ .41[+Ol .24£+030. 




















o I 2 ~ ;; 7 9 
• 19£+04 .14E+00\ 
• 15£+16 .20E*16 
.8U+Ol .Z4E+03 .16£+01 .1IE'04 .lIE+010. 

















• IH'Ol .16£+010. 



























• 17£+15 .45£+150. 
O. 
O • 
.51E.Ol .lIE+O] 0I6HOl .19£*020. .16 £*010. 
.10EtI50. 
O. 





























• 7&E'OZO. o. 





















.11[+05 .2'4[*05 .22£*U, .71E*04 .54E.O~ .13E+05 .16E.~~O. 
::~~:~; .55E+17 ."~E.l1 .11E*17 .12£+11.25(+17 .6IE.UtO. 
.4'[+05 .lt7£*OS .55E+030. 
















































































































































































































































































































































O. .11[+150. O. o • o. o. o. 
• 11[<15 










O • O. O. O. O • • IH+UO. 
• 11[<16 











O. • 1&[+15 .39£*15 .. 15£+150. 
• 13£+15 
GlENOOINIUJiI O. 0.. 0.. O. • 73£+020. • 73£+\)20 .. O. 
O. 
o. 
O. O. O. O. O • • 17(·-150 .. • 13E+150 • 
• 1OE+15 




• 24[_0,3:0 .. o. 
O. 
O. 
O • • 73£+15 .12£+16 .6lE*IS0. • 40[*1 'SO .. 
• 30E+l6 







o • O. O. O. O. • 17[+150. 
.. lrEt 15 
fRAGll.AIU A O. O. O. O. o. 
O. 
• 6~HO$O. • 98£*0$0. O. 
O. O. O. O. O • • 12£*160. • 1~E'I'O. 
.. 27£"16-








5 TEPH'"OCI5CU~1 SM) 
OTHER PROUST 1, 






• 22£+ 16 
• 29£+16 
• ~IJE.OS .. 4QEt05 .17E.05 .l1E t 05 .H[*040 .UlEtO'S .18E.04 .75[+030. 
.. a3[+17 .. 79(*17 .41E.t7 .. 2)(.17 .86£+16 .HEt,T .28[416 .. 10hUO. 
• llEt05 .. 78[.020. 
.. 4,hl' .1'5[ •• 50. 
DL 
O • 
















• JOEtOJ, .J9£+0~0 .. 
• JO£+15.S&£+IS0 • 
• 24£*16 
~ , 
.. 1&(+1)2 .4~E+OJO. 
• 18Etl-, .92[+150 .. 
• 12£+0$0. 
• 91£+140. 
.. 1&£+02 .31E+O~ .12(+0~0 .. 
















• II 13 
• IZhO ~ • ~qE+ 02 .12£+030. 

























$TEPHANOOISCU$(Stn .19£+05 .16£+05 .49[.05 .4J(+OS .40£+05 .14£+05 .SZE+OS .64E+04 .20£+040. 
• 61E+11 .1IE+U .. 96[+17 .10£+16 .a"shI1 • .26£+17 .'51:+17 ."£+1& .21£H60. 
• SSE+IS 
OTHER PROUST' O. O. .18£+OZ .18E+0.20. .18(+010. 0'. O. O. 
O. Q. ..1';[+15.18£+150. .15hUO. O. O. O. 
.. 18E*16 
lZ41& O"PUt. U.5 




o I 2 
.20£.0 •• 19£tOJ .41£.010. 
• 16(.16.'6£+15 .. '92£+150. 
.31£+ U 
). O. O. 
O. O. ~. 





.11[t\)3 .. lIE.Oll» .. 




















.18E+OJ .. 1lE+Ol .11£+01 .12£+05 .Hh010. 














































lUE 17416 OrPfH. la .. 5 
'''PI£ O£PTH-"EY£HS 
































.12(+0 ~o .. 
.22(+ 150 .. 
o. o. 








)Af( 12416 O"PT":; U.S 
tUI!tE OEPTH·,.(fE'S 
, I 1 1 'S '9 11 II 
SfEPH_JtOOISCU<;(S/If) ... 4[+0' .10[+06 
.. flSE+OS .61(+0') .. 16£+05 ... 1£.0') .27£+05 .96£+040 .. 
.. l5E+I! .ISE+le .16H18 .16[+11 .. 45£+11 .i5hi11» .. 
D. 
O. • 13EtI7.ISEtUl 
• 79£. 18 









.. 24(+"0 .. 
o. 
O. 









.. 16E+O~ •• 7h~~ ,H(+O~ .bH+Ju. 
.. 12£+1':) .68£.1$ .&ZE+l'S .1'SE+160. 
.. 29'£t16 












0.. ..l~[+1'0. 0.. o. 0.. 0.. Q. 
.. in£tl5 
.1IH'.0, .. U~£+u1 .. 16£.010.. o. O. .1bEt'HO. 
• 11£+" .2H"1S .JLE+l';O. 3. 0.. .21(+1;0 .. 
.. 92£·'5 
,. ..94(+05 .47[+ill .. 31E+03 .. 7!!h~20. o. .). 
o. .14(+16 .. 92(+1") .1I.E+l~ .. 11£+150.. 0.. tl .. 
• 12E+ 16 
O. o. 0.. 0. o. O. ..4'(*.>5,h 
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